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all the Northern men working
plantations on the Sea Islands, that 1
have seen, speak of their laborers with satisfac-

BY

N. A. FOSTER & CO.
Tiie Portland Daily Press is published at
$8.00 per year in advance.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance
$2o&-, ii paid within six months; and $2.50, if payment be delayed beyond six months.
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Advertising.

One inch of space, in length of column, ooustitute

••b.juare.”

$1.<>U per square daily first week ; 75 cents i>ei
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Kell square, three insertions or
less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Uuder Lead of “Amusements*’ $ 2.00
per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.
‘*hi‘EciAL Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
fl.to per square after; three insertions or less, $1.60;
square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

halloa

Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Pri ss” (which has a
large circulation in every part
ot the State) for $1.00
per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Si'EciAL Notices at the usual rates.
15^- All Communications intended for the paper
shoo Id he directed to the
Editor of the Press,”
and who>c of a business character to the
Publisher h.m
ISf*" JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertainingU
the Office or Paper promptly transactod on application as above.

Tuesday Morning, August 22,1865.
“Observer,” the intelligent southern corres
pomlent of the Boston Advertiser, writing to
that paper, says that the success of the free-laexperiment is more endangered by the ob

bor

staelas thrown in its way by the whites thai
by diose which consist in the peculiar charae

teristics of the black race.
The principa
drawback is that the planter does not know
what free labor is, and but few of them seem
inclined to learn it. Their first complaint 1
that tue negro is becoming “insubordinate,’
meaning by subordination that absolute giv
ing up of the individual will to which they
were

accustomed from the slaves.

The writer

says;
This confusion of ideas gives rise to the most
ludicrous incidents. One of our military commanders was recently visited by a doctor living in one of the southeastern counties of this
-suite. The doctor looked very much disturb
—

ed.

General,” says he, the negroes in my
county are in a terrible state of insubordination, and we may look for an outbreak every
moment. 1 come to implore your aid.”
The General, already accustomed to sucli
alanning reports, takes the matter with great
coolness. “Doctor,” says he, “I have beard oi
such things before. What reason should the
negroes have to resort to violence ?”

“General,” replies the doctor, “you do not
appreciate the dangers of the situation we are
placed iu. Our lives are not safe. It is impossible to put up with the demonstrations of
insubordination on the part of the negroes:
If they do not cease I shall have to remove my
family into the city. If we are not protected
we cannot stay in the country.
I would rather give up my crops to the
negroes than the
lives of my wile and children.”
“Mow, Doctor, please go into particulars,
and tell me wliat has happened ?”
“Well, General, formerly the slaves were
obliged to retire to their cabins before nini
o clock In the evening. After that hour
nobody
was permitted outside.
Now, when their work
is done, they roam about just as they please
and when 1 tell them to go to their quarters.
they do not mind me. Negroes from neigh
boring plantations will sometimes come to visit them, and they have a son of meeting, and
then they are cutting up sometimes until ter
or eleven.
You see, General, this is alarming,
and you must acknowledge that we are ns
sale.”

“Well, Doctor, what
they have that sort of

they doing when
meeting? Tell me

are
a

all you know?”

“Why, General, they are talking together,
whispers and sometimes loudly.
They are having their conspiracies, I suppo.'i
And then they are going on to sing and danc_

sometimes in

and make a noise.”
“Ah, now, Doctor,” says the imperturbabk
General, “you sew this is their year of jubilee
They must celebrate their freedom in sour
way. What harm Is there hi singing or danc
ing ? Our northern laborers sing and dance
when they please, and nobody thinks anything of it; we rather enjoy it with them.”
“ies, that is ail well enough, General; but
these are negroes, who ought to be suborinate
and when 1 tell them to go to their quarter
and they don’t do it, we can’t put up with it.'
“By the way, Doctor, have you made a eon
tract with the negroes on your plantation ?
“Yes.”
“Do they work well ?”
“Pretty well, so tar. My crops are in prettygoad condition.”
“Do they steal much ?”
They steal some, but not very much.”
“
Well, then, Doctor, wliat have you to com-

plain about?”
“Oh, General,” says the Doctor, dolefully
“you do not appreciate the dangers of our situation.”
“Now, Doctor, to cut tlie matter short, has

r.

single act of violence been perpetrated in youi
neighborhood by a negro against a white
man

P

“Yes, sir; and I will tell you of one that has
happened right in my family. I have a negro
girl, eighteen years old, whom I raised. Foi
ten years she lias been waiting upon my ol<i
mother-in-law, who lives with me. A tew days
ago the old lady was dissatisfied about something, aud told the girl that she felt like givin;
her a whipping. Now, what do you think ?—
the negro girl actually informed my old mother-in-law, that she would not submit to a whipping, but would resist. My old tather-in-law
then got mad and threatened her, aud she toll,
him the same thing. Now, this is an hitolcr
able state of things.”
The General laughed and said: “My dear
sir, that girl is a tree girl, and you have just as
little right to whip her as you have to whip
your neighbor's daughter. She ought to resist
when you oiler her a whipping, and I hope she
will. And I will tell you another thing.—
Among your slaves tiiere are probably men
who have seen their wives, and young men
who have seen their mothers whipped by your

order. 1 thiuk the negroes deserve a great
deal of praise lor their moderation.
Another
race, if suddenly freed after such experience-,
would probabiy have proceeded to cut the
throats of those who were in the habit of whipping wives and mothers. No„w go home, treat
your people well, aud pay them tair wages, and
do not come to tne again and ciamor about insurrection aud danger, when the freemen working oh your plantation dance aud sing, and
when the girls retuse to accept a whipping.”
The Uoctor left, sorely puzzleu witn me mysAnd wheu he *ud me
teries of tree labor.
General meet, which happens not unfrequent
ly, the General invariably asks him,- “Well
Uoctor, how does the insurrection in your counThere are certainly exception,
ty come on
to the rule, but it can be said without the lean
exaggeration that most of the planters in this
region are entirely unaware that a free laborer owes his employer no duty beyond the fulfilment of his contract and the general duties o!
a citizen.
They cannot get rid of the idea that
the man who works for them belongs to them,
and is obliged to regulate his conduct in every
particular according to their notions and
whims. It is not difficult to conclude what
they would do, if, before they have accommodated their ways of thinking to the new order
of things, the government should withdraw its
protection from the negro.
The Southern planter pretends,—and he will
laugh at you if you contradict him,—that
Northern men know nothing about the negro,
and that he alone understands and knows how
to manage him. In a certain sense this is
undoubtedly true; the planter understands
how to manage the negro as a slave. But it
is more than doubtful
whether he knows how
to manage the
negro a3 a fr ee laborer. What I
have seen here leads me to
the conclusion
that in
cultivating the Southern soil by free
negro labor Northern men are
apt to succeed
better than Southern
men, at least as long as
the latter do not succeed
in casting off their
habits. It is not difficult to find
for
this, and 1 think it is the true one; the Nortliby the customs and
01
8lave-labor system. He
r
what free labor
the
working of its rnaehia'«* i* not
di, airbed by the irregularities
connected with
it, which seem utterly inadmissible to the
Southerner. All the complaints X
have heard,
about the negro, his
unwillingness to work
hts spirit oi insubordination, his
improvidence
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(From the New York Times.]
LIFE AMONG THE SHAKERS AT LEBANON.

from Southern

R E A S

The Service.
Service commenced at 10 in the morning.
At 9.45, the Shakers have all arrived at the

meeting-house—a large, plain building, painted white, with green bliuds, and kept within
and without with scrupulous neatness.
The
architecture of the building is peculiar, though
The audience
very plain.
or
rather
room,
dancing hall, is uncarpeted, the flooring skillfully laid, perfectly smooth, and admirably
adapted for the calisthenic exercises of the
worshippers. On one side are the benches
for the community.
They are plain, unpainted, though varnished benches, of light wood,
and resemble the forms in a
boy’s school—
The men and women are
separated, of course,
the men occupying the seats at one
end, the
women at the other.
In numbers, they are
about equally divided, and the two sexes face
each other as they sit, a
space of about ten
feet between the forms.

The women come to

meeting in three or four-seated open wagons,
drawn by two horses and driven by a broad
hat.
Then- Sunday costume is a white hoopless dress, a piece of Shaker muslin over the
shoulder and pinned at the waist, and white

Shaker bonnets trimmed with Shaker muslin.
In the distance they make a
very neat and
pretty appearance, but once they are seen

at hand, one is repelled by bony forms,
haggard laces and big hands. They enter
quietly, take off their bonnets, hang them on
pegs on the wall, and take their seats noiselessly on the forms. Meantime, the men are
entering. On tip-toe they walk over the
smooth, uucarpcted flow, to rooms at one end
of the house, take off their hats, and
bring
themselves into position on their blenches, it
is now time to eomnteace worship; the raised
seats provided for the world’s people are tilled

with a well dressed and curious
company
from the Springs and adjacent towns; the women separated from the
men, much to the
vexation of young lovers and
thenewlyweddede; very'thing is solemdly quiet, and
the hand of the
clock points to 10._
Ail the Shakers
rise, get themselves into parallel lines, the lines of men
facing
those of the women.
A few moments of silence, and a hard-headed, hard featured old
Shaker steps into the space between between the stolid lines of males and females
and in a drawling, nasal tone
expresses liis
joy at meeting so many of his brethren and
sisters; congratulates them upon being the
receivers of so pure a faith; alludes to their
great sacrifices and glorious triumph over the
flesh; and thus continues in a rambling,stereotyped exhortation, embellished with frequent
grammatical errors, for ten or fifteen minutes.
He done, everything is silent again, untill
after a considerable pause, at some signal, all
step back, the benches are removed, the men
take off their coats, hang them on
pegs or in
the ante-rooms, and form themselves into lines
lengthwise with the room, the women, having
no outer garments to remove,
having already
got into position on a continuation of the same
line, a break occurring between the males and
females. The stripping off of coats reveals a
lot of old-fashioned shad-bellied
waistcoats,
which recalls the days of the Puritans. The
of
whom
there
are
or
more sunboys,
twenty
burnt sober-faced, repressed
looking youngste: s,
appear primly enough in the old costume. Ail
are now ready for dance and
song, and they
commence
forthwith. Advancing and retreating, executing the donble-shuflle in amarveilously skillful manner for so stiff-jointed a

crowd;

clapping hands, they slug a monotous, repetitious song in their own peculiar
now

manner.

The effect of a chorus of filly or
sixty
cracked female voices is not unlike the music
a wood-sawyer makes in
his
saw.
sharpening
It is simply horrible. Nor are the men’s voices better.
They call this “dancing before the
Lord,” “going forth in the dances of them that
make merry.”
But it is an awful merriment,
if merriment it be. One is crminded of the
fun Punch made of Spurgeon’s remark that
dancing might be well if one’s partner were
not of a dilferent sex, and of the very funny
picture it gave of an ideal Spurgeon ball, fat
greasy ministers dancing together in melancholy waltzes and with rolled-up eyes.
Not a smile illumines the hard, wrinkled
features of either male or female Shaker. The
youngsters, who with difficulty kept awake
until now, must enjoy the gymnastics, but
their enjoyment has little opportunity for dispfay. Soiemn old heads frown down the
slightest demonstration of nature, (wicked
human nature, and so the boy’s faces are almost as expressionless as their own. Now
and then, however, 1 could detect a furtive
smile and could see looks of suppressed merriment exchanged.
Alter singing ana dancing tor several minutes in this grave, monotonous, ludicrous fashion, all suddenly stop, drop their hands which
they have been shaking during their exercises,
and, after another pause of a few minutes, a
sister is moved to exhoit, which she does in a
cracked voice that grates harshly enough on
the ear. She is glad to be there. Her soul
has been elevated by this beautiful worship.
She feels that she can sacrifice anything for so
pure a faith. She enjoys a seraplfic peace, and
is ready to endure persecution, reproach, every thing for so spiritual a religion. And so
she drives on for ten minutes. A man says a
few words, and singing commences again. A
ring is formed around a band of male and iernale singers, and the dancing and shaking arc
more violent.
One wonders how these feeble
old boues can stand so long-continued aud so
violent exercise, yet not more than two or
three fall out of the ring, and they soon return to their places, having meanwhile coughed feebly, ami had a moment’s rest by sitting.
Poor old women, they probably think they are
in the path of duty, and perhaps they are
more harmless and useful as Shakers than
they would be as the gossips and backbiters of
a New England village.
And moreover they
make first-rate apple-sauce, bnd the best of
butter, and a thousand nick-nacks and ornaments for pretty girls at the Springs, and
amuse the young city people who go to see
them, and effectually prevent the spread of
their ck*trines by showing in their own persons how unnatural those doctrines are, and
how destructive of everything that gives grace,
or beauty, or attractiveness to woman or to
domestic life.
I care not how sadly the girl may have been
jilted, how cruelly her young aftections may
have been trifled with, how desperate she mayhave become, no parent need fear that she will
seek a £haker’s life of retirement from the
world, once she has seen the society in which
she would move, the dress she would have
to wear, the absurd worship she would have to
adopt. It therefore happens that these people
do not increase; that they, on the contrary, are
steadily declining in numbers.
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GOOD HOUSES, on a lot BO by 100,
Price $3,000".
particulars apply at
NO. 17 WINTER STREET.

TWO

9—cod2w*

For Sale at Gorham Corner.
Near the Depot, a House with a Garden cou-

LIVES

taioing
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more

than

very

desirable place for

acre; it is in every

an

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

a

Wood-Lot

oi

The Store and tenement on
now occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
possession given August 22d. For further particu-
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of

being

now

2nd—The Rates tor Insuring
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3d And all important to persons who wish to in-
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Dividend for the last five years
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sure,
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was

amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than
declared by any other Lite Insurance Com-

was ever

pany in the world, being
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For Sale.
NICE second-hand, Portland built, JENNY
A LIND, nearly new, and a Harness.
Enquire afr BLACK’S Livery Stable, corner of
Lime and Federal Sis.
aug9dlw
For Sale.
carries 75 tons, well found in
Anchors, Chains, &c. Price

CONVOY,
SCIPR
Sails, Rigging,
to
$1100.
Apply

are

having to pay interest on notes.
F. S. WINSTON, President.
HALE REMINGTON,
Gen. Agent tor the New England States.
63P*All information given by application in person
or by letter, to
J. T. ct- If

LANGFORD, Agents,

22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.
17—dt'
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WHY
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Head

Street.

For

isely”

-IN THE-

Cliauibers for

Aug. 4-dtf

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Deering and Henry

SITUATED
Sts, 50 100 feet

Enquire of
R W GAGE
137 Commercial St.

x

Life

BENEFIT

Insurance Co.

1st,-IT IS

THE SAFEST ;

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

2®“*

COSTS

IT

LESS to insure

july25dtfis

For Sale.
A Farm pleasantly situated at
North Gorham, three and one-hall
A
miles from Gorham village, on the
^
old road leading from Gorham to
tipi iu.kA.Iv*>*
Standlsh Corner, containing 80 acres
of land, suiiauiy divided into mowing, pasturage and
wood-land with some timber; a one story bouse, barn
and other out buildings; well supplied with water.
33w3w*

0 HOUSE 1X)TS at from 10 to 111 cts. per foot,
O within from 10 to 15 minutes w alk of the Post
and only from 11 to 3 minutes walk of the
Horse Railroad. T\e above limited number of Alternate House Lots ^n new streets
already located is
ottered at the above named prices for the purpose of
the
of
encouraging
building
Houses, thus giving to
parties who make t‘ie first purchase the advantage of
the rise on the land which is sure to follow the improvements.
For plans of Lot® and Streets, apply to
MOSES GOULD,
No. 74 Middle Street, up stairs.
julyl4—Gw

Those who really wish to know all the (hots, vitally
to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this ottice, where
every facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.

important

WARREN

SPARROW,

State

Agt.

Central Office 30 Kxvhange Street.

Portland, July 18, 1865—dtf

Eighteen Hundred

and

Section 1.—It shall be the duty of the Assessors
to make out and deliver to the Treasurer and
Collector,
at the time of the commitment of tbe warrant for the
collection of taxes in each year, tax bills for all taxes
assessed upon all resident persons and estates, with
the name and residence of the same marked thereon.
Sec. 2.—The Treasurer and Collector shall immediately issue the tax bills, and if the same are not
paid within four months thereafter, he shall issue a
summons to each delinquent person
assessed, and it
such person shall not pay his taxes within ten days
after the receipt of such summons, or after the service thereof in the usual form, the said Treasurer aud
Collector shall isssue his warrant for the collection of
said taxes according to law.
Sec. 3.—On all taxes assessed, interest shall be
charged at the rate of six per cent per annum, commencing sixty days after the commitment of said bills
to the Treasurer and Collector.
Sec. 4.—On all taxes paid within sixty days, from
the date of the commitment thereof, a discount of five
per cent on the amount shall be allowed.
Sec. 5.—Section ten of the Revised Ordinances on
taxes, page 235, and an ordinance “respecting discount and interest on taxes,” passed June 19, 1857,
and all Ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent with the provisions of this, are hereby repealed.
Approved Aug. 15, 1865.
anglGd2w

and
TIIE

Button-Hole

Examiue
UNION

Machine !

Sewing

crowning invention in the Sewing M»IIHE
chile line, substantial in construction, simple in

successful in its operation, doing tbe most difficult branch of sewing work
with an incredible
and in a mauner which,
for both beauty and durability,

arrangement, and

Far

perfectly
rapidity,

tlie Best Work Done

Surpasses

by Hand.

It is the only practical Button-Hole Sewing Machine known to exist. An examination of it at our
Room wUl convince you of its value.
OF* Samples of woik sent by mail whenever re-

quested.

We have also first class Sewing Machines for family use and manufacturing purposes.
OF* Agency for Maine 137] Middle Street, Portland.

may30eod3m

FOR

occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
Deblois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.
July 6.—dtf

Heal Ks(ate for* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.
desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland Bridge.
The house is
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contain* 50.009 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \icinty.
For

particulars enquire at
C'onyrttut

A story and halt House, and lot 40
on Alden St.
JMUL For particulars enquire at No. Ill

x

100

feet,

Exchange
aug8dtf

Street.

For Sale.

Beef, Oswego

Lard and Hams !

Patapsco Family
Si. Louis
Aud

a

Flour !

Family Flour,

popular use for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put lip in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,
In Buch

Kingsford'a Oswego Oorn Starch.

lar^e as.*ormcnt of

Extra and Double Extra Favorite Brand*
of Canadian aud Weaterii.

Heavy Mess, Clear, and Ex. Clear
P O K K

FRYE3URG

Fall Term ol this institution will

THEWednesday, August
tinue eleven weeks.

30th, 1865,

commence
con-

located in

RODDIS’ LARD, IN

Sugar

TIEROES.

Cored Hams !
FOU SALE BY

CHASE, ROGERS <C HALL,
61

COMMERCIAL STREET.

July 8—dtf

Partner Wanted.
rilHE advertiser with *3,000, and some ex,>crtence,
A wishes a partner with an equal amount of capital
to engage in the manufacture of BOOTS and SHOES
in Hits city. Ono with experience in the business
prelered. For interview, address “R,” care Box
1645.
augl8dlw»

Wanted.
GOOD smart girl that understands running a
can tind a situation at 137]
A Sewing Machine,
Middle StTTFortland, Me.
augl6dtf

maylegally

come

before the

metting.

Order of the Directors.
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.
Portland, August 3_ltd
Per

call.

R. W.
SMAUDON,
B. S.
S. E. SMARDON.

SCAMMAN,

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land.
is unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of
A.

jy6—df

a

S®ntrBl Part 01
Y. ‘d*e
Z., Press
Ottlce,

small genteel tenthe city.

augSeodtf

wanted in every town in

for the
AGENTS

Maine to

can-

LADIES7

QTJIIDE.
ever offered to the miblic
for G UTTING DRESSES. Ladies
wanting employment can obtain a lucrative business.
Address
MRS. C. H. SANFORD,
Portland. Maine.
r«„n nt xt
Gall
at No. 3 Brattle
St., or 62 Middle St. agldlm

WILL pay tkm cents nor lb. for all
Pamphlets
delivered at the office o» the Po. tlaud Sugar Co.,
•jornor Gom.ueroial sad
Mapla sts.
jaaSldtf
j. m. BROWN.
I

Merchandise.
FLOUR!

FLOUR!

LARGE assortment oi all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for tale bv the CAR
LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

A

HAMBLIN,

R.

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.

August

No. 3 Union Wharf.
purchase, HOOPS and

to

S— d3m

Potatoes,
wishing

Potatoes !

Contract for Potatoes for Shipother purposes, can be supplied at shoit

THOSE

ping or
notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S.
DYER, Cape Elizabeth, R. O. CONANT & CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP. No
176 Fore Street.
August 4.—dtf

FEET Pine Plank, suitable for
Cisterns. 12 feet long.
100 M Clear Pine Shingles,
100 M No. 1 Cedar Shingles,
500 M Pine and Spruce Laths to arrive in a few clays.
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to
Order. Doors, Sashes and Blinds constantly on hand
and made to order.
For sale at prices to suit the

RUFUS DKERING,
mayl7d3m Hobson’s Wharf, 291 Commercial St.

times, by

Scotch Canvass.
BOLTS of “David Corsar & Son’s” Leith,
a sail-cloth of superior
quality, just received direct from Liverpool, and lor sale by

QAA

Sootcii Canvas,
-FOR

SALE BY-

CO.,

ME.

AAA BOLTS Superior Bleached
JmdVJVJ 300 do All Long flax “Government contract,"
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.

..

w

Arbroath.

ap22dti

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

llo and 112

Piiifti'S

A Most

House

Lots, comprising 45,000
Emery, Cushman and Lewis

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
on the corner of Federal and Temple
Streets, about 160 feet on Federal Street, including the Fulton House, a two story Dwelling House,
four Stores.
For particulars enquire of
S. H. COLESWORTHY.
Aug 4—d4w
92 Exchange St.

Distilled

mid Fritfrom

AsJ; for 1*hnloufs—Take wo r.ther*
Sold by druggets generally.

Julyl—eod6m

SHIPS’ BOATS,

Yachts, Sail and Fishing Boat
OF ANY SIZE.

ROW

BOATS,FISHING DORIES
WHERRIES,

SKIFFS, FANCY SHELLS, &c..

To Let

Ten

term of Years.

Thirty Days
Days for a

square ft.,

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape Elip-

Several
abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.

Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’s Office, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lota may be
seen.
mayl3tf

for

BEEF, PORK, LARD,
CREESE, &c.
liEEF

PHILADELPHIA MARKET
BEEF, EXTRA MESS BEEF, MESS BEEF,
LARD In Tcs. and Tubs, CLEAR PORK, MESS
PORK, New York and Vermont CHEESE,
SAI.1t BY

LYNOH,

CeaiMercial

St*

RECIPE

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed <& Safety
PRICES

REASONABLE.

AND

A

LARGE STOCK

ON HAND.

N.
on

or

a

mixed Com in

ing
13

B.—A liberal allowance on freight will be made
orders at a distance from us.
us.

WINS OK <P WHITNEY,
COMMERCIAL WHARF,
BOSTON.
July 6.—eod 2m

IV O T I C E !

Agricultural Association, will be
any
address on receipt of One Dollar.
JOHN C. HENS LOW,
Address,
Long Island City.
w3w30*
New York.

OF

and Water

Closets,

Bawls, Brass

Fixtures tar Dwel°,f Water
EVS?Tt?®*crlpti,0,n
ling Houses, Hotels,
Public Buildings, Shops,

18*.

NOT

Leave Tour Demand# tor Collection

«c., arranged and set up In the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed
All
kinds of J.°®BING promptly
to.

At B. D. Verrill’s

attended

ConstantSHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS of all description*.
apr9dtf

p?pp.

J.

Law

Steel

READY-MADE CLOTHING

H7

PORTLAND. ME,
Jylldti

<1 N

PORTLAND,

Lutheb Dana,

June ldtJ

JOHN F. ANDERSOS.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL

July

tilth 17 d&wtf

H

Woodbuby 9. Dana,
Dana.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Carpeuters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers’
and Calkers’ Tools, &v„

Work executed In every part of the State.
juneldt!

Ha. Kemovbd from hi. old stand In Union Streei
toNo. 200 Fobb Sr., where he U
prepared to till all
order. Ibr Carpenter.’ and other
Tools, ol the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

MANUFACTORY I !

200 Fore Street.

F. H. HAND ALL,

and

C.

P.

Sleighs,

NEW AGENCY
-FOB-

Wheeler & Wilson's SewionMacliine,
At No. 11

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

PORTLAND, MR

Call and

Sale

Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass
juneltf

Cask receipts

The Cash

$271,367
$1,715,875
Mutual Life Co. being

were

Receipts of

the

only

00
00

and its expenses only
$256,105 00
Any Life Co. which does not incease its Assets in
the same ratio as it Liability, cannot be considered
the safest.

Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends much

Wedding:

t.f",'

July

more

testily.

W.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1st.
My stock is frill and complete in every department.
Every amily who wants any goods for the next six
months to come will do well to
supply themselves
immediately, as the prices are dally advancing.
one
wishing to go into
one

the Dry Goods Trade
Portland.

of the best situations in

Possession given immediately if desired.
can

and examine.

S. B. GO WELL,
Aug. 1—eod&wtl

D.

August 11

—

Exchange Street.

dtt

ol

City

HENRY P* LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

Pit}

Middle

Street.

N.

NOTES

No. 33

&

SON,
MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

FURNACES, RANGES,
Cooking:.

r

OP

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,

and

kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron,

in

quantities

to suit.

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.
BT Orders from the Country respectfully solicit-

ed.

MEASURE,

FROM

Job Work done to

order.

augddtl

Morton Bums.

New Bedford Copper Company.
undersigned agents of the above Company.
rpHE
.1 are
to furnish suits of

iX~

Bolt Yellow Metal,

Copper,

at short

sufficient.—

firmary on reasonable terms.
Tor particulars call on or address I>R. L. YORK,
Auburn, Maine, Box 81. Office and Infirmary on
Lincoln Street, Lewiston Maine.
4
July 7—3mw*

instruments sold by ns are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
Tuners.
March 8—dtftwtt

Spikes.

Halls Ac.

delivered at any port required.
notice
McGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS.
and

Fire Works,

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FEI.T

COMPOSITION,
—

AND

•'re fro a
iiid led'-ranted
give sat L faction
Our long * kk Ro kefc are prefers bo to the « ort
one
aa the do n^t Ijs# the train In pacing througa
• he air
JuntMe >d* a rt

HEIMS,

Fare Reduced to the Penobecot River

OF

Tables

jtuielfl—dtf

draft ol the spare

can

On and alter Juno 1, the fare between Portland and Bangor will he
$3.00; Rockland $2.00; other landings on the River reduced In pro-

!

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sail, and Block, ot ihe
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tone old measurement,
The

h«

* UAVlh.
No. 161 Comnu rcial Street.

McOILVEKY, RYAN

"portion,

Copartnership Notice.

lor the pnrpoae of doing
al Sawyer’s Wharf, (hot

general COAL BUSINESS
of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, June la, IMS—tf
a

Deal Freights.

cautioned

Ships wanted to load Deals at Br
Liverpool and Bristol Chat no’.

<t

■

lor

a*

RYAN A DAVIS,
'Vlo^ILVERY,
No. 161 Commercial Stree

Ju!y26

Portland July 25.186ft.

Regulator.

have this day formed a copartrpHE undersigned
1 nership under the style oi
S. R. JACKSON <fc SON.

Notice.
or

per steamer

A. SOMKRBY, Agent.
f Portland, May 31, 1886—dtl

horoby
persons
ALL
trusting Judith Roach, my"
lug
1 shall
written eonaent.
my family, without my
Ods
I
payno delta of their oon.rccUn^tter
date.^
?w»
are

II AS. H I 1*. Jr
f 14 MiJdlo Ht.
(he BUST maunt cturcre

C«r Work*

With Patent Combination Cushions, Patent Pockets,
and all the latest improvements.
Any questions by mail immediately answered by
HENRY HEIMS,365 Washington St.,
Between Dover and Chapman Streets, Boston.
July 11—w6m

perfect

every deeedptJfu. Orders
icred. Towns ropp led at

so

prices

C

MAHPFACTUBEB

.saved in
order.
seen at our store.

ac’urors

Fire Works l

—

No 16 Union Street.

Bill ia.i*<l

WORKS of
tjHRE
Irom (he Country
•.tun

K ooling

HENRY

4r~ l&65.

JUL Y

_

Copartnership

1HAVE

this

arm °*

day formed

Notice.

partnership undei the

a

the United States.
Power o» Attorney to Mr. G. IS. T.
the House of Maxwell, Wright &

Agent in

will act as our
We give our
Wright, late ot
Co.

Any business confided

have cur
G. GRANVILLE WRIGHT.
to

our

attention.
Rio de Janeiro, May 9, 1865.

best

Board on Peak’ll Inland.
to accommo,'aie sevcrrpHE subscriber Is prepared on
His
Peak s Islan I.

JL

WBIOHT & (JO.,

DK.

A word to the wise is

Fortes,

Steinway <(■ Sons, of New York.

Sept 5—dtf

THE

au-

ami

All

YELLOW METAL & COPPER SHEATH DIO,
Bolt

V

with all the modern improvements, which they can
1 sell as LOW as can be
purchased elsewhere, of the
same quality.
We have made arrangement#, also, to
New
York and Boston Piano
of
an
assortment
keep
I Fortes, among which are

prepared

a

accommodated with board at the In-

JeORTES.

undersigned begs leave to
1X0111106 tliat they are manufacturing
(k»keep constantly on hand

Piano

General Commission Busifor the purpose ot doing
The War is Over.
ness, a
special partner having furnished a < ash
L. YOKE la treating with great success all disof three hundred thousand mil reis Ills.
Capitol
eases, both Acute and Chronic, hi Males and I 300:000*000).
Females. Consultations and Communications strict- !
Mr. John S. Wright, No. 89 Wall Street, New Y„vk,

confidential.
ly
Patients can be

PIANO

mt

By GHAKLEt* ClsTlS 4t CO.

May 3—dtf

n

_ieblSlt

PatteriH,

t

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS
all

SCHIJ.M ACHt.lt A
MOW 8,
Agents for New York Plano Forte Co., 394 Had
Street, N. Y.

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND

And

beauty.

Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle St, Portland, Maiue, any time during the day or evening, where two Pianos are lor sa e,
and judge for themselves.
A Good Bargain is Warranter.

The

|an26dtt

CITY

Street,

The Company being composed of twenty of the best
workmen that could be found in the first class manufactories in New York, principally in Sleinway’B marufitetory, every part of their Instruments Is done In
the best manner, and this enables the company to furnish Pianos which, it equalled, can not be surpassed
for quaUty and power ol tone, easiness ol action and

Draper.

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
EL MERSEY, Af«l,

Treasurer's Office,
I
March 11, 1865. i
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are fbr sale at this office, hi sums to suit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three, four, and ten years*
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

A.

country promptly

MACHINES!

O ravel

City of Portland,

PIANO

marl8lf

Portland

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

each l»ottle.

&

FORTE
CO,
N V.,
We would call the attention of the public to the »uperior quality of these instruments. They are equal
to 1Stelnways’, 11 'bickerings’, or those ol
any other
noted manufacturer In this
country or Europe.

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,
Agents,

LITTLE, A Rent,
31

YORK

394 Hudson

9lsi. 54 and 5(1 .... Middle Siren.
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

*

on

uia<

8ept28%4dti

SEWING

appli-

on

from the

or

and

CUT

information cheerfully given

All needful
cation to

is

name

received the Agency lor the Pianos man*
HAVING
tured by the

SIN G ER’S

best citizens

label and

Mil) FOKTESJJ'IAIIO FORTES.

sept3dfcj*64

Policies are No u-For Tellable in the true
sense of the term, and can always be disposed of to
the Company for their equitable value iu Caah.
Main Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per ceut* of the sum
our

!

OS EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufactures to order and In the best maimer Mill
tary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

The

numbers of

BagN

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

paid.

as

—

BRACKETT.

orders in the city

are now

originally insured,
can

AND

&

Tailor

declared Annually and may be
applied In payment of Premiums, or to augment the
insurance as neretofore.
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
no other Company presents such advantages; as this
gives more than compound interest for the money

our

*

CO.,
Hocse,”
Dealing Exclusively in California Whies
For sale in Portland by Cbosman & Co.
may ftootl3m

No. 105 Middle Street.

W h i

oar
Jue

“Pioneer

DURAN

$3,000*000Dividends

GOODS !

At GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES, until all sold
out, commencing

will find this

York,

that

PERKINS, STERN

17—codtf

Manufactured and for Hale Wholesale and Retail by

tilled.

Wines.

superior merits and undoubted purity.
For the sick chamber the “Ang-bva” will commend
itself. Where « highly tonic anu invigorating stimulant is desired our Fort is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
of its class in the country, and as a Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
tfcFor a Dinner Wine the “Hock” Is deservedly popu-

^See

AU((rders promptly attended to.

Traveling

Its Cash Assets being
$13,500,000
Its Annual Income is more than
$3,500,000
Its Net Increase in 1864 nearly
$1,800,000
Its Surplus Dividends to Policy Holders the last 5 yrs.

BEING

DRY

New

Of

Cake

excelled, furnished at the tthorteal

—

than

Mutual Life Insurance Company

:

TRUNKS, VALISES

All

before pur-

uneiaihpled popularity achieved by
11HEbrands
ol these now celebrated
Wines, I
to their

Confectionery.

and

that cannot be
notice.

less.

For instance, at the age of 35, for $1000, on the 10
year plan, with the Benefit Co. it will cost
$57 81
while with the Mutual Life Co. only
$51 01
20
with
the
same
$6
difference
of Rate as
being
less,

Water,

Family Machine,

California

Eacchange St.,

IS

da

Congress 3t.,

WM. M. TOBKY.
July 20—eodawlm_
Agent tor Maine.

prepared to furnish Parties, Plc-NIcs, &c„ with
the choicest CAKES and PASTRY, at tab prices
Bring in your Baskets and get them Ailed with Just
what yon want for a Lunch at the Islands.
Also constantly on hand the best of Ice Cream. So-

The expenses of the Benefit Co In 1S64
were,

the beet

see

chasing.

CHARLES W. LUCY,
No. 91

Clapp's Block,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
WUero yon will find a good assortment ol all the various patterns ol Case and quality manu'actured
by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will be
kept In good repair oue year tree ol charge. Thorough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings
Silk, Thread, &c., constantly on hand.
£flK“l'artlcularattention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

“Comparisons will eonfirm these facts.**
Dumber, tsai,
appears by the Commissioners Report, the Great MtttfcjAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW YORK, had assets (all cash)

$12,445,284 OO
The Benefit Co. had (gross assets)
7,1 34,790 OO
00
$5,042,037
only, being Cash Assets; the balance
in
Premium
being
Notes, with an outstanding liability on Policies in force of $55,037,384 00, or nearly as
large as that ot the Mutual Life Co.

16—dtf

.1 one

No. 20 PREBLE STREET,
marl7 dtf
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Jersey,

Agent.

EMOVA L I

Manufacturer ol and Dealer In

■

_

If seekers after truth are disposed to examine Into
facts and figures, they can easily satisfy themselves
that the

bers larger Dividends, and more of them, than any
other Co. in the United States,” as is
alleged by its

Street.

Joseph. Bradford,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Carriages

Safest ! Is nnt THE Cheapest !
1st—“Because Its net Assets («to not) exceed those
of any other Life Ins. Co. in the United States.”
2d—“Because it is (not) paying back to its mem-

,e

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Mambfacttbebs’ and Tka.i ks’ Bamk.

29 S 4wd

Is not THE

Tern

MAINE.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

DECEIVED!

Mutual Benefit Life Ids. do., of New

ENGINEER,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

alt,

John A. S.

CARRIAGE

Milk Street, Boston: and 91 John Street, New

_York.apSMtini

M

DAIST^Y& CO.,
a a

l

And other Norway and Swede. Iron.

h

Fish

Manufacturers

IB./EB.CF.GF

Nos. 1 and 3 Free Street Block,

(Over H. .J. Libby & Co.’s)

j! p! lewis! }

N,

Si

And Importer, ol

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

J J l.jtTWTQ

Offloc,
fortfand

WM. JESSOP &

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers In

Chambers,

and Collection

No. 104 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dtl

Lewis & Co..

T.

>

Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell «fc
Center; Gerriah & Pearson; John Dennis & Cc.;
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
maySMGm

Silver Plated Cocks.

g

Norfolk

fc#

Warn. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !

about to make a change in my business, I
shall offer my entire stock of

Please

Pumps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE
STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

annually.

OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER,

Any

preserving
strong
sweetening rancid
FOR
Butter, which took prize at the Fair ol the Long
Island
sent to
and

MAKER

Force

50 T.

Yacht,
Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat.
a

Particular attention paid to

For fur-

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Union Wharf.

130
August 8—d2w

Fall Term commences Monday,
August 28th, IS*,
winter Term commences
Monday, Nov. 20th, 18*.
Spring Term commences February 12th, 1868.
Summer Term commences May Tu», 1866.
NAHUM MOIOtll.L,
Sec’yol Board of Trustees.

Office

Constantly on band, or built to order, by the subscribers, at short notice, as

THOMAS

15.00
2.00 to 10.00
room,
3.00 to 4.00

ilac

To Rent.
TENEMENT centrally located, to a tainily withAout
at
one hundred and fifty dollars per
children,
year. Apply to P. S. W.,
junelotf
No. 37} Middle Street.

PLATE

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Portland, Maine.

EdP'Beware of Counterfeits.

feet ol
st. for

W. H. STEPHENSON.
Portland, April 20, 1805.—dtf

Kxqniwite, Delicate
I'prfumr,

Rare and Renulifnl Flower from
whirl! it take* ih itnme.
Manufactured only by PM A I-ON Sc SON.

4

may26dtf

per tei m,

and

BE

at-

Junel4d&w3uj

P L U M B E HI

Calm tin p.

been

House Lots.

a

instrument,
Drawing, from
families, per week, im luding

6^50

MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
paid, while those of the Benefit Co. have never been
more than 50 jer cent.
The Policies ot the Mutual
Life Co. are constantly increasing In amount, and
While
always have a Cash value on surrender.
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums are paid up in cash.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
We regret the necessity for thus showing the falsity
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but it
they still persist in thus deceiving the public, we can
furnish other flicts of the “same sort.”
There are many reasons for insuring with
THE GREAT

It

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

Lease for

of

5.50
6 00

to other ages.
•The Dividends of the

Federal st.

MAINE.

3.00

ACADEMIC COURSE.
Common English Branches, per term,
Higher English BranchtB, per term,
Languages, per term,
Scientific and Industrial Course, per
term,
Music with

The

ftrnut

Law,

at

Departments at Washington

_

Penmanship, twenty lessons,

while its

NEW F£IiPUBlE

shade-

MELCHeh
*•

~~Oh the 31st

«itr

To Let.

or

Drawino,

w1tl1 tho

p.us;n,eiw
teDd<>a
t0-

tttitiodt.

Board in
from

8.

(Musbey’s Block,)

Geometriand trench.

FULL COMMERCIAL COURSE.
Payable in advance ami entitling the student
to the privilege of
completing all the studies
or the department at
any time after the imynient,
$40.00

Painting

3T.

H.

PORlLAND,

Analytical Geometry, Surveying,

use

BUSINESS

COMMERCIAL

Counsellor and Attorney

Lumber, Lumber.

For further particulars inquire on the premises.
june3eod3m*
SAM’L H. SWEETSIR.

over

will

occupy two years
instruction by lessons in those branches
andIn<?Ude
of
the Abstract Mathematics not taken
up in the
Academic Course; Land
Surveying; Geometrical
Drawing; Mechanical Drawing; Architectural Drawing; Shades, Shadows and Linear perspective: AsNavigation; Leveling; Mechanics; Locatronomy;
tions oi Roads; Calculating Excavation
and Embankment; Construction of Roads; Strength of Materials;
Bridge Construction; Mechanics of Machinery and
Engineering; Mechanical Principles of Architecture;
Masonry; Stone Cutting; Geology: Mineralogy; the
French and German
Languages, and History. Instruction will also l>e given by Lectures in
Physical
Logic and Political economy.
Geography;
As much time will be given to field-work with the
1
compass, Surveyor’s Transit and Engineer’s Level,
as the arrangement of studies will
permit.
THE STUDIES OF THE FALL TERM
(first of the course) are
cal

1

of

S. BICE.

T.

Industrial Department.

course

Auburn, July 18th,

Sugar and Molasses.
BOXES Light Havana SUGAR; 50 hhds
OUU Superior Southside Muscovado MOLASH. I. ROBINSON,
SES, for sale by
No. 1 Portland Pier,
july25 lm

in

CHAMBERS
LARUE
Apply to

Ac.

Unusual Facilities
A re off. led to ladies desiring to pursue Penmanship
and Book-keeping. There will be a Course of Lectures on Commercial Law by gentlemen eminent in
the legal profession. Rooms
open day and evening.
and

on

u»|

COi>

Office No. 117 Middle Street,|

27*e Branches Tauyht
Are Book-keeping in all its forms; Commercial Law:
Commercial Arithmetic; Business Correspondence:

studies of this

&

CIIAS. B. MERRILL,

vantages which may be derived from the connection
of this department with the
Academy, where a tlior
ough knowledge of the Modern languages can be obtained—a knowledge indispensable tobuainess men
in many /arts oi our Union.

to

Commercial Street.

been taken in one season.
The location is a fine one, with
plenty of
trees. Mills, school house. &e., near by.

by

IT.

Post Office Address of the Principal, W. T. Webster, Auburn, Maine.

STEPHENSON,
121

THE

Corn!

BUSHELS No. 1 high
store and for sale by
HERSEY, FLETCHER & Co.,
159 Commercial Street,
August 16, 1866.—d3w

rr /

Wanted.

Address X.

Farm lor Sale.
North Yarmouth, on the Gloucester road, formerly known as the “Col. Cushman
within
two
miles of two depots on the G. T.
Place,”
It. R., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
wood land: fences mostly stone wall. Building—
two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
WO feet by 39, cut full of hay last year. Orchard?ood
consisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in ’62, 1500 bushels, and m ’64 we have
sold $69»» 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supply for a large family. Pear, plum and cherry trees
in bearing, with a
variety of other fruit.
Afao, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have

aplOdtt

AT 63

men

Competent and experienced teachers have been engaged; and more wifi be added as the exigencies of
this department shall require. It is Intended to finish instruction equal to that
obtained iir the best
Commercial Colleges. One can easily perceive tbe ad-

Scientific

“partnership

A GEN EE41 COMMISSION

Ihejneoredcal

The

For Sale or to Let.
new French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
rpiIE
X road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

•

August 16—dtf

OUl III

good pay giv*

a

BICE

For the carrying

with such instruction as will
enable them to engage
at oncein auybranch of
commercial business. It will
combine
and Practical. Rooms salt-

The

iurnily without children,

a

I

HOUSE

Attention, Dairymen !

_

Corn!

and

Address Box 1905.
August 6—dtf

For Sale or to Lease.
LOTS on Oxford, Washington, Madison,
Munroe, Fremont, Greenleaf and Fox streets on
terms to suit. Apply to
WM. OXNARD,
174 Cumberland St.
july25iseolw

FOB

mHE undersigned take this method to inform their
1 customers and the public generally that they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their new Bakery, Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to
us a

CUTT EH for Custom and Ready
4 fHHSTOLASS
Made Work. Constant work

en.

H.

August 7—do

jyji

miles from

Molasses, Sugars, Teas, rfc.,

REMOVAL,.

give

■-——-

Jsi ii anted.

T.

U.

The

Telegraphing; Penmanship; Phonography,

Please mention this advertisement In address-

'TillERE will bo a Special Meeting of the Stockliold1 era of the International Steamship Company at
them Office, corner Commercial and Union Streets,
on
SATURDAY, August 19th, 1866, at 10 o’clock A.
M., to Bee if the Stockholders will vote to incease the
Capital Stock, and to act upon any other business
that

given and required.
Addrcs *
.are P. O. Box 1645.
Aug. B-

the old homestead known as the Townsend place,
containing 35 or more acres. Fruit trees, wood lot,
and water convenient. Apply to Maj. W. MITCHELL, on the premises. Price $800,00.
Jy20dti

and will

Mr. CHARLES I). BARROWS, A. B., Principal.
Mr. Barrows has high qualifications for his position.
D. B. SEW ALL, Sec’y.
aug4dCtw3w
Fryburg, Aug. 2d, 1865.

Wanted.

above amount, wishes to
some reliable business.
Best

reaerences

on

s.
The Wharf contains about 1500
with a two story
building thereon, 20 by 75.
ther particulars Inquire of

NOTICE.
Mens, Ex. Mess, ami Plate Beef.

$3,000. Business
having the
APARTv
invest the same in

now

ACADEMY

Good refer-

V2ti£2S&SXr*

ment.

Commercial Department.
The design of this Course is to
furnish young

Cards.

Copartnership Noticed

^TlHIS Institution will enter upon Its seventh year,
yf-. August, under the management of its present
Principal. More than seven hundred students have
been in attendance within the
past year. The Trustees encouraged by its success, and not unmindful ol
the demands of the
age tor educated business men,
educated mechanics, men educated with
special reference to this practical
age and nation, have decided to
auu to the Academic
Course two Departments—a
commercial and a Scientific and Industrial Depart-

$2,626,801 OO

Store and Wharf
occupied by Charles
THE
H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill

Aug. 7—d3m

furnish Capital.

wTiial c^?tal,,iuk a sum of money. The finder
rewarded hy leaving ft at Rev. FathI^i^11?
er Muller's.
auggdlw*

SITUATED

Corn Starch !

one

an

Su“5“y> 6thhut’., between the Sugaa
LtS;F*
.House and St. Dominick’s Church, A LADIES’

Freeport, 2}
the Depot,
PLEASANTLY
the old county road to Brunswick,

SITUATED

Lewiston Falls Academy!

given. Address Box 1963, Portland P. O.

BATH,

and

Flour, Pork,

interest
who has had

or

JAMES T. PATTEN &

St.,

Portland, Me.

on

KINGSFORD’S

°an

accountant,

iJtl.UUU

cor-

T,

ELEVEN
Land,

CAUTION, CAUTION !

as an

OK nnn

SALE.

finely located Real Estate, on the

UnerState and Danforth Sts.,

sale

CAUTION,

julyUdtt

Real Estate for Sale.

mon

Call

lni*

ences

Valuable Real Estate!

Hits

it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and ComCouncil in City Council assembled, as follows,

BE
viz:

Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37 * Middle St.

Sixty-five.

Wanted.

Aai_n„
w-i—i-*00J Piling business, by

as

of Waterville and Sherbrook

july25dtf

ORDINANCE respecting the Collection of Taxes.

AN

corner

Sts.

Term easy.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Year

HOUSE
House and Lot

The
of

aug9dlm

HASTON

AVERY

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

In the

Real Lstate for Sale.
and Lor No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.

Now owned and

Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.

Mass._

"WANTED !

Office,

MUTUAL

HORTON,

£28

vass

Alternate House Lots for Sale•

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

Biography

Wanted.

business
purposes,
or retail, In the new block, 147 Middle
terms apply at
HA LL*S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

J wholesale
IilLEGANT

History
,c->

Long Wharf.

Cuts about 25 tons hav.
Near church and schoolhouse. For further information inquire of the subscriber on the premises.
RUFUS WHITNEY.

THOSE WHO

t

CHASE,

To Let.

payable annually, the next being February 1st, 1866, and may be used as CAsn in
payment of the premium tor any current year, which
gives all the advantages ol the note system without
4th—Dividends

D. T.
tl

Oeiit.

T»ei-

NUTTER,
92 Middle St.

Horse for Sale.
RED MARE, nine years old, sound and
kind: weighs 820 lbs.
Inquire of JAMES GREENHALCH, Carriage
Maker, corner of Hanover and Portland Sts.
Aug 9—dlw

July 29—8T&T

T'O

L,af:
*'**( 5?

August 12th— d3w*

ONE

*t13,000,000.

Over

of
LINCOLN, by Dr. L. P. Brockett,
“U Historian, Author of “PhllanHesults of the War in America,” ‘‘Our Oreat
of the Civil War in the United
(Price $3, $3,50, $4,25 and $5, accordof binding.
to be
The best
P“
ahd the Great National Engraving,—
and his Family,”—a new work, from
Schusseles master
painting, engraved by Sartain.—
Two superior works
for salesmen.
Deeds of territory given, guaranteeing exclusive right of sale.—
General Superintendent,
w
ashington St., up
^ stairs. Room No. IB, Boston,

_Business

U,

win

E.
than

Miscellaneous.

Men Wanted
\flU orders for the life and times

rBusiness
S™!“^ap¥r

Lease,

or

of years.

a

Lost and Found.

Aug. 9.—dlwls*

To Let
term
Center St.

double the CASH ASSETS
of any Lite Insurance Company in the United Stales,
more

residence.—

Aug. 12, 1SC5.—d2w*

lars

1st—It has

a

re-

100 acres, one mile from the village. There is not less than 2000 cords of wood and
timber on this lot. The whole will be sold at a great
bargain ii applie for soon.
Apply to E. W. JACKSON, at Gorham Corner, or
the Press Odice, Portland.
Also

MUTUAL
NEU

SALE

BARGAIN!

located.
j'| centrally
For further
Aug.

IN TI1E

OF

A

iL

INSURE
THEIR,

Wants,

For Sale and to Let,

Miscellaneous.

tion.

near

NEOBO “INSUBORDINATION.”

AUGUST 22, 1865.

____*

while
Jhen,
leased

JOHN T. GIL.MAX, Editor,

MORNING,

PORTLAND, TUESDAY

__
_

care

will

jun20eodifm

al boarders at Ins house
near the Montreal House, ta a
no labor will lie spared that
enjoyment of hi.

residence Is located

nleaaant situation and

Km! to''tS
Charges moderate.

Soarder,.-

R0BEBT r. SKILLINGS.

Aug. 9—dlw*

MECHANICS’ HALL.
ttrKi.Larranged

Lectures,

ftw Concerts,
tlons, Levees, Ac., may be obtained on
RICHARD
to
COLE,
tion
Ho. 3 Tolman
junelBdtt
/

W

Exhibiapplica-

Superintendent,

Place,

might do it l In other words, Congress could
repudiate Its own pledge. It could do precisely what it had said to the creditors of the
Government should not be done!
This was the specific for unequal taxation
act cf
proposed by Mr. Rice. It was a glaring
easmight
adopted,
once
Repudiation, which,
of
all
repudiation
ily be followed by a general

PRESS,

\ )AILY

PORTLAND.
-----

Tuesday Morning. August 22,1865.
of the Press is larger than the cum
if,./ circulation of all the other dailies m the city.
The

daily

tsstt'

Government.
The
the indebtedness of the
would suffer little, compara-

Democratic party
because they
tively, from such repudiation,
refused to aid the Governhave
Its bonds.
They have de
mpDt by taking
as fools those who did pay their
n minced
m aiey for the bonds, and now they seek to repudiate the faith pledged by the Government,
and on which its securities were made avail-

Terms-$8,00 per year in advance.

Systematically

t ?r Heading Matter on all Four "Pages.

UNION

NOMINATIONS.

FOR

GOVERNOR,

SAMUEL

CONT-

able.
MAINE AND THE WEST—AGAIN.
Hut the prairies! the rolling prairies I the
the
wavy ocean prairies! bounded only by
distant horizon on all sides, and where the
entranced voyageur enjoys the sea-like luxury
of being out of sight of land for whole days
together! O, the rich prairies! the ever"
blooming prairies of the West! where catt'.e
feed without being fed; where they find pastures with no restraint of fences; where paranips penetrate to the Chinese wall, and where

Cauibsrlaai t'oaatr*
SENATORS:
GEO. W. WOODMAN, Portland.
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK, Freeport.
GEORGE PIERCE, Harrison.
DANIEL T. RICHARDSON, Baldwin.
COUNTY ATTORNEY:
NATHAN WEBB, Portland.
COUNTY TREASURES:
PETER R. HALL, Windham.

commissioner;
JAMES PENNELL, Westbrook.
county

York County.
SENATORS:

CHARLES E. WElD, Buxton.
NATHANIEL HOBBS, North Berwick.
JEREMIAH M. MASON, Limerick.

gophers

SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD, Alfred.

gSBXfe

THOMAS QUINBY, Biducford.

found; they can
boards, where
no Maine pines do grow; they can save all expenses for cellar walls and underpinning for
their tabernacles of mud, where there are none
of our granite boulders, or quarries to deface the
interminable plains; they can, indeed, raise
great vegetables and great animals; but can the
prairies raise great men ? This is the interesting question to human beings after all—can
they propagate great men in a hill-less coun-

where no

senators:

WILLIAM W. VIRGIN.
THOMAS CHASE.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER:

ELIAS M. CARTER.
COUNTY TREASURER:

WILLIAM A. PIDGIN.
PisealaQik County.
SENATOR:

JOHN H. RAMSDELL.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER:

JOSEPH MORRILL.

C. A.

OF

stuff can be

Did you ever hear of a great scholar or
statesman raised amidst the monotonous

try ?

COURTS:

RUSSELL KlTTltEDGE.
JUDGE

fencing

build houses without timber or

Oxford County.

CLERK OF

Are not the

Great Prairies of the West the Euphratean
paradise of Milton regained ?
Well, they can have pastures without fences

COUNTY TREASURER:
COUNTY commissioner:

to mastodons.

grow

PROBATE:

scenery of the prairies ? Great men, indeed,
there have been in the West, but they were

EVERETT.

COUNTY TREASURER:
E. J. H ALE.

born and reared where mountains

rear

their

majestic forms, for the young eye to behold.
DEMOOEATiC TACri03.
Douglas was a great man, but he was bom
Will the candid reador take a brief retro- amidst the Green Mountains; Cass is a
great
s >ective view of the last six
years of the hisman, but he was born in the hill-country of the
tory of the Democratic party?
Granite State; Lincoln was a great man, (so
In 1359 and 131) the entire party South, and
we begin to think,) but he was born and grew
a la ge proportion of the same
party North, up high amongst the mountainous ranges o!
were planted squarely on the idea that slavery
Kentucky; Chase is a great man, but he first
not only had a right to go into every foot
oi; b3held the light in New Hampshire.
free territory belongin' to the National doSome few summers ago, at the close of a
main, bat that it had a right to do so in opposi- boautif'ul day, I was riding alone amongst the
tion to the united protests of the people of
territory, and that it was the duty of the

fiee hills of a town In the county of Androscoggin. As I ascended the road, lined with
neat cottages and well cultivated farms on
either side, the view over hill and dale to the
distant mountains that environ Old Oxford in
the rear, burnished by the golden rays of a setting August sun, the panorama before me I
tliought was one of the grandest and most
beautiful I had ever beheld. Sure I am, that
the interminable prairies of the West can pre-

such

Federal Government, at the point of the bayonet if it could do so

by no other maaps, to
right, and to protect it against

protect it in this
the popular voice of the section to be affected
by it.
This was the platform on which John C.

Breckinridge

svas

nominated and

supported,

and on which he received 73 electoral votes.—
It was on this very rock that the Charlpstou
Convention split, a portion going for Mr. Doug

las—securing

sent no scenery so sublime and picturesque,
.and at the same time so suggestive of lolty

to him

only 12 electoral votes,
slavery omnipotence proved
dominant, giving to its candidate, since infamous for his treason, the 72 votes
already alluded to.
Such was the Democracy of the
country—as represented in its organic power

thoughts, as was

while the idea of

then

rested

the view upon which my eye

with

At
exquisite delight.
long and grand elevation,
by a row of stately elms, the

the summit of this

stood, marked
handsome white mansion of the venerable
friend whose guest I was to be for the night,
the western windows of which reflecting the
red rays of a sinking sun, appeared like so many brilliants in a fairy castle. It was a meditative hour, and I improved it in seeking for a
solution of some of the seeming enigmas of

—in 1359-69.

During the campaign of'1860, the party, with
a unani
nity seldom witnessed, took the ground
that the South would be justified in refusal to
submit should Lincoln be elected; that they
would have just grounds for revolt, and
that,
should they revolt there was no
power in the

life.

As I arrived at the hospitable mansion of
my ancient friend, whom I had known in
those early days when his flaxen haired boys
were clustered at his happy fireside, and
vied with each other to become my groom,
I wa3 met at the door by the matron of
the house, (now alas! no longer of earth!) who,
with characteristic urbanity and intelligence

Government to force them into submission.
After the election of 1833, and up to the
time when the first mutterings of the

impend-

ing storm were heard in the South, it wa3 the
one united acclaim of the Democratic
party
that coercion could not be applied to the States
in revolt, that even though secession might be
wrong there was no rightful power under the

welcomed me to the ever generous hospitality
of her rural home. “Madam,” said I, very respectfully, of course, “my ride fbr tlie last horn'

constitution to meet it by force and prevent
its consummation. Buchanan took this
ground
in his last annual message, thus
confessing

amidst the beautiful scenery of Old Oxford,

himself

powerless against treason, and inviting traitors to do their worst with impunity.
Such was the ground maintained
by the

ha3

ORIGINAL AND

B. BE WALL.

ITT ATT

unexpected death of this
re ipected gentleman, has cast a dark shadow
on the hearts of his afflicted family and friend*.
The sudden and

After more than four years of anxious soliciin Mobile, he was contude and constant

peril

children to visit
ducting his wife with her
Portland, her native place, when he was seiz-

Mississippi with a
his death on
severe cold, which terminated by
the previous day
having
in
BostoD,
Saturday,
reached that city in a state of complete ex-

ed upon his passage up the

haustion.

agitation through which he has passed
in upholding the Union cause, and the imminent danger to which it exposed him, greatly
prostrated his strength, and rendered h m
more susceptible to the attack of disease.
The

Mr. Sewall was a native of Maine, bom in
Phipsburg in 1807. His father, Rev. Samuel

brother of those venerable and
noble men, all bom in our State, Gen. Henry
Sewall, who died in 1815, at the age of 92, Daniel, the time honored Clerk of the Courts in
York County, who died in 1842, aged 87, and
the Reverend Jotham Sewall, well known as
‘‘Father Sewall,” who died in 1850, at the age
of 90. Rare examples these, of piety, faithful
service and honored age!
Mr. Sewall graduated at Bowdoin College
in 1829 with high honor, having been at one
period the leading scholar in his class, among
whom were our fellow citizens, P. Barnes, A.
Haines, J. T. McCobb, J. Q. Day and Dr. Wood.
His scholarship gave him the position of
President of the Peucinian Society, one of
the chief literary associations of the college.
After graduation he was selected as a tutor in
the Gardiner Lyceum, where he remained

Sawall,

was a

two years, and then went to St. Loujg as
teacher. Returning to Portland, he engaged
in speculation, and in 1830 he married Miss

a

Day, daughter of Maj. Ezekiel Day, by whom
eight children, who survive to lament the very severe dispensation which has
deprived them of a most faithful and affec-

he has left

tionate husband and father.
In 183S Mr, Sewall commenced the study of
law in New York, to which he carried matured powers of mind and varied experience,

qualified him for the reception of the
subtle principles of jurisprudence, and the
discharge of the duties of a profession requiring keenness of perception, calmness of
judgment and readiness in the use of hi3 faculties. Thus equipped for the practical duties
of life, he entered upon the pursuit of his prowhich

fession in Mobile with ardor and

success.

He

acquired a high standing at the bar, and
prominent official station; every thing was
bright and encouraging before him, when the
rebellion broke out and dashed his fond hopes
and well founded expectations.
soon

Mr. Sewall, from ms New England education, from his ancestral antecedents, and from
his firm northern

principles,

could be no other

For this he has been
badgered by the fire-eaters among whom he
was living, and been subjected to great pecuniary loss and peril to his life. Even after
Mobile surrendered, the expression of loyalty
to the United States government was attended
with inconvenience if not actual danger; for
than

a

Union

man.

their

ty, bitter hatred of the Union and Union
But Mr. Sewall, nothing daunted by
men.
a

threatening aspects around him, perseverhighest expression of devotion to the Union and its flag. At the
meeting of loyal citizens on June 6th, last, he
was appointed chairman of a committee, and
reported and advocated a series of resolutions
expressive of devotion to the constitution and
laws of the United States, and of a desire on
the part of the citizens of Mobile amj Baldwin Counties for a reorganization of government under that constitution.
Although
these patriotic resolutions eucountered severe
opposition they were carried by the earnest
advocacy of Mr. Sewall and his loyal associthe

ed to maintain the

ates.

He did not cease in his efforts for the
of the country and a peaceful submission to its laws, up to the time of his departure
from the city in the early part of August.
Aud It was his intention to r.-turn immediately to give his effectual aid to the cause of a
good, peaceful and stable government, under
the old constitution.
His death, therefore, must he considered a
public calamity in this emergency, and will be
severely felt by the community, which his life,
for the last quarter of a century has adorned.
His body was brought to Portland on Saturday last, and was buried in Evergreen Cemetery on Monday, with every expression ot sincere sorrow by his family and friends at their
W.
irreparable less.
cause

attended and heard the

Convention of

shakers

the party, and
those wno read the New York
World and
Portland Argus, know what this line u
im
IS THE LINE OF

REPUDIATION!’

No

foot” in its worst form. He admitted that the
State might not set aside the law of
Congress
and break faith
with the creditors of the Goveminent, but insisted that

Congress itself

our

night compositors.
Since then
:

we

have found the manifold

>lieet as it came from the

j uslfce

matter how much efibrt was made
by jU(j„e
Rice to conceal it, and no matter how carefolly Mr. Bradbury worded his
the

resolution,
general tenor and spirit of the Convention
speeches were on the side of bad fai 'h; of the
Government violating its own promise; or, to
express it all in one word, of Repudiation I
There is no eicapc from this.
Judge Rice,
with all his
adroitness, betrayed the “cloven

the blame upon

gy necessary,

to our

telegraph office, and
night hands requires that we

hould make correction.

The fault was not

vith them.
The dispatch reads:
“The President to-day appointed Hannibal
iamil, Collector, and D. W. Gose, Surveyor,”
I lie

compositor followed copy.
It Is not to
bloomed that a
should be so
type-setter
i" ormed on
all matters that he can corj
name» sent
by telegraph ; in fact,
on t know how
any one could tell from
f
“““ Messrs. Ilamtin and
(
There is no reasonable
,
| xcuse to be offered for such
]

\e

Fbiend.—1“Catching

terfly'" i3 the leading steel engraving of the
September number of this favorite periodical
—and a very pretty picture it is. It will remind many of the days of their childhood,
when they roamed about catching butterflies
—and some perhaps may think
sadly that
since they have grown to riper years,
they have
been engaged in nothing much more
important than
trying to catch such other butterflies
wealth and pleasure and fame. The usual
miscellany of fashion, light literature and
as

in

fcF-The New York WorU
sayAthe total lots
by tbe Ketekum forgeries will amount to $4,750,000.
L3T i'Ue Union State
Convention of New
1 ork will be held at
Syracuse on the 20th of

September. The Democratic 8tutu Convention has been called for the 6th.
6^“The New Jersey Democratic State Convention will IReet at Trenton on the 30th inst.,
to nominate a candidate for Governor.
y?" When Gen. Grant was in Montreal,
Admiral Hope of the British navy, with three
fleet officers, in all the glory of lace and buttons, drove around to see him. They found a
plain man, in linen wrapper, and carpet slippers, smoking a cigar. The admiral expressed
his surprise at this lack of ostentation, but
hastened to follow the general's free-and-easy
example, by getting himself into an undress uniform and behind a cigar as soon as
possible.
£y The encouragement afforded to the men
engaged in the Atlantic cable enterprise by the
results of the Great Baste u’s efforts, reminds
one of the encouragement which the
late Democratic State Convention found for Tenewed
eff ort iu the closing up of the war and the situation of the country.
$y Seasonable advice : When you go on an
excursion down the harbor, take a cake of soap
If you should get overboard, you
with you
might wash yourself ashore.
$3^“Mrs. Maria Thornton, who has
died

just

in Washington at the advanced
age of one hundred years, was the widow of Dr. Thornton, the

original

architect of tlie Capitol, and the first
Commissioner of Patents.
5y The Vicksburg Journal says the freeduien’s establishment on the v' mtation of Jeff.
Davis and his brother is
_._/ishing condition.
There are in cultivation between three
and four thousand acres planted with cotton,
corn, potatoes, and vegetables. The crops are
looking finely. It is estimated that the place
will produce this season from two to three
thousand bales of cotton, and from twelve to

twenty thousand bushels of corn, besides potatoes, &c.
yp*The Providence Journal says : “We. find
in several of

our exchanges the statement that
must hold real estate in order to vote in
Bhode Island. That is true Oniy of citizens of
foreign birth. Any native born male citizen,

a

man

who has lived two years In the State and six
months in the town, can vote on the payment
of a registry tax of one dollar.”

f* if’"The Digger Indians have a splendid
remedy for the small-pox When one has it he
closes the door of his hut, shoots his dog, and
then shoots himself, which effectually removes

SPECIAL NOTICES.

J|==-=-

KS?”What is

the use of sighing and weeping
you float down the stream of Time ?
Why make the voyage of life a wailing
voyage ?
as

adjoining plantation.
«y General Grant, when in Detroit, paid a
visit to Gen. Cass, and had a very pleasant interview with that venerable and leyal citizen.

Will be at the U. S. HOTEL,

Convention which, both for substance and for
manner, would have done no discredit to a repudiation convention in Mississippi in the
palmiest days of her financial dishonor."
SiT'The Democratic platform of Maine lias

are informed that
they can be cured of that
disagreeable Affliction safely and permanently, and
that the sooner they have it attended to the more

affected

readily

it can bo

recovery.
Lis* J. P. Morse, esq., at Bath, has a large,
new ship all ready for
launching. We are told
that she rates higher than any
ship that has
on

the Kennebec.

h^/"The Sagadahoc Couuty Convention will
be held at Bath on Friday next.

hj'/“ When at Bath the other day we fouud
was the general opinion of the
people there
that a daily steamboat between that city and
this would greatly promote the interests of

it

both.

j£|p“Tlie copperhead papers seem to have besingularly obfuscated in relation to
County Commissioner. The Advertiser places
come

list

of nominations for Cumberland
of F. O. Staples and Moses
Plummer, when only oue is to be chosen. The
Argus says, Messrs. Staples and Plnmmer
as

terests of

County

names

Commissioners,
the County,” &c.

Convention

watch over the inIn the Democratic

Mr.

Staples moved the
nomination of Mr. Plummer,, but the organs
are so hungry for place that
they put,the names
of both gentlemen before the people.
LSt“One of the speakers at the memorial
service at Bowdoin College, Chaplain Adams
of Gtnhasn, said he hoped that LL. D., as
applied

to

Jett Davis, might hereafter be

un-

derstood to mean “Long Let him Dangle.”
LJ?™ Watch word of Maine Democracy during the present political
:
O,
How

campaign

ard I"
The

rust has

within

been

a

Far.uington Chronicle says the
curling up tho potato tops rapidly

few days.

A lead mine wliich promises to be very
productive, has recently been discovered on the
tarm of George Gaubert in Richmond.
Excavations

are now

being made.[Hallowell

Ga-

zette.

Lf/ ’The Whig says the Postotfice at Hampden, kept by Mr. S. Phipps, was broken open
ou

Saturday evening, and

all the money and

stamps then in the office, stolen and carried off.
The letters were also broken open and their
contents taken.

§.M‘~Mr. Frank W. Pitcher, a former citizen
of Bangor, has donated $8,000 to the Female

Orphan Asylum of
ISfTbo Provost

that

city.

Marshal’s

at Bellast

has been closed.
Three youug ladies were thrown from a
carriage in Auburu, on Friday evening, and one
of them, Miss Davis, was picked
up insensible,
but it is thought uot seriously hurt. The other
two were uuiqjured.
The Journal says the
horse proceeded on his
journey with nothing
but the forward wheels
attached, runniug over
a pile of bricks in front of the
Town Hall, then
directly into Mr. Goff’s store as far as the
wheels would admit. Mr. Goff, not
likiug the
appearance of the customer, immediately
seized him by the collar, thus
saving the horse
from serious injury.

Papers having a circulation of 2000, combining ail the editions, are required to pay an
internal

tax of three
per cent, on all

revenue

for

receipts
advertising, less $1.50 per quarter.
For the quarter ending June
80th, the following are the taxable returns and taxes, of the
newspapers of this

Papers.

city,

to wit:

Taxable

Transcript,
Advertiser,
Argus,
Press,
The Transcript

Receipts.
8221.
907.

is

Taxes.

weekly, tri-weekly

daily editions, and

the

Press is issued weekly and daily, and these
are

presumed

to have room

odate all the paying

enough to accomadvertisements that

loinestic receipts—completes the number.—
come in their way.
Price 85.21 a year; 2 copies 84.01. To those
lesirous of making up clubs, specimen numHall’s Rubber Emporium
jers will be sent for 15cts.
iVheeler&Wiltyn’s celebrated Settling Machines are fur- IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of RuhL er Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Premiums.
Address Deacon & ;
■ iished as
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
i’eterson, 319 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tl

which l

never

used.

deauStf’

DKPAKURE

PAR ME LEE’S
Patent Isolated

PIANO-PORTES
A
For

Perfect

power,

purity,

I

Piano t !

sweetness and

durability

01

Tone, they are unequalled by any Piano known.
The simplicity ot construction, together with the
impossibility of its giving out, are among its most
important merits
Several of those beautiful Instruments will be on
exhibition and for sale (for a few days only) at the
Photograph Rooms of A. M. McKENNEY, opposite
^
Preble Houso.
Persona desirous ol obtaining a superior Piano, at
a reasonable price, should improve this rare
opportunity. Every Instrument fully warranted.
K. u, OS HORS, Cen’l Agent.
Aug. 8th, 1865.
augl6sn<l&wtf

Agents

far

have

Elaine;

PENSIONS, BOUNTIES, ARREARS OF PAY,
PRIZE MONEY, LOST CLOTHING, &<:.
Officers’ Accounts with the
Ordnance, Quartermasters and Treasury Departments
adjusted and settled,
and certiheates of non indebtedness obtained.
Terms reasonable.
No charges unless successful.
All advice and Information Dree.
Oilice No. 88 Exchange Street, .lose
Block, told
stand of Bradford & Harmon).
Z. K. HARMON,
—

W. S. SAWYER.

RkfebenCes
Hon. Win, P. Fessenden, U. S
Senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine;
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Collector of
Customs;
Rt. Rev. David W. Bacon, Bishop of the Diocese of

charges

the

Belgian.Q««*>ec..

itself.

me ivgems 01 uie aUuiuhi luo uuu .u'w r.nguiiiu
Mutual have recently published wliat professes to lie

comparison of their companies with the Mutual
have

carefully

examined their statement*

and pronounce them most unjust andxmfuir attempt*
to disparage a compauy which stanils at the very
head of Life Insurance Institutions in this country.

will,
days, take up and expose the fallacy and deception of these invidious comparisons,
and pledge myself to show by authorities which cauin

I

disputed, that the Mutual Benefit Co, HAB 1st
largest net Assets, and 2nd is pay ing the largest

Dividends to its members of any Life Insurance Company in America.
In the mean time

those who do not wish to bo “deceived” but would know the whole “truth” on this
subject are invited to call at this office where every
information will be freely given and guaranteed reliable.
WARREN SPARROW,
State

Portland.

maylGd&wtf

Mutual Benefit Lite Ins. Co.

Agent

Office 30 Exchange St.

Aug. 17—eodtf

A f act Worth

Knowing-,

HAIR

the matter often

PORT

A Magical Preparation

Discovery

in

-FOB-

subscriber would call public attention to
New and Original process for making
The

DRESSING
PRICE

Its

with

ture,
fade.

mens.

GEORGE M. HOWE,
Temple of Art, 112 Middle Street.
june7sn3m

E. S.

WORMELL,
PHOTOGRAPH F R,

CENTS.

-BY-

CUSTIS

WHOLESALE AGENTS

k

The Howard Base Ball Club will meet the Eon
Clud on their grounds, near the Arsenal, on TUESDAY, Aug. 22J, at 8 o’clock A. M., for the purpose of
testing the comparative merits of the two clubs.
Aug 19—snd3t#

Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July 22—sudlf
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
Is male from the choicest materials, is
mild ami emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the s)in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good's DeaUrs.
TII1S

demand,

june31dlyr

For looping up Ladiea’ Dresses in graceful fold, The
most convenient article a lady can use.
Cau be attached to any dress.
PRICE TWENTY-FIVE CTS. A

SET.

SKIRT and CORSET

Square, Portland.
GEORGE ANDERSON, Agent.
by mail on receipt of price. The Trade sup-

STORE,
Sent

26 Market

plied.

augllsn d4w

MRS.

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mother$ tier
AN

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
Wo. 8*) Middle Street,
Portland, Me.

Copying done in

the

best mauer.

dec29tt.

Soothing
FOR

ment Maine

Volunteers, and offers as references the
following names:—
Surgeon J. H. Kimball, Bridgton,
Chaplain Geo. C. Crawford, Readfleld,

of the 31st Maine Vols.

A

aug7sn4w*

Timely Warning
especially important

to the Sick.

at

liquors

domestic compounds purporting to be

dicinal, but not
•

o

world

the

lic should

as

whit less

pernicious, are
’‘sovereign remedies,” that

a

understand the facts.

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and
Relief

^usel

oil,

a

me-

heralded
the

pub-

Be it known

then,

fiery article containing amyl or
mortal poison, HOSTETTER’S CELEnone

ol

these things, but are a combination of pure essence
Rye with the pure juices of the) most valuable

of

stomachic,anti-bilious, and aperient herbs and plants,
and that as a safe and rapid remedy ror
Dyspepsia and all its kindred complaints, this preparation
stands before the world without

a

rival

competitor.
Its sales to-day are equal to the combined sales of all
the other tonics advertised in the United
Stales, and
the certificates which authenticate its usefulness are
signed by individuals of the highest standing [in
every professional calling and walk of life. Beware
of imitations and impostures.
New York House, 59 Cedar

or

Street, N.

Y.

Aug 12.—d&w2w

proved itself to
ever

he the most

perfect

prepara-

offered to the public.

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.
IT

no

inju-

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair.soft, lussilken.

trous and

It is

a

Infants.

contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and

pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
here declare. In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is adminiatured.
wo

Full directions for

using will

accompany oacli bot-

None genuine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.

tlle.

Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.

Wanted
COAT, PANT and VEST MAKERS to
go to Worcester, Mass. Also Girls to do hasting and
linishing on Clothing. Good prices and constant
employment may be depended on. Inducement will
be offered, and all information obtained by addressCustom

DR.

Isabel, (Argcutine) Tibbetts, Montevideo

Pearl, Thompson,

SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the taste, mild in its effoct, yet sure,
safe aud reliable, and is Warranted^ to cure Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,
Pain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels. It is tho finest
medicine lor children, as well as grown persons, ever
offeted the public. Try it! No cure no pay.
Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
R. I. For sale by Druggists generally.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.
julyl7d<&w2m
Satyr.”—Such are its wouderftil
his hair dressed with Sterling’s
Ambrosia, would transcend even Hyperion in beau“Hyperion to

virtues,

that

Bristol for Boston.

uecesssity

CLEARED.

Jackson.

liarlena, Nichols, Matauzas—Geo S Bunt.
Yea ton A
Connor, Stevens, Havana
Hale.
Loch
Lomond, Black, Philadelphia—master.
Biig
Brig Nellie Mowe. Bailoy, Eastport— master.
Sch Engineer, Willard, Halifax NS—W W Brown
Sell Britain, (Br) Ferris, St John NB—master,
J B Brown
Sch Bramhail, Sawyer, Boston

Brig
Brig

Tlios

—

—

a

Satyr,

Until within

—

Ida, Blake, do.
NEW YORK, Aug 21—Ar, sch G W Carpenter,
Edmonds, Brldgport CB.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MEDITERRANEAN —HARBOR LIGHT AT
LEGHORN.
The Minister of Marine at Turin has given notice
that on and alter the 1st day of March, I860, a harbor light would be exhibited from a lighthouse recently erected on the North end of the curved or outer
mole, at the Port of Leghorn or Livorno, on the West

coast of Italy.
The light is a fixed white light, placed at an elevation of 74 feet above the mean level of the sea, and in
clear weather should be seen from a distance of ten

List*
Sales at the Brokers Board. Aug.
American Gold.
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series.
do
2d series...
United States Five-twenties, old.
do
small.

j

do
new.
United States Debt Certificates, Dec.
United States Ten-forties.
Eastern Railroad.
Vermont State Sixes.
Ogdens burg First M ortgage Bonds.

Bon-Ton
IS

Flour

Sifter

CO MING,

HPO "laden the hearts of every housekeeper. It is
JL the only PERFECT Sifter In use. It has two
Sieves—one for flour and one for sifting all kinds of

Elmira, Norton, Boston : schs Fanny
Eldt*r, Shea, Bangor; J Langley, Langley, Boston.
Cld 19th, brig Sea Lark, Cmlins, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, barque Fannie Hamilton.
Marshman, Messina; brigs Bolerson, Scott, Bermuda: Canima, Marshall, Calais; sclis Gertrude, Coalwell, St John NB; A J Dyer, Rogers, Musquash,
Raton, Curtis, and Loduskia, Smith, Ellsworth; Hai
Lunger, Rider, Bangor; Erie, Sawyer, do lor Hackensack; Raven, Rose. Bangor; Billow, Wass, and Sylvia, Reynolds, Addison.
Ar 19th, barque Reunion, Tracey, Glaoe Bay CB:
brigs Sarah B Crosby, Crosby, Cow Bay CB; Baltic.
Hooper, do: schs Convoy, Merrill, Lingan CB; Defiance, Nash, Bangor: Sea Bird, Wallace, Mill bridge;
Kate McLean,—, Rockland; Brier, Gregory, do;
Cherub, Bailey, Gardiner; John & Frank, Fowler,

sauce, and whatever else may wan; sifting.
The Bon-Ton has no equah
For capacity of work
and durability, it stands without a rival, ami no person of^oerl sense will buy a poor article when they
can have a good one for the same price.
Thei efhft.
before you buy, wait for the Bon-Ton, for it will visit
every house In Cumberland County, and snre it Is
they will have no other.
C. H. LUNT,
For Cumberland County.

Proprietor

The

Bon-Ton

be had at
of the

can

lett’s, Proprietor

retail,

at

S. C. Hun 1-

INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL ST.,
and at No. 423 Congress St., next door to 8t. Luke's
Church.
P. S.—Orders from Country Traders solicited, and
will be promptly attended to; to such a liberal discount will bo made. Address
C. H. LUNT, Portland, Maine.
Aug 22—dlw*

New Bedford.

Cld 18th, ship Cultivator, Russell, Liverpool; bark

Harmon, Perkins, Sydney NSW.
Cld 19th, ship Southern Eagle, Pierce, Melbourne;
J Thompson, Bloke, Liverpool; fiobt C Winthrop,
Stewart, New Orleans: barques Damon, Crowell,
Rosario; John Kerr, Stimson. Mobile.
Ar 19th, brigs Torrent, Gould, Cow Bay CB; Starlight, McDonald, do.
STONINGTON-Ar 18th, soli E A Stevens, Nick
erson, Bangor,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, sch T R Jones, Smith,

»

—-

j

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of America, I
District of Maine, ss.
}

Machias.
Ar 19th, sch Gov Cony, Brown, Augusta.
Sid 20th, schs Madonna, Coombs, Philadelphia;

to Monitions from the Hou. Ash or
Ware, Judge of the Unite 1 States District Court,
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Information < have
been filed In said Court, viz:
An Information against One Hogshead of Molasses, seized by the Collector of the District of
Passamaouoddy, on the third day of February last
past, at Houlton In said District.
An Information against one Barrel of Gin,
and One Barrel of Whiskey, seized by the Collector of the District of Passainaquoddy, on the fourth
day of February last past, at Houlton In sai I District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly sot forth in said
Informations; that a hearing and trial will be bad
thereon at Bath, In said District, on the Firnt Tue$~
day qf'September next, where any persons intereste l therein mav ap,>ear an 1 show cause, If any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-second «lay of August, A. D. 1866.
F. A. QUIN BY,
Dep. U. S. Marshal,
Diet, of Maine.
Aug 22—<H4d

PURSUANT

FraukUu. James, New York.
BOSTON—Ar 19th, schs Wm Penn. Smith, Port
Hood; Exeter, Pendleton, Bangor.
Cld 19th, barque Alexandrine, Snow, t lenfuegos;
schs Sam Colt, Hillard, New York; C Thomas. Preston, do; Maine, Brown. Machias.
Also cld, brig Olive, Gandy, Philadelphia.
Ar 29th, barque Cephas Starrett, Gregory, GUce
Bay ( B; schs Modiord, Jovday, and Susan Ross,
Herrick, Bangor; Oracle, Carter, Pembroke.
Ar 21st, brig O C Clary, Parker, Sagna: D B Doane,
Redman, Philadelphia; schs Fanny A Bailey, Freeman, Georgetown DC; Eliza Leland, Blodgett, Elizabetkport; Andrew Peters, Mu rch, do; Jeddie, Roberts. Port Ewen; Minnie Cobb, Ingraham, and Red

Jacket, Averill, New York; Elizabeth, Alley, Dresden; Santa Maria, Fuller, Bangor; Florida, Thomp-

Portland.
Old 21st, brig Fannie Linculn, Collins, fur St Jago;
Olive. Gandy, Philadelphia; schs J L Newton, Rich,
and G L Green, Rich, rbr Richmond, Me, to load lor
son,

Sullivan.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid im Hamburg 2d ins \ ship Sunrise, Luce, for
Cardiff.
At Rio-Janeiro 7th ult, ships Montpelier, Watts;

Topgallant, Phillips,unc;

£j

17th Inst, sch Coral, Kent, from
Boston.
Sid 16th, brig Flora E Brewer, Brewer, Galveston.

Farm lor Hale.
An excellent milk farm for sal, #
Mtuated In the town uf ('umm-,- in n
on

the Portland and Kenin

In this

from Shields.

Sid for Boston June 27, Goldey-Jiind, from Cal-

of

cutta.

For timber particulars enqulte on tbs premises, or
JOHN E. CAYZEB.

Aug 22—d4w»

SPOKEN.
July 11, off Pernambuco, ship Golden Hind, from
London for Melbourne, with passengers: all well.
July 26, lat 37 27, Ion 32 20, barque Ellen Dyer, 5o
days from Buenos Ayres for Queenstown.
July 30, lat 37 03, lou 39 40, was signalized a ship,

What Every One Says Must Be So !
rnHAT INGERSOL’S PATENT WATER-DRAW1 EB IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD. It challenges everything, an 1 Is now taking the lea I (over
all others) In Connecticut, Massachusetts, an! Middle States where they are sold. The greateit chance
ever yet oH'ered to the enterprising to make in >uey,
bv purchasing the right of Counties to manuthe.iue
and sell. The Dtawer can be seen at Rundlett’s In-

the Charles Cooper, steering E.
6, lat 27. Ion 72 40, brig Thos Owen,Butterfield,
from New York for Nuevitas.

supposed

Aug

Advertisements.

144]
lOi,

STEAMER

106;

IVIurcena Joliu<*oii

ventors’ Exchange, where territory can lie purchase!
of the Agent, at a bawain. A chance for all.
C. HOLLY", Agent for Maine,
80 Federal St., near Lime.
Aug 22—dlw*

EMPLOYMENT
At Your Own Homes.
can realize a hundre 1
lpHOUSANDS
No utensils

dollars weekI ly.
requited except those (bund ,n
crory household: profits loo percent; demand sta'ple as Hour. It Is the greatos. disc ivory of the age.
Full particulars sent on receipt of two stamps fm-return postage. Adi Ire is,
I

-FOB-

8,

HARPSWELL!

BROWN,
^_H0PKINS*
811 Broadway. New

NOTICE.

city, Aug 20, by Dr Wright. Thomas
and Mrs

land.

B

Carrie T Williams, both of Port-

In Falmouth. Aug 8, by Rev A Cook, Alfred J Haskell and Miss Tawna E Heald, both of Portland.
In Jefferson, N H, Aug 13, by Rev M P Marshall.
Capt Samuel Plaisted and Mrs E Dexter, both of

Jelferson.

E

[Corrected.]
Gardiner, Aug 16, Fred

A

Whitman.

In Gardiner, Aug 5, A
Lord, of Wiuthrop.
In Biddeford, Aug 3,

Sarah Johnson.
In New Sharon,

Aug 9,

French.

Berry and

Miss

G H W'ood aud Miss

Sarah

Lewis

JDIEI>.
In this city, Aug 21, Eunice A, daughter oi the late
Nathaniel Hasty, aged 33 years 10 months.
[California papers please copy.)
XjTFuneral on
forenoon, at lOo’cl’k,
from the residence of her mother corner of < lark
and Summer street*.
In thi* city, Aug 20, Mis* Octavta C Bradley, aged
1C years.

Wednesday

IS»» Francisco

papers please copy.)
this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
from the Abysenian Church.
In this city,
Aug 10, of diptheria, Tilda A, daughter of Israel and Martha
Hogue, aged 3 years.
In Gorham, Aug 20 at the residence of Rov 8 F
Wotheriwe, of cholera inftuitum, Allred 8, Jr, only
son ot Allred 8 and Mary A Brown, of Jamaica
f uneral

WHY NOT USE THE BEST.
Over

twenty years’ increasing demand has established the thet that Mathews' Venetian Hair Dye is
in the world. It Is the cheapest, the most
best
die
reliable, and most convenient. Complete iu one bottle. Does no‘ require any previous preparation of the
mir. No trouble.
No crock or strain. DoSs not
rub off or make the hair appear dusty and dead, but
mparte to it new life and lustre. Produces a beautifil black or brown, as preferred. A child can apply
y it. Always give satisfaction. Only 75 cents per
>ottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Mannheturer, N. Y.
Demas Barnes & Co., New York, Whcfiesale

mayl2eodly

Plains, Mass, aged

EXCURSION

4 years 5 months.

In Batli, Aug 17, Mr Stephen M Mariner, aged C3

years.

In Bath, Aug 17, Mr Stephen M Ilarriman, aged

63 years.

In Boston, Aug 19, Kiah B Sewall, Esq, aged 57.
IMPORTS.

SANDY COVE NS, Sch Fly—19 bbls mackerel, 44
bbls herring, 10 bbl* oil, 6 bbls tongues and sounds,
480 qtls hake, 70 qtlB haddock, 25 qtls coil fish, 2 bids
potatoes, 20 doa eggs.

from

Pottage
{SyK ®**b"

ONE

JOHN 0. PUOtTER,
Lime St., Portland.

Aug 22—d3w*

day,

House ami Lot for Hale

DOLLAR.

The three story
liar Street, well

Um.|

iiM

on

Aug 22—(12w

the

premises

or

<"JO||.(

aug22d3w

The subscriber will continue the business under the
Street,

SSfwW&v*
{“Wfoforeat 267 Commercial
Smith
Whan, where a choice
s

BEST

QU ALITIES of Coal and
the LOWEST MARKET
prices,
the city.

Portland, August

small, yel low, shaggy IXH; with
a white ta -e and black collar around his nock
silver
nails.
with
Whoever will return said
marked
Itog shall be suitably rewarded.
WILLIAM H. GRIFFITH.
Ou board Tow Boat Uncle Sam.
aug22d7w*

ON

Friday last,

|

assortment of the j

Wood may be f»und at
delivered In any part of

(

HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
22. 1865.
aug22dtl

Argus please copy.

Special Notice.

c PRO _T()K
Lime Street.

Lo st l

from the

CO.

W. C. HOW,
HK*RV L' PAINE’

Portland, Aug. 19,

Cedar

Woodaa H juso, No, 27 CoI tot twu Imailiai,—
Hard and Soft Water.—
with
Well supplied
x ill.
ror ternu
Housuin good order, hot 33

t4F~No person will be passed free unless li dding a
pass ticket with bisnamo ttwreon.
Boat leaves Franklin Wharf at 9 A. M. every day
except Monday. On Monday leaves at 10 A. M.
Large Excursion Parties taken at greatly reduced rates.

&

on

Street.

•

hM u,,“ Jfty withdrawn
WM
H93I
VV Arm or
HENRY L. PAINE

A very

rooms

from Portland: convenient to Schools, Post Office,
*c. Cottage
designed bv Harding, Architect. For
terms apply to J. Mcl.cllan, Oorham, Mo, or

TICKETS
same

Honse in Gorham, Maine.

Cottage Honsejust Hnlshed, contalnand closets, together with aboui 8
acres laud.
Pleasantly located, and about 10 miles
■nii
BilL,lng 8

HarpsweU

DOLLAII.

From Portland to Harp»well and return

Mrs

Paul ami Cordelia F

or

^yWill

ONE

Yort.^

Fop Hale.

TUESDAY, August

and after
rOn
22.1, thj fare to
be

Julia A

William Johnson and

Itoik.

from
meertng; It contains one hundred and twenty acres
of choice land; will cut front SO to 60 tous of
hay s
year, and pasture from 20 to 23 head of cattle. There'
are two »ells on the place, and two
never-failing
brooks that run through the pasture, with two harus,
dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough to keep
two tires for the house.
The BUbecriber wDl sell low,
as lie Is about to change his business.

1 Per steamer Belgian, at Quebec.]
York June 6, Georges, at Rangoon;
10th, Charlemagne, at Calcutta: 17th, Sami Russell.
In Straits of Sunda: 19th, Enoch Train, do.
Arr from New Orleans 6th inst, Harrisburg, at Bordeaux.
Sid for New York 4th inst, Deborah Pennell, Pen-

MARRIED."
Menealy

!.-

road, known as the Isael True farm,
adjoining the depot, and eight mile*
Portland; convenient to schools, stores and

Arr fr om New

95
97
98

TELEGRAPHI

The

brig

96,

A CUBBALE DISEASE.

few years

a

G-LORIOUS NEWS!

21.

104i
104j
<

“a

am

BY

Poi tsmouth.
Ar l»th,

New

99
99

»lay,

a

happy to say that I can refer to hundreds of
citizens, who have been cnre\ In this city
and state, and in all parts of the United’Statea.
Persons at a distance can be treated by letter.
CHARLES MORSE, M. D.,
Physician for Diseases of Heal, Throat and Lungs,
Corner Smith aud Congress Sts.,
Portland.
Office No, 2 Smith St.
aug22d&wlt
I

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th, brig A Bra.lshaw, Fisb,
New York.
Ar 11th, barque John Curtiss, Sylvester, fm Philadelphia.
Adv 12th. barque Jane M Harward, for Havre.
MOBILE—Cld 8th, ship Tamerlane, Jackson, New
York; brig C C Colson, Perry, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, brigs A F Larrabee
Carlisle, Providence; Alfaratta, Bibber, New York;
sclis J W Fish,Wiley, Bath; Acklam, Hooper, from
Providence; Hattie E Sampson, Blate, Portland;
Paragon, Hatch, New York.
Cld 18th, brigs A F Larrabae, Carlisle, Salem; Aunamlale, Bunker, Boston; schs Jane W Fish, Wiley,
and Paragon, Hatch, for Bath; I)r Rogers, Pierson,

and

for

ouv first

FISHERMEN.

20th, sch Loclla, Lord,

eveu

My success has been unprecedented In effecting cures
of Catarrh and diseases of the Throat and Langs, by
Cold Medicated Inhalation, which is very pleasant
and can be used by children three years old as well as
the adnlt.

A r at Bucksport lith inst, schs lake, Dan forth,
Grand Banks, 700
fish; 15th, Princess. Hopkim.
do, 750 do: 15th, Golden Rule, Grindle, do 675 do ;
16th, Martha Sargent, Perry, do 800 do.

SALEM—Ar

not

lieve but never cure.
But l need not repeat that which every thinking
man already knows.

W B 8HUBRICK, Chairman.
Treasury Department, Office Lighthouse Board,
Washington, J une 29,1SG6.

Washington.

neglecting,

no physician lias ever
thought of curing catarrh, being satisfied with simply doing something that would afford temporary relief, or in other words, make the patient suoeze. This
grand object was generally brought about by giv ing
some kind of Catarrh
Snuff, made of common snuff,
blood root, bayberry bark, and various other Irritating powders. The country has also been flooded with
patent Catarrh Snutf, Dryui>s, and other article* ill
about alike in their effects.
They make the pal lent
sneeze, and his nose is cleaned out for a short time,
making him feel better, and the same snnfflng operation has to be repeated. 1 defy any person living
to show me one single Instance where one established
cose of Catarrh has ever been positively cured
by|ony
Catarrh Snuff that ever was invented. They only re-

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE,
Ar. brig* Ortolan,
PHILADELPHIA, Aug 21
Wateihouse, and CII Kennedy, ( lark, Portland; soli

aug!8d2w
Bouton Stock

never

CATA&BU

Sons.

nell,

of

cold in the head,” as it is colic 1. One attack lays the
foundation for another; and every a lditional one is
another death seed for that disease which destroys
one out of every four of grown person* who die in our
country. The better way to cure consumption is to
prevent it, an 1 to accomplish that object the little and
seemingly trifling causes must first be removed. I
say again and finally that catarrh is a dangerous dk->
ease if suffered to go uuchecked and uncured.

Brig Nellie, (Italian) Cafeiro, Cardiff—H Winston
& Co.
Brig Hattie E Wheeler, Dolan, Mntouz’s—Phinney

ami sometimes the taste.—

inflammation sometime* goes into the eustaebian
tubes, the mouths of which are behind aud a little
above the veil of the palate an l extends up to the lining membrane to the drum of the ear, causing pain
or deaftioss, aud sometimes both.
In addition to this
catalogue of evils, there is often added Inflammation
and elongations of the uvular or soft palate.
Catarrh is a disease more curable thanCoiumiupLiou;
and by curing the former we prevent the latter. To
my patients 1 have ever spoken earnestly upon the

Sch Eliza Ellen. Noyes. Boston.
Sch Canton, Donnell, Bangor.
Sch E^ual, Hicks. Deer Isle.
Sch Cormorant. Fossett, Southport.
Sch Cnmeaut, Sawyer, Millbridge for New York.
Sch J P Bent, Foster, Millbridge for New York.
Seh Protection, Hayfjrd, Millbridge lor Boston.
Sch Albert, Barker, Joneaport for New York.
Sch Luella. Linnell, Bangor for Bo*tv>n.
Sch

frequently destroyed

is

The

Fly, (Br) Fi oat, Sandy Cove NS.
Sch Rea Pigeon, Godfrey, Grand Menau.
Sch Abby Brackett, Achorn, Philadelphia.
Sch Amazon. Lambert, Boston.

Sch

and others.
Ar at St John NB

BICKNELL’S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY

WARE Sr

CO.,
.No. 164, 16S and 170 Main St., Worcester, Mass.
Aug. 14—snd2w&w4t*

igents.

Bariue

June 24th.

Mary O’Brien, Vesper,

june3snd&w6in

or

A. P.

Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eastpoi

and St John NB.

ang2211w*w3w

young, should fail to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
Ask for Rail’s Hcilian llair Renewer, and
take no other
R. P. HALL &
0..
Nashua, N. U., Proprietors.
For sa’eby all Druggists.
auglOsndSc w6m

ing

rest to your-

On the

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

to yoob

ty.

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Re newhas

Health

give

a

BRATED STOMACH BITTERS contain

er

and

it will

We have put up aud sold this article for over
thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—Never has it failed in a single instance to
effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.

that while all the diffusive stimulants called liquors
are impure, and all the Tonics
containing alcohol are
manufactured with

TEETHING

and

this time, when the
markets of the United States are flooded with the
direst poisons, under the name ot imported
and when

CHILDREN

greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening the gums, reducing all iullammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS,

Persons who have lost friends in the army, and are
desirous to receive their rcmaius, can learn all the
particulars as to the best mode ot removing them, the
expense, &c., by writing to R. SMITH, Hanover,
Maine.
Mr. Smith has Just returned with the 31st Regi-

It is

Syrup,

which

Notice.

1 here Is

ARRIVED.

qtls

CO.,

STATE o! MAINE,

lor the

For sale at the NEW YORK

Challenge Accepted.

v

FIFTY

Nonparlel Patent Skirt Elevator*,

V3F* Card Photographs at Three Dollars
per dozen,—the best in the City.
may25sndCm

head and the extreme
upper part of the throat.—
occasionally a feeling of great pressure and
tightness across the upper part of the nose, and the
base oi the brain
sometimes suffers in such a way as
to in luce headache,
vertigo and confusion. The smell

tae

Monday, Aufunt 21.

Wholesale and He tail,
CHARLES

Copying and Enlarging pictures this process is
particularly adapted.
Parsons can obtain a bettor picture for the same
price than by the old process.
Exhibition Rooms open at all hours of the day.—
The public are invited to call and examine speci-

PORTLAND.

OP

descends into the stomach in large

quantities, causing nausea, and a general derangement of the health.
Many times the sufferer con only
breathe with the mouth
open.
Upon rising in the
morning, a great effort Is generally required to dear

DISASTERS.
Sch Lizzie, Capt Glover, of and from Rockland for
Norwich, Ct, with a cargo of lime, struck on the rocks
otf Quonacoutaug Neck R I, on Friday morning, and
soon a ter took tire and burnt to the water's edge.
The crew, together with the sails and rigging; were
saved, The vessel was built at Dain&riscolta in 1856,
registered 90 tons, and was valued at $5000,

HAIR.

For sole at

superior to anything ever before introadvantages being to produce a dear picmore brilliancy of tone, and less liable to

Which is

THE

a

PHOTOGRAPHS.
duced.

BEAUTIFYING,

RESTORING,

Photography!

EW8

X

By order,

-AND-

A New

E

The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, or by leaseof the sixth order.
The lixod green light hitherto shown from tho
North end of the curved mole, will he discontinued.

LIFE 1

That

IMPERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS!

7,16 PM

High water.11.3) Ail

ipiles.

SEELE’S

Rubber Goods can be repaired In a neat and
substantial manner, at
HALL’S'RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

Maun sew.

|

few

a

not be
the

gives teellng, as the patient expresses it, “as If
something were sticking in the upper part of the
throat.” When the inflamatljn has existed a long
time, and ulceration has taken place, purifnm matter Is secreted, and drops down into the throat, much
to the discom/brt of the patient. Indeed, this is one
of the most
distressing features of the complaint, os

and

MiuiuCnre Almanac.August 22.

they

of which

stand convicted) but to make a most virulent and
unjust assault upon the Mutual Benefit Life Ins.

Benefit.^ I

Will give their exclusive attention to collecting

le.

themselves, or disprove

Company

••iSl

..Liverpool1
Persia..New York..Liverpool..;;
efK i
America.New York. .Bremen.S.-nt r,
Aftica. %.Boston.Liverpool... .Set.* 19
Ericsson.New York. .Nicaragua_Sept 20

M XU I X

ma

To the Editor q/ the Portland Prtu :
SIB:—There is a form of Chronic Throat Disease,
consisting in inflammation, which begins behind and
a little above the veil of the palate, and extends upIt la an exceedwarns from thence into the none.
ingly troublesome complaint, and afflicts great number*. It pusses under the name of Catarrh in the
head. It often creates a perpetual detire to mallow,

w

L'lntt

MOR8E,

CATARRH—ITS CAUSE, SYMPTOMS AND CURE.

FOB
PATE.
Cttv’oOferk
.Xork- r Jverpool.Al| 2”
.-*»«»
Hib^nia'.. ;;; 'S'*
!•£•
C
f,°rk- •OlMiUW.Aug 20

Caia.

precedent by claiming usitheir own companies, in terms more
objectionable than any which I had

Being thus foiled and defeated in their combined
assault upon the Agent of the Mutual Benefit Co.,
the more prudent and cautious ones, deeming discretion the better part of valor, have quietly withdrawn
from the field. Two, however, of their number, more
courageous and venturesome than the rest, evidently nettled with the stigma which the expose of their
former “Card” left upon them, and ambitious of
further distinction, have come forth, (not to defend

a

HAJRMON A SAWYEH,

U. S. War Claim

never

I>R.

a

Commissioners.
But the most ludicrous feature of this conspiracy
was, that such men should publish themselves asiidesirous of doing business in a fair and honorable manner*1—a discovery wldch the public certainly would

Advertisements.

ON NASAL

OP OI KA.V STEAMERS.

Sun rises.5.14
Sun sets.6.50

several of them

New

brt* Nellie—275.518 ft deals, S.OttO

of having

I convicted

periority” for
offensive and
used, and
Third, I disproved their charge against me, of having ‘‘disparaged” other Co.’s, by showing that I liad
simply used the facts and figures as given by ti e

84.45
2,815.
5,805.
174,15
a
weekly literary paper,

and

In my criticism upon this “Card” I convicted then
in professing to quote from my

all, first offalsehood

themselves established

$0.68
27.21

and allows but a small amount of
space for advertising. The Argus and Advertiser have

OeMfi Life !m. Oa-

claiming kisupa%iorityf for the Mutual Benefit Company, and by inference of '‘disparaging?' a'l otilers;
their real object however being to damage its success.

In

ADVERTISING RETURNS.

ft

EXPORTS.

_

Insurance

tion for the hair

office

Maine.

influence to check, If possible, iU lively protpet Ay.
Aud to this end, they pul forth “A Card,** the ostensible object ol which, was'to ennui *in of me ior

Second,

Aug. 16—nsd&wtf

Rockland and So. Thomaston. The author is
blind, and his invalid daughter acts as his
amanuensis.
Opposition is rife on the Kennebec aud
Boston route. The Eastern Queen aud Dauiel
Webster are both ou the line, the former making two and the latter three trips per week.
Fare about 25 cents.

L

OjXcj V the Laid
It wi)' l»e remembered that ouly a few <bi> O »ince
several of tile Life Inruianoe Agents ff this city,
alarmed at the unyxaaipled success of tile Mutual
Beneflt Life las. Co., aad its great p (pularity «ith
the people, teJt called upon, to combine their immense

“statements,’language

flap* Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.
No Charge for consultation

Li/“Oyrus Eaton,esq., the historian, of Warren, has just issued a history of Thomaston,

would,

effected.

to

early

in its

dai-

No* 00 Middle Street, Portland*

learn that Roland
Fisher,
esq., oollector of the port of Bath, is confined
to his room by illne ss, with small
hope of an

County, the

be

Particular attention given to Childreu affected with
Discharge from the Ear. Parents having children

planks—one negative and the other positive—one opposition to the negro aud the other

beeu built

can

ly consulted on CATARRH, DEAFNESS, and all
diseases of the EYE, EAR, and THROAT.

two

ever

MONDAY, August

on

For

Li/"The Boston Advertiser, referring to the
late Democratic State Convention in this city,
says, “some arguments were addressed to the

repudiation.
8®“ We regret

LIGHTH1LL,

21st, to remain during the week, where he

on an

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

People of

To the

1>K.

65T*A well-informed Texan correspondent
says that in one instance of which he has personal knowledge a German family of ten raised
annually, by their own labor, a larger crop of
cotton than t re forced production of forty hands

XOTICES.

SPECIAL

---i-^sr
'l

the disease.

people of that
profession of loyal-

suggested some thoughts to my own mind,
which have solved one question, as interesting
to yourself as it can be to me or others, and
Democratic State Convention which met at which, with your permission, 1 will venture to
Augusta that year, and put John W. D.uia in disclose.” With the modesty and good sense
nomination. That convention voted down a
which make any lady worthy of being called
resolution which affirmed the right of the Gen“a mother of Israel,” she begged that I would
era) Government to use so much force as
might proceed, eveu before I bad fairly assumed my
be necessary to maintain its own
authority seat in her parlor. “I was thin king,” said I
and to suppress armed rebellion.
“that Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, one of the corGOVERNOR CONY’S ACCEPTANCE.
From 1831 to 1865—until Lee surrendered
responding editors of the N. Y. Independent,
We publish below the letter of Hon. John
and the rebellion went up—the tactics of the declared in that paper, not long since, that
A. Peters, President of the Union State Conus
no
of
a
account
man—a
party have been varied.
no
great
history gives
Acknowledging
vention, to Governor Cony, announcing his
man of lofty thoughts and high emprise—born
past errors, it did not see fit to re-assert its old
nomination for re-election—and the Governones.
It was of small avail to deny the power
in a low, flat country.” She thought it might
or’s reply:
of the General Government when that power
be even so. “I think too,” resumed I, “that it
was represented by a half million armed men.
wa3 a remark of John Quincy Adams, who
Mr. Peters’ Letter of Notification.
It could bring no comfort to southern traitors
B aygob, Aug. 14, 1865.
could speak almost by experience in this matby telling them they could not be coerced, so ter, that no great man ever made a good mark Hon. Samuel Cony, Augusta:
Sib:—At a State Convention of the Union
long as they were being routed and driven at in history, who was not indebted to an intelliall points, and their leaders, as fast as taken
gent mother for aright direction to his young men of Maine which assembled at Portland
on the loth
instant, you were re-nominated
were being incarcerated in
military prisons.— ambition.” She seemed quite at a loss to com- as the candidate
for Governor, by a very large
The circumstances of an iron necessity com- prehend the point of my problem, till I assur- and almost
unanimous vote.
I have been directed
the
the
to
pelled
Convention to convey to you
by
party
change its line of warfare, ed her that it was thu3 I accounted for the
this
and
and the line it adopted, and on which it
request you to become,
fought fact that three of her sons, bom in that man- theirintelligence,
standard bearer for the coming electill the rebellion caved in, was this: to
decry si m in view of the magnificent scenery around tion.
the public credit, to prognosticate all sorts of it, were now [then] three
Your supporters have announced their views
distinguished Repreevil, to predict failures, to traduce the charac- sentatives from tliree different States, in the in relation to the great and all absorbing questions, which now engage public attention, in a
ter and motives of the military and civil leadCongress of the United States, making a whole series
of resolutions, which cleariy accord
ers, to malign cabinet offices, to magnify Un- row of her own boys occupying continuous with
your own sentiments well kno vn to the
ion reverses and underrate Union victories, to ■eats in the Council Hail of the Republic, one people of this State.
There was exhibited in
denounce all the means adopted to proseenfe of whom has since been Governor of his na- all the phases of the convention a deep and
earnest
determination that the true principles, ;
the .war, to breed popular discontents, to
charge tive State, another a Major General in the Ar- which will
give our country public tranquility
tyranny and usurpation upon the President, my of the United States, and another (himself and national
glory, shall be inflexibly mainto cultivate popular prejudices against the nean addition to the three
fellow-Congreasmen,) tained.
While I convey to you the appreciation for
a minister of this Government to a
gro, and to employ all the enginery of calumforeign
your distinguished public services, which the
court On thus alluding to her matronly honny and falsehood that the devices of wicked
convention have expressed in one of the acand treasonable men could conjure up.
ors, she blushingly sank into her chair, and begcompanying resolutions, allow me to tender
no
more successful
warfare was ged that I would be seated upon the sofa and my own congratulation tor the success of
Perhaps
your
past, and the happy auspices for your future
adopted by these men, in order to cripple the tell her the latest news of the day.
official administration.
Where
svere
of
the
than
their sysenergies
Government,
your Washingtons, your JefferVery truly, yours,
tematic attacks upon the credit of the coun- sons, your Madisons, your Patrick Henrys,
JOHN A. PETEBS,
John
No
for
call
could
be
and
your
no
isPresident of the Convention.
try.
Marshalls,
money
your Henry Clays
made,
sue of bonds be put forth that
they did not born? Undei the lofty summits of the AlleTho Governor’s Acceptance.
raise a cry against the worthlessness of the
ghany Mountains or Blue ridge of Virginia.
Where were your Hancocks, your Otises, your
currency, and ail sorts of odium was heaped
Augusta, Aug. 16,1S65.
three patriotic Adamses and your
upon iftssrs. Chase and Fessenden and their
Parson^ Hon. John A. Peters, President, &c.:
paper-mills for grinding out “greenbacks” by boro ? Mount Wollaston marks the place of
Sib:—Your note of the 14th inst, officially
the cord. Wc need not
repeat the story of the their birth. And where, first, did that greats notifying me that the convention of the Union
men
of Maine, holden at Portland on the
mischievous elfjrt3 made by these rebel
sym- est of all intellectual giants, Daniel Webster, 10th
inst., nominated me as candidate for
pathizers, to break down the government by open his piercing eyes upon the light of day ? Governor
to be supported by them at the endestroying its public credit at home and It was nuder the inspiring shadows of the suing State election, is received.
abroad. When gold ro;e to 2.80 holders were
White Mountains of New Hampshire, approAcknowledging with profound sensibility
this honor, now thrice bestowed, and
cautioned not to sell because paper would be priately enough the highest mountain of New
especially flattered by the unanimity of the nominaof no value; when widows and orphans
England, and probably of all the United States ting convention, as well at by the terms it saw j
profit to employ in relation to my administra- Ij
posed to invest their small means in 5-20s or east of the Mississippi.
I repeat, if anything gives excellence to a
tion of affairs, I accept the position
7-33s these men advised them not to do so, as
assigned !
country but great vegetables and animals; if me.
the bonds wou/d soon be of little or no value.
the capacity of a country for the
My opinions upon the topics embraced in
raising of
The truth is, the Democrats, as a class, refused
tlie resolutions
great men, who can be benefactors to tlieir age
adopted on that occasion, are
and the svorld, is to be credited for the imto furnish government with money and take
too well known to the
public to require repeportance
tition.
of
its
our
own
its securities, and thousands of them to-day—
products,
rugged hills
and mountains
well
claim
to
be
the
envimay
Thanking you, sir, for the very kind manner
men of wealth—can say that they never paid
able home of men who take
pride and pleasure in which you have beeu pleased personally to
a dollar to
help the war, never paid a dollar to in whatever secures the elevation and happi- express yourself, and trusting the same Good
ness of the race.
aid a sick or wounded
Providence which has watched over the desTraxi.
soldier, never touched a
tinies ot our country thus
dollar ofthc Government bonds til] the time
far, may vouchsafe
wisdom to her rulers to
COMPOSITORS VINDICATED.
when these bonds
guide our good Ship of
gave promise of being worth
State safely through all
In the dispatch in
perils which may menmore than gold
itself.
Saturday’s Press an- ace her,
I am,
the appointment of
But the war has closed
nouncing
Mr. Hamlin to
and peace has come
Very respectftilly,
the Boston CoUectorship, and
—come to stay, it is
Your Ob’t Serv’t,
Mr. Gooch as
and now
fondly
hoped;
what attitude do we find
SAMUEL CONY.
Surveyor for the same port, the names were
these Democrats asto horribly misprinted that w.
suming ? On what line do
deemed
apolonow
they
fight?
The Lady’s
and threw
rniose who
The Butat the late State

rF*The expanses of the Bussian festival
Boston were .$iy,027 08.

it cannot be denied that the

city concealed under

SELECTED.

a

Lhst!

Lost!

IhETWEEN Miss Griffith’s Store ou Free Street
J > and Mr. Lucas’ Store on Middle Str.iet, a P rtiraomtalc containing a sum of money. The under will
be suitably rowarded by leaving It at lib t ongress
Street or at this office.
aug22 Jlw*

Lost !
t,1«

tole
and

Yarmouth and this city, on Sunday
morning last, a Crochet BREAKFAST SHAWL.
The Under will be suitably rewarded
by k avingU »t
15J Middle Street.
aug52<ll w»

*^
BETWEEN
STEAM
MR.
Agency for GOLD'S IMPROVEDand
thejuslly
WATER
APPARATUS,
ALVAH

LIBBEY, who ha»

HEATING
celebrated McGregor Hot Air F»nace, both ofwhidh

hare a world-wide reputation, can be iouml
at the stole of Messis. O. H. STL ART & t O., 17
te hapoy to meel
an l 173 Middle St., where he wld
those in want of ftimsoes, and receive their orders.
»
He attend,

personally

PorUand, Aug 21,18®.

Eun^j*LIBBEY.
aug22d3m

I

Decalcomwiia, Decal commits '■

low

«

transferred, with flicillty, at rei)
rates at No. 37k Middle S: reet, Paynoit’it plocfc
PICTURE
ota,
with
Varnish,

per bottle.

printevt cUrecJoas tor

J*r

auj£Mtf

Tuesday Morning, August 22,
PORTLAND

to Subscbibebs.—Mr. F. Tracy,
agent, will visit Sagadahoc County during
the present month for the purpose of collecting dues and receiving subscriptions.
d&w

Notice

1865,

our

VICINITY.

AND

New Advertisement* T#*®*!'
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
I>J. Morse OR Nasal Catarrh.
U. S. Marshal's Notice—F. A. Quinby.
Farm for ale—John E. Cayzer.
Special Notice—Alvah libbey
Water-Drawer—C. Holly.
H, rase for Sale—John C. Procter.
Cottage for Sale-John C. Procter.
Dissolution—Henrv L. Paine & Co.
Dog Lost-Wm. H: Grittitli.

lot of goods just received at Dresser’s Old Stand, Exchange Street.
Photograph
A

H. Lunt.
Fur llarpswell—Steamer Marcena Johnsonson.
Fjopluvnioni—Hopkins & Brown.
P< a te-Monnaie Lost.
Shawl Lost.

Brothers, No. 53 Exchange

0. S. COMMISSIONERS COURT.

FOREIGN MISCELLANY.

CLIFFORD, E3Q., COMMISSIONER.
Elisha T. Cotton of Brownfield, was brought
before the Commissioner yesterday, on a comWM. H.

—We read that the Chinese Government has
commissioned a French officer to establish c
mint at Pekin, at which Chinese coins are to
be made, after the mi Kiel of those of Franee.
—Various reports in the newspapers give the
impression that Alfred Tennyson, the Laureate,

plaint charging him with running off, harboring and concealing deserters from the United
States military service. The Government offering no testimony the respondent was discharged. G. E. B. Jackson, U. S. District Attorney, tor

Government;

is wasting away with a mortal disease. His
American publishers, Messrs. Tiekuor & Fields,
have reoeived recent letters from him to the
effect that he is in his usual health. The reports to the contrary are unfounded.

appearance for

no

Elliott F. Clark of
Portland,

brought beCommissioner, charged with carrying
on the retail liquor business without
taking out
his U. S. Revenue license. He
pleaded guilty
and paid his license fee and the costs of court
was

—The walls of Rome are in
many places so
antiquated and decayed that they fall to ruin
of themselves.
On the 18th, between the
Porta San Pado and the Porta San Sebastiano, the wall toppled down toanextentol

fore the

and was

G. E. JB. Jackson for

discharged.
Government; S. L. Carleton

for

street.

The Parish Meeting of the Congress Street
M. E. Society, in relation to erecting a new
place of worship, is to be held this evening.

Decalcomanla, Decalcomama!

respondent.

Selling cheap.

Pktebson’s Magazine for
September lias
been received at the book store of Messrs. Dt-

By Telegraph—C.

thirty metres.

respondent.

—The amusement of a picnic
party in the enRome was recently somewhat disturbed by a patrol of gendarmes, who informed
them that the brigands were lurking about,
and had just killed a young farmer who could
not furnish 2000 scudi ransom.

virons ol

IIorbible Event.—Mrs. Elizabeth Lee, residing at No. 3 Sumner Street, was burned to
death last evening by the bursting of a kere-

lamp.

seno

One of her neighbors smelling kerosene smoke
very strongly issuing from her residence, brok,
open the door, and found the woman stretcher
upon the floor and in the agonies of death
Her clothes had caught fire from a kerosene
lamp, the chimney of which had been taken
off and set upon the floor, and she was dread
fully burned in the head and other parts of tin
body, besides inhaling the fire. She died ii
ten minutes after being discovered.
It i
probable she was so suffocated as to be unable
to give any alarm when her
clothing took fire.
Shs leaves a mother, and one
daughter It,
years old, the latter of whom is absent from
the

circumstances,
an

—A

called, but,

ceremony has been recently
Brussels. This was a formal assignment of the heart of the late Antouii
Wiertz, the celebrated Belgian historical painter, to a deputation from the artist’s birth-place
Dinar)t. Wiertz died at lxelles on the 18th.
His body and his heart were embalmed separately, the former placed in a leaden coffin ar,d
another of oak, and the latter in a bag of gutta
pei-cha, tied with a rose-colored ribbon, and deposited in a leaden box. All these details wertduly certified by three distinguished doctors ol

medicine,

a professor of chemistry, in the
presof the Belgian Ministers of the Interior
and of Foreign Att'airs.
A large number ol

eminent persons assembled iu the studio of tin
deceased to witness the transfer of the heart oi
the artist by his executor, M. Potvin.to the

under the

dep-

deemed it unnecessary to hold

uties from Dinant.
—The brigands are still making trouble in
the Pontifical States.
A recent engagement
between them and the gendarmes ended with
the flight of the brigands and the death of their

The Catholic Fair.— This exhibition
opened brilliantly, at City Hall, last evening
The spacious room is beautifully decorated
and all the articles are tastefully
arranged. A

chief. Later in the day the gendarmes discov
ered the bodies of five persons frightfully mu-

gay and happy crowd was present, and all
went merry as a marriage bell.
The

tilated, who had been captured by the brigand*
aud held in expectation of a heavy ransom.
This was at Carpineto, in the province oi
Villetri.
—The influence of Signor Ritazzi in the
Italian Ministry is daily becoming more pronounced.
—Great excitement has been produced at

young
tasteftilly dressed,

gleaming in glad
The articles on exhibition are
very fine
and many of them of much value.
We have
not time to enumerate them, nor to describe

ne,s.

them.
The selection shows excellent taste,
and "no doubt the exhibition will come quite
up to the most sanguine hopes of those who
are engaged in the
enterprise, so far as the pe-

cuniary

interest is concerned; and we doubt
not. those who visit it will not be
disappointed,

Altona

the arrest of the editor of the Schleswig-Holstein Gazette, Dr. May, by the Prussian
authorities. Dr. May is a Prussian subject,
bub has beeu also a warm partisan of the Duke
of Augustenburg. The arrest is generally re-

1

as the first of a series of
persecutions
against the supporters of that Prince, and it is

those who visit it that the
young
ladies will be alive in making bargains wit

can assure

gentlemen—for

L

the sale of the ar

receipt

of some advanced pages of
Lincoln, to be publishc 1

shop.

the Life of Abraham

—A curious case has just been tried in Paris,
aha Countess de Nacquard, a
lady fifty years
of age, aud formerly possessed of an income of
80 OOOt a year, was charged with a
conspiracy
to defraud a number of tradesmen, in
company
with a commission agent aud a dressmaker.

by Messrs. 15.15. Russell

& Co., Boston.
Tin;
work is from the pen of the popular author
ess, Mrs. P. A. Hanaford, and is designed fo
the millions.
It is, emphatically, a work fo

■

people,

and the low

to be furnished

place

Duke.
—Prince

Napoleon is travelling quietly in
the only events of his journey which
the newspapers have yet been able to chronicle
being that he lias inspected the International
Exhibition and that he has purchased a
quantity of Irish poplin at a Dublin

Abraham Lincoln: His Life and PubServices.—We mentioned a few day;

the

also believed that the object of seizing Dr.
May first was to obtain possession of biff paper*
and so to implicate the other supporters of the

Ireland,

lic

since the

by

garded

whatever their expectations may have been.
At two o’clock this afternoon the Fair will
be opened again, and also in the evening. We

the young
tides.

at

ence

inquest.

ladies in attendance were
and their bright eyes were

singular

performed

city.

Coroner Gould was

price

at which it i

The prisoners were all found guilty, and the
countess was sentenced to three
years’ imprisonment.
—In a French paper we find the statement
that a W urtemburger has swum across the
Lake of. Constance from Rouianshorn to Friedrichshaven—a distance of three leagues and a
half. For the sake of precaution lie was followed by a boat, but he found no need of calling upon the rower for help. The distance was
accomplished in six hours aud twenty minutes.
This, if true, throws the feats of Leander and
Lord llyron into the shade.

(one dollar a copy) should
family in the land. The

it in every

book will contain 192 pages, and will he iilu
traled with a fine steel engraving of Mr. Lincoln, besides handsome wood cuts of intere. t

ing localities connected with the late Pre i
dent.
A

lady canvasser is about presenting the
eript.ion list to the people of this city, an;!
we can cordially commend both her and the
work, to their iavorable consideration.
sub

Larceny

of

Baggage.—Saturday

—A

after

in

man

England

was

so

bent

on

com-

mitting suicide, that,

Portland & Kennebec road.

—The famous rose-tree planted a thousand
ago by Louis le Debonnaire, in the
eastern choir of the cathedral at
Hildersheim,
has been in particularly fine bloom this season,
and looks fresher and greener than ever. Two

no other means being at
his throat with an old shovel, aud
then battered his head with a brick !

a

hand,

On arriving a
depot in this city he claimed three piecis
of baggage, and hail got them into a job wagon
to carry off, when the cwnera discovered their
loss, and were just in season to secure it. Po
lice Officer Davis subsequently arrested the
fellow, and took him to the lock-up.
the

The Nuptial Tie has been described as a
knot fixed with thp tongue which the teeth
cannot unloose. But the teeth themselves, H

beautiftfi by the aid of Sozodont, are powerful
agents hi producing the fascination which
leads to marriage. The charm, to which this
delicious
has

What heart

Pastors Wanted.—There are no less than
six of the churches in this city now destitute
of pastors. They are 1st Parish (Unitarian)
Free Street (Baptist); Pearl Street (Universalist); High Street, Bethel and St. Lawrence
Street (Orthodox Congregational).
Here is a
good field for able and faithful preachers.

Excursion— The Pine Street Sabbath
School and Congregation will make an excursion to-morrow over the York <fc Cum berlanu
railroad and hold a pic-nic in the grove on the
banks of Saco Iiiver. Arrangements have been
made for a pleasant time. See advertisement.
readers. Try Ur. BickSyrup, whenever you have any distress in stomach or
bowels, or symptoms of
Dysentery or Diarrhea. It is simple, safe and
teliable, and very pleasant to the taste, conour

NEDi/s

no

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

opiates.

1 he members of the
requested to meet at

Booms, 130 Middle

nesday) evening at

Street,

to-morrow

8 o’clock.

heated term has
Since
came,
Crosman & Co.’s soda fountain makes
just
such music as thirsty mortals love to hear.
another

for there is yet room
and
the fountain fails not day nor evening.

gentlemen,

Godey’s Lady’s Book for September has
been received at the bookstores of Messrs.
No.

63,

AJessrs.

Noyes, No. 65, and Messrs. Short
No. 68 Exchange Street.

Bailey &
& Loring

Steam Communication with Machias.
—We are pleased to learn that negotiations are

going on

for a first class steamer to run between Portland and
Machias, touching at in-

terinediate ]»ints.

Amusements.—Shay’s Quincuplexal Troupe

PAPERS.

Various Items.

New Yoke, Aug. 20.
At a fire last night in this city, a fearful encounter took place between Engines Nos. 6
and 41, in which pistols, knives, bludgeons,
One man was killed,
&c., were freely used.
four shot, and a large number badly beaten.—
Twelve were subsequently arrested, and the
police have taken possession of the engines
and engine houses.
The Tribune’s Richmond correspondence
states that the recent action of the government in ignoring the election, is having a sal-

utary effect.
It is estimated that there

are

40,000

Base Ball.—The match between the Eon
(not Erin) and Howard Clubs wiil come off

this

morning at
the Arsenal.

8

o’clock,

on

the

grounds near

Washington, Aug. 21.
Capt. Henry Wertz was arraigned to-day before a military commission charged with maliciously, wilfully and traitorously combinin'*
confederating and conspiring, together with
Kobert E. Lee, James A. Seddon,
Northrop
and others to injure the health and
destroy
the lives of Union soldiers in rebel southern

men.

It is

reported

that in a social conversation
Minister Robles stated that if trouble occurred
with the United States, the French government could throw fifty thousand troops on the
Rio Grande.
The Times’ Washington dispatch
says that
at a recent political
meeting in Charles Couna
for
ty, Md., negro
cheering a speaker, who
endorsed the Union, was beaten by a large
number of citizens,
including among them a
magistrate named Frederick Dent, Dr. George
Mudd, brother of the assassin, and others.
Dent, the magistrate, subsequently sent the
negro to jail for attempting to defend himself.
Gen. Schofield has been granted two
years
leave to visit Europe.

From

New

New

Orleans.

Oblkanb, Aug.

gard.

Hon. Jas. H. Bell has bean
retary of State in Texas.

appointed

oome

(lays ago

hunt up

some horses which
were attacked
a

had

Tbey
by large
ff?eni)las, driven back and obliged
!*«■
reported that
T he’,rohor“^
kille(1 alter falling
h™ l80^'were
e'

“"S**

hrt
mrnthf
guerrillasmmrrifiilha™
guerrillas have been captured.
,a

Two of the

of

Newspaper Publisher.
FHH.AnEX.PHI A, Aue 21
Jasper Harding, Collector ol Internal Revenue for the 1st Congressional
District, forma

erly publisher of the Pennsylvania Inquirer
died this morning, at the residence of his son’
aged 65 years. Mr. Harding was one of the’
oldest newspaper publishers m the country.

rilHE
having been at the above place for
years, would inform his friends
and +1
the public that he is still at the old
stand, whore
ue intends to
devote his entire attention to the

Make

Wholesale

of Negroes—Terrible Stale
of Affairs at the South.
New York, Aug. 21.
The Southern Christian Intelligencer of
August 5th says: “If one tenth part of the reparts are true, which are coming from all
parts of the South thicker and faster, a most
shocking state of things exists. From localities where there are no national troops come
reports that the negroes are being hunted
down like dogs, and dispatched without ceremony. The newspapers in the South are filled
with accounts of these brutal murders, which
foot up an
aggregate of several hundred deaths
per day, which is doubtless only a small portion of the number noticed.
An Alabama paper says this business has
become so extensive and common that some
planters even boast that they could measure
their lands with the dead carcasses of negroes.
If negroes can be shot down daily in garrisoned towns, where the authorities are unable to stop this state of things, it Is very
reasonable to suppose that this brutal work is
carried on more extensively where the blacks
have no protection. This wholesale murdering of human beings is, we fear, the practical
working of the conspiracy to exterminate the
colored race which is revolting to the Christian age.”
The Raleigh Progress, of the 10th inst.,
learns from Col. Lawrence, commandant of
the post at Goldsboro, that six negroes were
killed at or near Warsaw tAo weeks ago.
Their former owner left on the
approach of
the Union army, the negroes
remaining. The
latter went to work and made a crop.
The
former owner returned recently, and ordered
them to leave.
The negroe3 refused, and the
proprietor of the place getting some negroes
together with arms, ordered them off again,
and, on their refusal to go, attacked them,
killing six. A company of soldiers was sent
up from Wilmington, and an investigation will
be made, if it is not done already.
From

Washington.

Washington, Aug. 21.

The President has

appointed Geo.

A. Brooks

United States District Judge, Daniel A. Goodale, Marshal, and D. N. Shattuek Attorney for
the District of the State of North Carolina.—
The three gentlemen heretofore appointed to
these offices having technically involved themselves in the rebellion, could not take the prescribed oath. The gentlemen just appointed

embarrassed with no such disability. Mr.
a native of North Carolina, has for
years been an editor in Wilmington,
t
Among the special pardons recently granted
the
President
was
one
to
Cave
by
Johnson of
Tennessee.
The receipts at the Internal Revenue Bureau for the last seven
days amounted to nearly nine million dollars.
A witness for the defence on the Wirtz trial exhibited to-day to various citizens the
original commission issued to Jefferson Davis
as Second Lieutenant of
Dragoons. It is signed by Andrew Jackson President, and Lewis
Cass Secretary of War. The possessor of the
parchment procured it at the home of Davis
on the Mississippi.
are

Goodale,

Great Five in New York.

New

York, Aug.

21.

A fire commenced this noon in the liquor
store No. 204 South street, and communicated
tQ the buildings 202 and 200, thence to the
the Government Bonded Warehouse, 200. The
fire is now burning, with the prospect of a
heavy loss. A large force of police are present
to protect property and prevent riots
among
the firemen.

to-day consumed the buildings 204
South Street, occupied by riggers and ship
joiners, and 401, 403 and 405 Water Street,
known

J. Hicks’ United States Bonded
Warehouse, occupied by J. W. Brampton, and
heavily stored with teas and coffees; No. 391)
Water Street, occupied by Smith & Co., dealers in coffee and old iron,
were'badly damaged.
Loss over half a million of dollars, mostly on
the bonded warehouse.
Three firemen were
injured by falling walls.
Luther Gallagher of Bloomfield, N. J., recently in the quarter-master’s department, was
arrested and sent to Fort Warren charged with
defrauding the Government by forgery.
as

The

Intercolonial Itallroad.

Quebec, Aug. 21.

The surveys and estimates for tne Intercolonial Railway h ive been submitted.
The
route recommended is via the River du Loup,
Bay of Chaleur, Fredenckton, Pictou and Halifax.
The cost is estimated at $25,000,000, or
$4,000 per mile.
New

Counterfeit.

Philadelphia, Aug. 21.

This morning a counterfeit fifty dollar note
was presented at the Mint.
It is apparently,
and doubtless is, from a new plate, and is pronounced to be a very
the genuine.
Another

dangerous

fac simile of

SACO
At

Those who have been with this Society on such occasions speak highly In their praise, and arrangements are made to have this social gathering surpass,
if possible, that at Little
Julyl3th.
Swings, Foot and Bat Balls, Ice Water, Ice Creams,
and Refreshment, with a plenty of
cheer will be
good
in abundance.
Cars 8tart 1 to 8 and 1
and return at i to
j
o’clook,
4 o’clock. Tickets only 35 cts, round
trip.
D. M. C. Dunn, F. A. Smith,
Moses Johnson.

Chebeague,

been managed in a manner
satislactory to the
businees community, and the new
occupants of
the granite house will possess an excellent
opto
win
the
portunity
applause of those who
ask for honesty, intelligence and
civility to
gain their approbation.

The Journal speaks in terms of
equal
warmth and commendation. Mr. Hamlin is
whose record is clear and enviable.
No corruption has ever been
charged upon
him. He has ever been true to his
convictions,
man

a

and has stood in the front rank in the march

oUprogress which our country and its people
have been making. President Johnson, in appointing him to the best office in New England, has done himself honor, and honored
not only Mr. Hamlin’s native
State, hut the
State to which, for'official purposes, he has
been transferred.

28

CATHOLICS
rpius
J. FAIR in aid of

OF PORTLAND will hold
ST. DOMINIC'S SCHOOL, at

c I

r Y

Trial of Col. Chester.
New York, Aug. 21.
A special dispatch to the Herald, from Buffalo, says the case for the prosecution in Col.
Chester spiritualist trial has closed.
Several
witnesses are to be examined for the defence.
A verdict for the defendant is anticipated.
The

C.Partlett.
New York, Aug. 21.

of Hen ry

And

The

Turf.

Stock

Markets
New York, Aug. 21.
Second Board.—Stocks steady am’ dull.
American Gold.1441
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.
lot;’?
United States 10-40 coupons. 07 f
United States 6-20 coupons.lotfj

Erie.84]
New York
Central.

oo|

Hudson.108]
Reading.•.*.103'
Michigan Southern .42?
Cleveland and Pittsburg.675
Chicago and Rock Island.106]
Gold closed at Gallagher’s Evening Exchange at

and
be

can

July 28—MW&f6w

reward for his head 1

We hope these gentlemen—Messrs. Little
field, Pillshury, Dunn and Co.—will stick to
their text, and show no back-down tendency
now or hereafter.
Since their endorsement
President .Johnson has appointed Hannibal
Hamlin to the best office in New England, and
Preston King to the best one in bis gift.
Messrs. King and Hamlin are “renegade Democrats,” according to the definition of the Ar-

nigger-worshippers
we

shall

and

hear no

Of course,
Democratic slang

fanatics.

more

against these men. To reproach them,
reproach Pesident Johnson and to eat
own

with

Clapp’s Block,

Having recently spent

improved

a

the

few weeks in New York,
ot exchanging

opportunity

many of the oldest, most successful and
skillful Dentists of that city, upon the most scientific maimer of tilling teeth, would announce to his
friends and patrons that he has
returned, and is
again ready to wait upon those who may wish to have
their decaved teeth filled, their aching ones extracted, or artificial ones inserted.
From the many persons of Portland for whom Dr.
J. has recently filled teeth or inserted artificial ones,
he choose to select the following, to whom reference
may be made:—Rev. Geo. L. Walker, Rev. Dr Chickering, Dr. I. T. Dana, Df. Wm. 0. Bobinson, Chas.
A. Lord, Editor of the Christian Mirror.
Dr. J.’s office is 229$ Congress Street, 2d doors west
from the New City Hall and Court House.
june7eodtf
y}G.y?*

of Forfeited

Goods l

Market

Copartnership
undersigned have formed
the
THE
of

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
Portland and Falmouth, J
16. 1865. )
Portland,
August
H E following described Merchandise
having been
forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws of the
United States, public notice of said secures
having
been given and no claim to said
goods having been
marlo, they will be sold at Public Auction, at the
U. S. Appraisers, 198 Fore Street, on
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 20th, 1865, at 11 o’clock A.
of

T___

Aug. 1,

1865.

&

CO.,

a

name

Co., and taken the ol«l stand of Thrasher &
Co., No. 4 Free street, for the purpose of carrying on
the Retail Dry aud Fancy Good business.
S. T. CLEVELAND,
G. W. RICHARDS,
E. T. G. RAWSON.

from

137$

Middle

care

a

Board.

ROOMS 15—d7w

be

PORTLAND.

Small stock of Millinery Goods
FOB SALE l

AT NEW GLOUCESTER, LOWER CORNER.
location is very pleasant, and good inducements are oflered to any
person wishing to enIn a business well
gage
established, with no competinon. For particulars apply to
H*F- MARSH.
XT
New Gloucester, Aug. 8, 1866.
augikiti

rE

Dr. .1.

It. Newton

the Sick in

Portland, at CONGRESS
HALL, Clapp’s Block, dally for five Weeks, beginning TUESDAY, August 22d, at« o’clock.

WILL

cnre

«JT-C lures in most cases instantaneous.
A cordial invitation to all who are not £ble to
pay.
“Without money and without price.”
No medicine is given and no pain
but recaused,
lief from pain, from any sickness or cause, certain in
a tew moments.
auglTtf

Dissolution.
Portland, August 2, I860.
HE copartnership heretolore existing between
GEO. E. ROSS and WM. BOSS, JnT.under the
name

obtained at the
ALBION HOUSE.

cheap

oi

BOSS imOTIIEllH,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
•CEO. E. ROSS,
WM. ROSS, Jb.
The undersigned will continue the business under
same Arm name 01 lioss Brothers.
aug7dtt
WM. ROSS, Jb.

I

AT

house
Fare
^tes.

Eure

Water,

H.

C.

Water,

Water!

QUINNEll

purchased
HAS
Ingersoll’s

Greatly

and

every kind 01 Goode usnaliv kept in
Kstablishment of this kind, at

Dr. G. C.

PHYSICIAN

our

Middle St.,
Aug 12-dim*
81

&

near

SURGEON,

Free

ii«»

op

Street,

Corank)

4—11101*

LOOK

THIS'

AT

GREAT PRICES GIVES
-FOR-

Of all

first-class

descriptions, by

WM. BROWN, No, 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired ii
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
ang3tlU
ing bought and sold.

Coat, Pant, and Vest Maker?

Office,

Wanted Immediately,

PORTLAND, ME.

Notice

August

South

WINha*

the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Winthrop the same evening.
Winthrop Village is pleasantly located on the
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and BanIt has a
gor; it contains abont 2000 inhabitant*.
Telegraph Office, and all the conveniences ot some
on

and

]e

By Electricity
the
gouty, the lame and the
move wltu the agility and electric
Ity of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed: faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and

The Rheums^ic.
l3sp with joy, ana

presented; the calamities of old age obviated and
active circulation maintained
LADIES

Who have cokl hands and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain in the side and back;
leucorrhesa, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
For painful menstruation, too profbse
of cure.
menstruation, and all oi those long line of troubles
with voung ladies, Electricity is a certain spec ific,
and
In a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

TEETH I

FALLS,

through

July

A.

Estate of John
undersigned, havin';

J. M. KNIGHT &

N«»* 03

80M,

Commercial

Where thev will be pleased
ers.

haye
Saturday*

to, and

recently occupied py

or

Street,

to meet tl leir

partnership of LEACH & ROBINSON, is
fflHK
X this day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Robinson having transferred Ids interest to Mr. A. <J.
settle all debts due to or
Leach, whole authorized to
from the firm.

Portland, Aug. 12,

M.

ffootl.

Sept.,

_

I

August 10,

1865.

33w3w& dlw

A. O. LEACH,
HENRY ROBINSON.

auglfdSw

le66.

Farm for Sale.

lent Cellar, and abumla ■.
of pure
water: a wood-house and barn all neat'/ new. A
of grafted bruit of over
voung and thrifty Orchard
70 trees. With wood enough for ftunily use, &c.
Will be sold with or without the crop*—or w ill he
exchan god for a House in the city.
or
Apply to JOHN
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

HUTCHINSON,

Aug 18—d3w

Notice.
Stockholders of the Westbrook Manufhctur.
Company «e hereby notified that ihcir An
uual Meeting tor the choice of officers and the Iran.action of any other busines. which may come befora
them, srill be holdenat the <,fflce ol the subscriber. Iu
E
rpH
1

on

TUESDAY,

THE

TWENTY-SECOND

House to Let

EDWARD FOX,
CHAS. E. BARRL'IT.

old custom-

augttdd

Inquire of the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HALL
the premises.
P. R. HALL.
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.

Street,
High
ONgood tenement
containing thirteen f
cistern.
with
and

aug*»

near

the

corner ol

Street,

a

drooms,
ted a <ot
chandeliers, good
gas
and furnace in the cellar, and water. Ren. ,.zs.
■

inquire of

THE

V. T. S. BICE A C tO.,

“s

York

_

been appointed bv a
decree of the Hon. John A’. Waterman, Judge
of Probate for Cumberland County, bearing .ute
July 19th, ltW’, Commissioners of Insolvency, on the
estate of Johu M. Wood, late of Portland, hereby
give notice that tux months from the tiate of 14ill.i decree, is allowed thereby to the creditor* of said estate
for bringing in their claims anil proving their debt*,
and we
appointed the 31st day of Angus and
the last
of
Oct., Nov., and l)ec.,
I860, and the second Saturday of Jan’v, 186(1, at 3 P.
M., at the office of F_ * F. Fox. Portland, as the
times and place Tor the creditors of said estate to pre»ent and prove their claims
against said estate.

REM O V A, Xj !
-iiffice

*•

DAY OF AUGUST, IMS, at 3 o’clock P. M.
RENSELLAER CRAM, C lerk.
augfdtd
Portland, August 7th, 1368.

siOVi.
IV. NOYES A

14—d6w___

Aug

1C, PH1XV LM,
MtrtH, !•*rtlaad.

Commission

The HOME FARM of the late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Gorham,
Me., near Croat Falls Village, rm
taining about ninety acres, well dli__~ vkled Into wood, past urane and tillage land; produces forty-live tons of hay. Land and
buildings iu excellent condition.
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable

“CVN

Portland,

35 Eirksnir Siren,
AGENTS FOB THIS STATE.

Eastern Agent, Bangor.

24—<14w

Valuable Farm for Sale.

A SNUG LITTLE FARM, In
WEST FALMOUTH, about seven
miles from the City, with a good
story and a half HOI SE, with excel-

A Sure Cure foi Smoky Ckimneyj.

Excursion Ticket® from Portland at verj low r&,e®.
For Through Ticket® anil any tnformatio n, apply to
all Grand Trunk Agent® in Maine and N ew-Brun®wick, or to connec ring Steamboat Otflcea, and at
E. P. BEACH,
GenTAg’t, 279 Broadway, N. Y.
WM. FLOWERS,

Rebellion !

the AUBURN PUBLISHING CO., in
two Octavo Vote., 1600 pages, 200 Portraits,
Maps, Diagrams, &c. The FIRST, cheapest uiul
best History published. A rare chance for Agents.
New Illustrated Order Book now ready. Terms very
liberal. jy“For Circulars, terms, &o., write to E.
G. STORKE, Auburn, N. Y.
augiedJiw*

by

Steamboat Notice.

The Arch imedian Venti la tor,
warranted

LAKE ONTARIO, THE THOUSAND ISLANDS,
RAPIDS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE, 1 SARATOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS

Day* !

the

of

Dissolution !

follows, uuti*

g^am pac]jet 0o,.

and Returning via. the Royal Mail Line ot Steamers,

■/AS.

as

will make SIX TRIPS PEE WEEK, as will appear
by their adrertiseraenk for Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday Evenings,
at 7 o’clock.
L. Bill'Ll VGS, Agent.
August r—d2in

Chicago, Milwaukee,

WAN TEDS

Few

a

tr

The public are hereby notlfled
that the Beats of the

-TO-

AGENTS

Hletory

Cushing's Islands,

Grand Trunk Rail way

TEETH 1

TEETH !

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain.
Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Maonetic Machines for sale
lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 31.; from I
to 6 P. M., aad 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

Returning, leaves Cushing's Island for Portland, &
9.45 A. M. and 2.45 P. M.
Leave Cushing's Island, touching at Peaks, v
A. M., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 25 cts; Children 15 ots.
June 15—tl

SEASON OF 1865.

an.

August 8—d&wti

trips

Leaves Burnham’s Whart for Peak's and Cush
9 and 10.30 A. Iff., and 2 and 3.30 P.

Special

ol

her

M.

And Pleasure Seekers.

Or

GAZELLE,

lug's Islands, at

TO HEISTS

to

on

farther notice.

Prop. Winthrop House, WINTHROP, ME.
August o—dim*

Clapp’s Block

terms.

NEW and Fine Steam-

THIS DAY, June 15th, running

STANTON,

Electrician,

complaints.

The

Inlands !

commence

Peak's

ALI

doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated phvMician
Electricity is perfectly adanted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not hilly
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, idles—we cure
e. erycase that can be presenter!; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

ISSUED

For the

The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph

NIAGARA

BOND’S

rilHE Steam-Mill and Machinery on Conunercia
1 Street, recently occupied as a Potatoe Mauifhc
torv, well supplied with soft water. Building 70 x 8<
feet, three story.
For terras inquire of JOSEPH WALKER, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
August 7—d3w

large places.

'EXCURSION

&

BRICK STEAM MILlTl
To Let or for Sale.

sailing
rowing
Wintrop
Pond, and is ready to accommodate Pleasure

V

fT DEMING,

W.

Ready in

Aug. 9, I860.—iltf

Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He has erected on Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nlcs, Chowder Parties. &c.
The Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE
PERCH.
ISF* Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties oi
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,

in Government funds.
H. L. ROBINSON,
Brev. CoL and A. Q.
U. S. Military Railroads.
15—dto oct 10

BOOK

141 and 143 Middle Street.

Winthrop House,
Proprietor
THE
THROP, Maine, would give notice that he
and
in
in BOATS for

put

ROLLINS

LEWIS,

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.
of the

Cash,

Terms:

wta,

Clothing,

Second-Hand

ZUNDER,

Post

□Special

Wanted.

Aug 17—dlw

Bold.

-AT-

Five Pant MakFive Coat, and Four
F)UR
ers, to whom the highest prices will be paid.
B. FROST.
94 Exchange Street.

(20)

the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life

WEBBER,

AND

(Cob.
Aug.

PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

FEUCHTWANGER

8j

palsy

Portland, July 13,18GB.—dtf

Cotton

a

copartnership

H. F. LOCKE.
W. H. MILLIKEN,
J. E. BLABON,
a B. GIBBS.

H ousc Furnishing Goods,
Cloths for Gents’ Wear,
and

a

We have taken the Store and purchased the Stock
of Messrs. G. L. STOKER Sc CO.
WM. DBERING,
S. M. MILLIKEN,

J* rices!

Linen

their
RAVEmremoved
the Store

P.

formed

Dry Goods & Clothing.

( Joods,

Reduced

Notice!

THE JOBBING OF

FOR

We take the liberty of
inviting purchasers to give
call. They will find all varieties of desirable

A A taki

or

About three hundred and fifty (350) Box Cars, 4 feet
8} In. gauge.
About two hundred and thirty (230) Platform do., 4
feet 61 in. gauge.
About thirty (30) Stock do., 4 feet
8) in. gauge.
Twenty
Passenger do., 4 it et in. gauge.
One (1) Wrecking do., 4 feet 8j in. gauge.
Two (2) new Truck?.
trained.
Sixty do. do.,
'*
Fourteen (14) Flats
About two thousand (2,000) ions Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
M., and to continue from day to day until all are

he

Milliken & Co.,

r>eering,

No.

Dry

first-class Locomotive Engines, 4 feet 8$

gauge.

Eighteen (18) new Platform Cars, five foot gauge.
Twenty-five (25) new Box Cars, live (5)foot gauge.

would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he lias
WHERE

name

us a

*

17 —dlw*

have

undersigned
in the
of
THE

TO THE PUBLIC !

DLEASANT suits of Rooms, lurnishea or unturboard, in the first class house 77
Charges moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.

Aug.

ALEXANDRIATvA.,

(50)
Fiftyinch

[permanently located in this city. During the two
pears we have been in this city, we have cured some
>f the worst forms of disease In persons w ho Lave
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we alii

Copartnership

Sec. of Board of Trustees.
Lewiston, August 7th, 1865.
aug8d& Wtcaug24

STEAMER FOR FREERORT.

u

17th:

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the l ulled States Hotel,

h

p^btlaxd

the

The steamer CASCO will leave
Freeport for Portland every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and S A.TU RDAY Mornings at 7 o’clock.
Returning, will leave Custom
Whabf on the Same afternoons at 4 o’clock.
each way, 60 cents.
Freight taken at low
july7 2m

at 12 M :
Five (5) first class Locomotive Engines.
About (50) Freight Cars and one (1» Passenger Car.
At NORFOLK, VA.. October 13, at 5 P. M.:
One new Locomotive Engine, 5 foot gauge.
At
on TUESDAY, October

174

t'jtrhn Hf/r Sr.
p

August 24th, 1865.
Spring Term, January 11th, 1866.
Summer Term, April 20th, 1866.
For Circulars containing further
particulars, address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D.
D., Lewiston, Maine.
JOllX «l. LOWELTj%

of

EX-

13,

Hi* removed his office from

OHESSEh'l

TUITION
wlU be charged at the rate of $24,00 per year. The
year is divided into three terms of thirteen weeks
each. These terms will begin as follows:

sell

ROBINSON,

United States Military Railroads,
Office of Assist ant Quartermaster,
W(x*Kingtony D. C.y August 11, 1&66.
Will be sold at CITY POINT, VA., on WEDNESOctober
DAY,
11, at 11 o’clock A. M.: About four
thousand (4,000) tons Railroad Iron.
At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FRIDAY, October

]VEedical

&c.

E.

light,

P. O. Box 695.

can

Street,

Board.

Aug 18—dlw*
with Board

SI to ST lower via., the Grand

nisbed, with
JL
Free St.

Wanted.
\ PARTNER with Capital of $600 in
A profitable and reliable business.

Office,

Street.

St.

ONE

Portland, Aug. 21,1865.—d3w

Railway.

Railway, than any other route to the West,
is. B.
WM. FLOWERS.
BEACH, Gen. Agt.
276 Broadway, New York. j Eastern
AgL,Bangor.
a AS.
E. P KINDLE, Agent,
90 Exchange
August 10—dflm

1

Greek and

day until further notice, we will

H. L.

REMO

Students in the Seminary and Latin School, will
access to the College Library, Gymnasium,

St.

the
right to manufacture
Patent WATER DRAWER, so much
Uked by every one. The crank takes no backward
motion in allowing the bucket to lower: also at the
s&me time filling and
emptying with perfect ease.—
Fhey can be seen at the Inventors’ Exchange, corner
Federal and Lime St. Orders may be left with
S.C. RUNDLET.
Aug. 18, 1866.
augl8<llw*

For Sale.
of the most beautifully located House Lots in
Portland; good land, large lot, surroundings
pleasant; will be sold for one-halj' what any other
equally large and desirable lot in this city can be
bought for. Enquire at
W. S. DYER’S,

Exchange

General Western Ticket

trunk

july31d2m

isiijftzrjug

Prizes will be
in

at lu A. M.

Brevet Colonel and A. Q. M.

DR.

SCHOOL

thorough manner.
excellence in scholarship

commence

Terms: Cash in Government funds.

Sponyes.

Latin.

all points West & South West,

Exchange

Temlee

Prescriptions.

have for its especial and sole object, the preparation of students for College—any College they may
choose. Three Instructors In addition to the President have been attached to this school, and it will be
their effort to prepare their students for College in tho

Dress Goods,

APPLY TO THE

augl8dlawtd

undersigned have this day ^formed
copartTHE
nership under the stvle and
of S. T. Cleveland &

53

G-rand Trunk

90

cians

—AT—

SAFEH!

Sales to

0^-Particular attention paid to preparing Physi-

will

FROM
whole

BROTHERS, Agents,

19-dlw

SPRING.

Turkey und

quality.
The Engines are live foot gauge, five foot drivers,
cyiimlors 16x24 inches. They can be changed to
narrow gauge at a trilling expense.

and

Pure Wines & Liquors lor Medicinal Use.

USING

SURE PROTECTION AGAINST BURGLARS!

Collector.

August 16th, 1865.

|
I

LATIN

Burgriar-Lock

to

Fine

Fall Term,

copartnership in

PROOF

GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, &c.
of tlic Celebrated Mineral Water*, KISS INGEN,
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and
EMPIRE

feet eight-and-a-half-inch gauge.
On WEDNESDAY, September 27, at WilininLUm, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freight Cars, live loot
gauge.
The above stock is all new, and of the very best

Preceptress.

TREMONT Stools

For Tickets

AU

SEMINARY

DRUGS,

MEDICINES,

and AMERICAN PERFUM-

FRENCH
ERY and FANCY

denominated Bates

on (he original plan of t> e Maine State Semiembracing a Ladies course, and a miscellaneous department ot both sexes,
including instruction
in Ornamental branches, Music, Penmanship, Phonography, Book Keeping, &c. The Seminary will be
under the government of a separate Principal and

this

Aug

ENGLISH,

TOJ3URGLARS! Great Sale of Dry Goods!
BY

DAVIS

be

Septembej 25, at Keunett Sana
Philadelphia, Penn., Fifty (5o) Box Freig.

—

PURE

GENUINE

will be

FREDERICK DAVIS,
CHARLES H. MESERVE,
LOWELL P. HASKELL,
ELBRIDGE CHAPMAN.
augl5d&w4w

CAUTION

to wit:

August

a

CHEMICALS

IN

have free

DAYIS, MESERVE, HASKELL

nrm

DEALERS

nary,

given for

Square,

and taken the Arcade No. 18 Free
Street, for the purpose of carrying on the DRY GOODS JOBBING
BUSINESS; and are prepared to show an entire
stock of new goods.

3 Bags Nutmegs; 2
Kegs Spirits, 5 Ullage Barrels
Potatoes, 2 Trunks containing 2 Bags Nutmegs.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,

Address W. B.

immediately Department tn
Seminary and Latin School.

strictest and most

Notice.

name

T

PORTLAND, ML,

School.

a

Lectures,

the St»

DENTI-T.

M.,

Me.

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operadous warranted to give satisaction.
augll*65eodis&wly

their

STfriil

District

Strecet,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A

7!i Middle St., Fox Block, near the Poet Office.

At the recent meeting of the President and Trusof Bates College, resolutions were passed recognizing the necessity of the separation of the Seminary from the College, and't was voted to organize

THE

DENTIST,

is to

It is but a short time since a distinguished
Senator called upon the President. A delegation of conservatives had just left him. Turning to the Senator, he said:
I wonder if
those persons, who but now passed out, imagine that I forget the power and the party to
which I owe my elevation ?
There is not a
m^u in tlie delegation that wouldn’t have
united in offering a reward for
my scalp a few
years ago, and now they talk to me as if I
owe everything to them.
I guess they’ll find
I have memory.’
Mr. President, we are
discouraged,’ said a
committee of freedmen to the President.—
Richmond is as much in the hands of secessionists now as it was before Lee surrendered.
Nominally free, we are yet the worst of slaves,
and we see no hope of redress unless you aid
us.’
Gentlemen,’ answered Mr. Johnson, you
must exercise patience. You are
free, and the
vainest Yirginian shall yet not only acknowledge your freedom, but your capacity, if you
are true to yourselves.’

DEUGGISTS,

tees

to

iTh. OSGOOD,

Louis Democrat says :

Sale

apply

Portland,

President John-

Washington correspondent of

where lie

will

—THE—

Conversations

GROSMAN-Sc CO.,

AND

MoEVOY,

w2w32*

No. 8

ME.

rTUiE Fall Term w411 begin Aug. 23d, under the diX rection of Mr. George M. Gage, Principal, with
the Misses Smith. Assistants,
EDWARD BALLARD,
Superintendent of Common Schools.
Brunswick, July 28,1885.
J utj292awtd

Baud!
one

SEMINARY

Latin

PARTINGTON.

No. 244 Fore

words.

son.—A

appear in

cy Admission 30 cts. Reserved Seats 60 cents.
Doors open at 7, to commence at 8 o’clock.
Aug 17—d«t

THE

WILIJ A M

gus and of the State Convention, and according to Messrs, Dunn, Littlefield and Co., are

FARMINGTON,

t

lour

SALE OF GOVERNMENT CARS,
J G1NES, AND RAILROAD IRON.
School, 1ARGE

State ISTormal

Mammoth Entertainment.

The Only One in the State of Maine.

now

a

Brass

Will all

}

July29dtd

AND »HK

Willow Basket Manufactory.

unreserved

had turned his back upon that
party,
and would henceforth be found with the socalled Democrats—those who have ofl'ered

(4. M. STEVENS, Secretary.
Stevens’ Plains, Aug. 15, 1865.
auglSd2w*

ETHIOPIAN PERFORMERS,

COUNTRY

ident Johnson as of their party, who had acted with the Union party for a
purpose, but

lights.

a

Concerts, Lectures, Dances, &c.,
J.

August 30th,

of Rev. 8. H. McCOLLESTER, assisted by six experienced Teachers.
Tuition irom $4,00 to 7,00.
Board per week $2 75, not including wood and

Sorcerers, $1000 Educated Tan Sanne Fawng. The
Troupe of COMEDIANS, VOCALIST, DANSE USE,
KNIFE THROWERS,

Excelsior

Office of
I
H Bshingtou, D. Quaetermabteb,
0_ .July yn

AUCTION SALL OF ROLLING s'lOCK
Will be sold at PUBLIC
AUCTION, to ,be hiLhe
bidder, the following rolling stock:
On TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co
Shop in Portland, Maine, Six (6) Locomotive Enidne
On THURSDAY. September 21, at Hinkky
Williams* Shop in Boston, Mass., Four (4) Locoin
near

consists

Friend with new Faces. The CHAMPION
OF ALL TROUPES. The great Troupe ot Japanese

WEDDING CAKE that cannot be beat, will be
packed safe and sent to any part of the country.
fi3T*Persons wishiug to engage Lancaster Hall, for

speakers at the late Convenin their coquetting
around and compliments to President Johnson.
The resolution is adroitly
drawn, s,t as
to leave a loop-hole for escape, but several of
the speakers were explicit in
claiming Pres-

TERM

Wednesday,
PILL
and continues twelve weeks.
Board of Instruction

K-aU^f;N-

1805.

live Engines.
On MONDAY,

Trustees.

WESTBROOK_SE<VIIMAR¥!
begins

QUINCUPLEXAL!

found elsewhere in the citv.
a superior qual-

!

JJNITEDSTATES
Assistant

Cars,

Shay’s

An old

Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, oi
ity luruished afc the shortest notice.

The Democratic
were

Charley

Loaf and Fancy Cake,
ornamental) and refreshments of all kinds,

COTTON

The above Cotton has been classed and
sampled
and can be Been in bale at Atlantic Dock,
Brooklyn,
and No. 15 State St, New York. Sample* can be seen
at the office of the Auctioneers, No. 3C IMno St. two
days before the sale.
Aug. 16—dtd

MILITARY RAILROADS.

principal,

Sec’v Board of
1865— eod*w4w

Gorham, Aug. 4,

Cream,

(plain
than

Wednesday Eve’ngs,

BATES

north Carolina

Au*.9,

ofinBtruction,

Fourth Annual Tour of the well known

would intorm
that having had 18

About 1,000 Bales
ORLEANS

NEW

1805,

August 30th,

With most ol his associates of the past year as
Teachers.
The Female Department will still continue under
the immediate care ol Miss F. E. LORD of Portland.
The public are assured that the
advantages of this
school, in all branches
will be equal to
those ottered by any school iu the State.
Apply for information to the
or

The Crowning Climax is Coming !

HALL,

Broadway,

SIMEON DBAPEB, U. 8. Ajjent,

ita

commence

W. G. Lord, A. M.,
Principal,

Aug. 22 and 23.

I

ange S,i'e3 Boom, 111

ot

Collegiate Beard-

will

Young

ou

Under the management of

DEERING HAEL.

he is fully prepared to furnish
Pic-Nics, Excursions,
Island Chowder-Parties, Collations,
Dinners, Suppers, Weddings, &c., with a better quality of

Ice

TERM,

Wednesday

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,
ty Six Ticket* $1,00.
augidtd

Tuesday

HANOVER STREET

*‘©W time** Academy and
rpHIS School
tor
Ladies,

^
FALL

week.

&

By order

GORHAM SEMINARY.

continue from 2 to 10 o’clock P. m. each day

during the

French Cook and Confectioner,

Portland, Aug 19—eod3w*

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 21.
The trotting matches here will commence
and
to-morrow,
continue until Saturday

143].

TTNDEB LANCASTER

AT t O’CLOCK P. M„

At the 1’xot

IIAL L,

MONDAY, August 21st,

JOSEPH PARTIN GTON
his friends and the public,
years of practical experience as

WILL SELL

Wednesday, Avgust '43rd, 1805,

a

COMMENCING ON

DEALERS supplied with Willow
Hampers, Clothes Baskets, Market Baskets,
Bushel Baskets, Children’s Chairs, Carriages, &c.

NO BACKING DOWN.

tion,

STEPHEN PATTEN.

FILES, Principal,

Poet Office Address, Box 103.
N. B.—Please send for a Circular.
Aug 21—dtf

FAIR!

Auctioneer.

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,

^ .V^*8 8cHOOL
deh™i'BWlU
JiU<1a0k!Sj
patronage

C. O.

GRAND

NG

500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887, 1st Series.
The above reward will be
paid for their recovery
and conviction of the
thief, or a proportion for whatever may be recovered.

f

of tlle*r studies,
EEP’Particuloi
** «iven *° bo3r8 com_
ingfrom the HubUc
i’he utmost endeavors
of th«
1
Assistants will be used in order
mttke 0118 School
worthy of public
Terms *10,00 per Term
„fTe« Vm|u>

Aug &1—d3t

CO.,

UadJhe
conUnuA

for the

DRAPER,

Free St.

The FALX, TERM of tills Institution will comSept. 4th, 1806.
Olaaseslor beginners and for advanced scholars in
and German will be formed at the begiuntnu
of the Term.
ACta ll> Book-Keeping and In Commercial Arithwho can
sraTe’onn! already been formed, for thoseA few
more
can he°!! fLeu?uings from their business.
W *° tllls class.
^
and
atta*wu'lta
Will still
aae>

RIVER,

Sales.

United States Cotto;i Sale.
On

end of Y. & C. Railroad.

Machinists, CATHOLIC

August 18—dtf

on

H.

mence

HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.

Defalcation.

New York, Aug. 21.
The Commercial states that an employee of
an extensive express
company has turned up
a defaulter to an immense
amount; and has
left for parts unknown without waiting for the
acceptance or rejection of his resignation.

Pardon

Ex-Tice President Hamlin is to-be our Collector, Mr. Congressman Gooch our Naval Officer, and General Underwood our Surveyor
at this port.
These are competent arid responsible gentlemen, and will be received with
that courtesy and confidence by the merchants
of Boston, which, we trust, their administration of the duties of their different official positions willjustify. The affairs of the Custom
House here for the past four years have not

At the bead of Green St; Entrance

erov^

the banka of the

on

J*

SCHOOL ROOM, UNION HALL,

an excuraon

another PIC-NTC in that beantiftil

BOARDING,

FILES,

SUCCESSOR TO J. H.
HANSON.

Wednesday, August 23rd,
And hold

$2,000

Murder

C. O.

CONGREGATION,

subscriber,

McCALLAR,

....

Death

AND

Auction

PORTLAND ACADEMY

Pine Street Sabbath School

FEDERALWTREET.

M iscellaneous.

_

EXCURSIOwT

ANOTHER

At Geo. H. Babcock’s Old Stand,

EXCELSIOR

The Post’s special Washington dispatch says
the President has permitted Henry C. Bartlett to return to Kentucky, and has restoaod
his home to him

Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 20.
soldiers left Jackson, Tenn., a few
to

Entertainments.

Boarding, Hack and Livery Stable!

Founders

Sec-

Guerrilla Depredations.

ping.
Oats—heavy, at 63 @ 64.
Boel—quiet.
Pork—dull; sales 2,050 bbls. New Mess 3175®
32, closing at 3187 j cash.
Laid—iirm; sales 8000 bbls at 194 ® 24Jc.
Whiskey—firm; sales 150 bbls. Western at 2 19 ®

Miscellaneous.

L. B. GBAHAiYI

19.

Gen. Beauregard’s house was surrounded
the other night, and Beauregard with others
were kept in a cotton press until morning, as
it was supposed that Kirby Smith was concealed in the house.
Beauregard complained to
Gen. Sheridan of the manner in which the
military had invaded his premises. General
Sheridan was greatly annoyed at the occurrence, and righted the matter with Beaure-

y*to York Markets.
New Yobk, Aug. tl.
Cotton—more active, at 1 @ 2c higher; sales 30,000
bales; Middling Upland 48® 40.
Flour—State and Western 21c@ 30c higher, closing scarcely so iirm; sales 17,000 bbls. State 6 40 @
7 66; Round Hoop Ohio 8 60 ® 10 80. Western 6 40
@7 90. Soulhorn firmer; sales 600 bbls at 8fl0@
13 76.
Canada 20® 30c higher; sales 4000 bbls at
7 30 ® 10 75.
Wheat— Kxcitcd and unsettled and 3 @ 8c higher,
closing heavy with the advance lost; sales 172,000
bushels.
Chicago Spring 1 53 @ 1 56. Milwaukee
White
Club 156 @ 1 56. Winter led Western 2 10.
Western 2 15 @ 2 25. Amber State, new, 2 14.
Corn—1 @ 3c better; sales 186,000 bushels. Mixed
Western 02 @ 03c, closing at 02 ® 92J for sound ship-

prisons; and also with murder, in violation of
E^"* Particular attention paid to Boarder*.
the laws and customs of war.
The specificaCarriages furnished for Weddings, Parties, and
tions allege most cruel practices, such as starFunerals.
2 20.
The Stable
vation purposely, tbe vaccination of soldiers
having beeu furnished with New CarRice—dull.
with impure mattei, the
f.T?®8’ ‘*nd good Hor. es, a share of patronage is solicof rotten
Sugars—active and firm; Bales 1768 hhds. Torto
fusnishing
food and the employment of blood hounds.
Rico 124. Muscovado 114® 144.
Coffee—dull.
After the reading of the charges and
specifiMolasses—dull.
cations
Naval Stores—quiet.
to-day, Col. Chipman,
against Wertz
Judge Advocate, asked what answer the prisFreights to Liverpool—more active. Cotton per
1 ® 2d; grain, wheat 4d and corn 34d.
oner hail to make.
Judge if ughes, as one of steamer
Wool- dull.
his counsel, who are Messrs.
Denner,
Hughes,
&
Peck and Sehoode, asked time to
THE BOSTON OOUbECTOHSHIP.
prove a deSuccessors to Dodge & True,
fence, which was overruled by the court.—
The appointment of Hon. Hannibal Hamlin
Judge Hughes, in order, as he said, to facilitate proceedings, filed several
as Collector of the Port of
Boston, is not the Iron
pleas.
&
1-—Denying the jurisdiction of the court to first instance in which a collector for that port
No. loo tireen Street,
try the prisoner, it having no authority to do has been taken from
Massathe
of
limits
beyond
so by statute or well estabiishod
usages.
South End of Daring'a
chusetts. President Pierce appointed to that
Bridge,
2. —That this case is not
brought before it
Aug 17—dtl
office Gen. Charles H. Peaslee of Concord, N.
PORTLAND.
by competent authorities.
3. —That the prisoner is a naturalized citiH. In the appointment just made, Mr. Gooch
zen,.and was never in the land or naval ser- of
OIL
BURN
Mass., takes the plant, as Naval Officer, of
vice of the United States, which now
being at Mr. Tuck of N. H.
The Best Oil in the Market t
peace, and the civil war having ceased, there
is no authority to punish him.
The appointment of Mr. Hamlin is a most
used in both Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.
The prisoner protests that he
For sale by
ought not, fitting one, and affords general satisfaction. rbe
therefore, to be tried, but discharged from cus- The Worcester
SIIIHLEY <fc HOWE,
Spy says: “The appointment
tody.
He also claims that just before the time of of Mr. Hamlin secures a public officer of inAug. 17—d4w*
154 & 156 Commercial St.
his arrest at Audersonville, Capt.
Noyes, on corruptible integrity in a position of great reduty near this place, applied to him for infor- sponsibility and great temptations. Gen. UnFALL HATS!
mation, whicli he cheerfully communicated to derwood is now
II
presiding officer cf the court
him, and he accompanied Capt. Noyes to Gen.
3
Wilson’s quarters, the former promising him martial before which the Andersonville murme l? ALL STYLES of SILK
HATS are now
safe conduct and giving him assurance that he
derer is on .trial at Washington.”
at
ready
should not be arrested.
The piisoner relied
The Boston Transcript says the appointon the good faith of Capt.
Noyes. Uut not- ments have been made in accordance with the
COE &
withstanding the above repeated assurances,
the prisoner was seized, held in confinement,
generally expressed wishes of the merchants
95 Middle Street.
and brought to Washington.
and business men of that city. It further says:
Aug 17—dlwNo.
The prisoner further protests that he ought
“Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, from his long connot to be held any longer, for the reason as set
Reward /
forth at length, that he came within the terms nection with the Committee on Commerce in
the United States Seuate, has acquired the exof the capitulation between Gen. Johnston and
inight0flsth fnst-'the following
Gen. Sherman.
perience and knowledge needed for the duties
3 Bonds, 5-20s,
Tlie defendant also asks the court to quash of his new
#1,000
Each,
S3,0(10,
position. He is favorably known
10 Bonds, 5-20s,
100 Each,
the several charges and specifications, because
1,000,
2 Bonds, 7-30s,
1,000 Each,
throughout the country, and will find hosts of
2,000,
each and every one is uncertain and indefinite
2 Bonds, 7-30s,
500 Each,
1,000,
friends among our own citizens. He is the
as to the time and offence, and the allegations
5 Bonds, 7-30s,
500 Each,
2,500.
are so vague and indefinite that he ought not
second persou appointed collector of Boston,
$9 500
to be tried upon them; and, further, that they
after having been Governor of a New England
Among the Bonds Stolen were,
do not charge him with any offence punisha7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.
$1,000
State.”
ble by the laws of war.
1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,007, 1st Scries.
The Boston Post,Democratic, says:
The Court adjourned until to-morrow.
600 7-30 B nd No. 90,886, 1st Series.

n tgroes

the peninsula, who have followed our armies during the war.
The Tribune’s Matamoras correspondent
says it is reiterated that Gen. Dana will soon
march north with from six to ten thousand
on

wiil

give their first entertainment at Deering
Hall this evening. For
particulars see handbills and advertisement.

of Capt. Wertz—Specifications of the
Prosecution—Pleas of the Defence.

LATER.

(Wed-

Per Order.

Trial

A fire

Gymnastic Union are
Hasletine’s Photograph

__

Brothers,

EVENING-

aug22d!5t

Club, is entirely of pine, without a
single knot, 40 feet in length, 24 inches wide,
li 1-2 inches deep, and weighs 137 pounds.
The pine is one-eighth of an incli in thickness.

Davis

BY-

can re

Star Boat

One word to

of the roof.

—The Prussian police have commenced their
attacks upon the trade societies by ordering
their President to leave Berlin aud confiscating
their newspaper.

preparation
breath, too,
hymenial tendency. White

New Boat.—A beautiful boat was exhibited yesterday in front of the Post Office.
It
was built by Walter Jackson for the North

Go in

already the height

lends to the

teeth and a pure breath 1
fist them?

tains

shoots, which sprang up from the knotty millenial roots of the tree in 1863, lia vifc attained

decided

a

he cut

years

1

TO THE DALLY PRESS.

some

man jumped on the York & Cumber
land train and went out to Morrill’s (Joint,
where he took the inward bound train on the

noon

TELEGRAPH,

new

Albums

vis

BY

Aug.

RICHARD CROCKETT,
6 High Street.

18-dtl_ __No.
Onions.

TU9T Received

J
8

a

carp) of Onions,

for

sole cheap by

theh*rrrtorb-he££TIIoMKi4i

No. 2 Central

Au* 21—d2w

Wharf.

Lost.

A

SMALL Bunch of Keys

The finder will be
them at the Horse Railroad

Ang 31—dStis*

was

lost

on

suitably rewarded
Office.

Saturday.

by leaving

I

...

Poetry.

-s—L-T.1;.

--

JOHN HAY.

Vie breath of the hawthorn’s snowy bloom
i?'eU tamt on too happy air,
And tbu gay wild bird sang on unheard
In l».e hush of love’s low prayer;
And the sun Went uown, but the twilight flush
Lovingly lingered there.
Again I stand by the blooming thorn.
And muse of the wasted years,
sigh for the day so far awav,
Aud ii. tender hopes and fears—
*Aat the world has brought
With a heart too hard for tears.

And 1

hark

me

A little paper published at tlie Alexandria
hospital caiiel ‘‘the Cripple,” has the following lines on a dead soldier:
“Only a soldier,

Gone to his rest,
Wit h the duar banner
his breast I
Wrapped round

A NATIONAL BABY.

correspondent of the San Francisco Bulle-

following:

“It is not too late to record an interesting
incident tliat occurred at the illumination on
the evening of the Fourth of July, which a legal friend (Good authority) and a judge in such
matters, related to us as happening under his
own eye.
He was enjoying the lights and
shadows of the occasion, perhaps listening to
the melody of some fair one by his side, when
loud as Biddy bewailing her “lost heir,” came
the note of grief—“My God! where is the
mother of this baby ? i don’t wanf a baby!
Good woman, come, take your child? Where is
she? What shall I do? There, now I Stop
your squalling, you little brat I Poor little
thing I
Our friend stepped up to learn the cause of

this strange outcry.

“A woman, a perfect stranger to me, said
the speaker, handed me the baby to hdd for

just

I>hreiyUt

rmin loavoa poitluud at 3 A.M., and
turning is due in Portland at 1 V #1.

Hie.

family.”

Who’ll take this baby ? Who wants

a baby ?
keep this—thing.”
■lu t then, as the air was lighted by the glare
of a rocket, a young couple who had mani.e.t-

ed an unwonted interest in the matter, attracted the attention of the possessor of the baby.
The H»»iitened eye and quivering lip of the
female showed how her woman’s heart was
working and yearning over the abandoned
little one; and to them, with the quick instinct
oi the Green Isle, the holder of this treasure
trove addressed himself:
“Are you married ?”

M-.ruing

7 Oo A

good baby—a

From Mon.real,
From
do.

HUMPHREYS’

HOMfEOPATHIC

SPECIFICS,

PROVED, from the most ample oxperiuijoc.
rg ou ire success; dimple—Piompt—Eii,ciuut, and reliable. The}' are the only Medicines
perfectly odup ed to popular use—so simple tliut
mistakes oauaot be made in using the inf so uaimLss
as to be free from danger, aud so efficient as to Coalways reliable, 'flhey have raised the highest eouimeudatiou from ail, aud will always render rafisiacCta.
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations,
2»
“2
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
2*
3
Cryinj-Colic or Tee hing of infants, 25
Dior rata ofcbiidreu

10
il

f‘

“12
'■

13
14

“16
17
18

:

weeks. Draw-

11

44
4-

“26
27

4

41

4i

28

29
“30
3l
“32
33
44
34

44
44

FJMlj/s
fa
20
20
15

■

j.cuvv.

00
00
00
3 00

6) and Book,

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
10 Vials.
Vials with directions,

1 uO

HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broad way, New Fork.
Da iluMpiuucYH is consulted daily afc his office,
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of
disease.
H. U. 1IAY, Agent, Portland.
july*26’GGeod*y

P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 8
Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
edti
Portland, April 8, 1866.

Freight

THE
New

tenant 'n common with persons unknown, and in fee simple in the following parcels of
land in Gorliam, 1j> said County, namely:
One parcel called the FLvacocS lot, on thcaiortherly
side of<2ueea Street,
fifteen acies, more or
Jess. Also one parcel containing thirty acres, more
5r less, being the saum thirty acre lot numbered
-ix in said
lying on the northerly
side of Queen Street, bext' I,ho same land tb&t Andrew Twomblv, 1 *te of said Gorham, purchased of
John C. Stiachneld, by deed dated June fifth, 1823.
Also, one other parcel of land, bounded on Queen
Street and the Bray rood, being the same land said
Andrew Twombly purchased of William
Barton, Jr.,
by deed uatei Deciunbor 14th, 1633, containing two
acres, more or less.
two
Parcels of land which the said AnJ)Urci‘ased of Barnabas Bang* ami
by deed dated January J6th.
l vin?
the north side 0/
tlm
Street, in said Gorham,
as a

confining

Goribm,

?5her

1619,

iSill <^Sii8a}?1,arcel8
fTf, ‘,“5
im

roa!°

tl.eLe’ramTi^11

nOTLh

fifteen

»rsK«»r«r s3g& "5-

8sssa.,*s.*sKraa*£dS.,ai

twentie.iht rods to the m»l bound!

parcel of land

on

!he south side of

to.iinun; at the north-west cornu' £
bpuuoe
thenc .east, thirteen degiees
north,

tweiitv-chlhi

ono-ha.i rods; thence santh, fourteen
derrees
eighty rods across Uie lot; thence west tlurtocn do
grees soutii.J,wentj-oight and one half rods, to
tourndrpaaj thence north, fourteen eegn.es went
eighty rods to the p jint'of beginning, excepting therefrom a parcel sold by said Andre\v Twombly to William Burton, containing seven acres, m re or less,
and the wnole of said parcel containing, beyond said
parcel to said Will;am Burton, seventy-three acres,
more or less, and
being ail the land said Ancirev
owned in aaid Gorham, ou the eighth day of Febru-

thl

ary, DS2.

puui

loner avers uiai ue ib me owner or

one-

garter
if UJSJ
sha.ro
in

part of said lands in common,* amt that lie
cnj°y his share of said estate In common. He
fhat thxS Honorable Court would
lands to be made, and the
there m to be set out to him

severalty11>etitioner
JXrr

t25ARLES
z C*

U?S.)
Stamp, (

of
(Plaoe
Rev.

(

60 cents.

E. twombly,
Wo«hBian, his Attorney,

■TiTfi'i^^aSS?

CCMBEBEiSTD, SB.
At the Suprerie Juihoial Court beoun non
<-) Portljnd. w>min
at
Cumberland, on the Third 2WiJ
jl..S. Amo
<f
ay of4»«,(
Domini, IW.

aStj^MCoil’S

Oo the f (regoing petition Obdeeed, that
iho not!
Doner give n nice to all persms Interested in tn.'
prayer thereof, to appear before the Justices oi o»- 1
Supreme Judicial Court to be holden at Portland
wiftiin and for the Coanty of
on the
second Tuesday of October next, by publishing an
attested cipy of ♦.i.l petition, aid this order thereon
threo weeks buocj lively in the Maim State Press «
in Pordand, in said Counweekly newtpa. er,
ty, the last nublica ion to be thirty da/s at least before the sitting of said Court, that tl^v may then,
aud there, in our said Court appear, and shew cause

Stage*

Stancnsb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Ilham, Brownfield, Pryeburg,
Corway, Bartlett .lack^on, Limington, Cornish,
Porter. Freodom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
£*. Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South Limington. Limington, Limerick. NewHeld, ?arEonsfit*Jd, and Osaipec
At Saconrappa for South Windham, Windham
Bill and Kortn Windham. •' aj I v.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, April 6, 1866
<Uf

printed

any they have, way the praver of said petitioner
A

granted.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
true copy of the
Petition and order of Court there*
33w3w

i he
'~tt

_*

to

On and af er Monday next trains will leave Portland oailv tor Bath Ajgueia, Watervil e, Kendal's
Mil is, and 8k, win-pan, at 1 p. «, and on Ssturdaye
The rain
only for Bath arid Augusta at 8 15 P M
lrom P d iiui d a* 1 p. m, conneolsat Ken ;a i’s Mi'ls
with tho train for Bangor and o her stations east,
samj nig't.
Passengers lrom Pert.'and detirinu to
Uto this loueoau | urchae? tiokets to Ken. Mills
and inform the conductor in the ears that
they go
through to Bangor, and ho will sc arrange their
fares rliro-igh as that it shall cost them no more by
tb a r-u e th n b any other.
Trainsar«duc in i'odlund to concert with trains
for Boston on Monday n ar 8 20 A, a, and every dai
S.i-1 p,«.

a'

P-eitrh! Iiain leaves
M. daily,

-Apri! iS7,

w.

VEGETABLE

all eruption.

Tm vullkks will find it grest’y In their advantage
to proouro Tlirongh Tiekrt. at the

a

Portlausi

Itailtvny Ticket «ITnt>. 31 Ejichaue« Street, 'up staim.i
W. D. I.1TTI.E, A sent.
Passa.-eTicku's (Lr California, by the O d Line

It WIM. C^jE Sait Rheum. Erysipelas, Scald Head,

r'clons, Ulcers, Sore Eyos, Chilblains,
Shingles, Roils, Cuts, Wounds. Rlistr
ers.
Ringworms, Pimples,
Rums,
Hands,

Piles

Moil Steaieess and Panama Railroad may be securod
by early application at this office.
M-aicli 30. 1355.
raarSOdftwtf

Chapped

KENNEDY’S

Through Tickets.

OINTMENT

VEGETABLE.

Kennedy’s

family Ointment

SaltRh^um

Should he in every household*

■STEAMBOATS.

Ointment,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE !

No other Oin'menf

compete with it os a ready and speedy means ol
relief. For Blkns and Scalds it is the most
cure ever known.
As an Emollient,

can

Summer
THE

C E X T 8

I

Fare in Cabin
*2.00
1
Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for
to
[
baggage
! any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal unless notice is given and
for at the rate of
paid
one passenger for
every $500 additional vaLue
...

BOTTLE.'

Aug 5,

L. BILLINGS Agent.
feb 18,1863 —dtf

i860.

Sew England Screw Steamship Co

!

rrtHK FALL TERM of this Sdliool will commence
A W ednesday, Aug. 23*1, and continue eleven week>
under the instruction of

last btoamahipe
Capt IF. w. .Shtr*r.d FRA51CON1A, Capt. 11.
w^‘ nnlil further notice,

dfciST-*,llEbAPEAhK,
ySltriffm
ifl--

N. P. POTTER.
The services of Assistants will be secured as needod. Instruction given in
Drawing and Music.

r^S:fH“WOOD’

Fortlan/l, every WEDNEBi>AvT.t,rf K,r5i?oT?fvr’
rUROAl at4 1*.
and leave
Pter
hi.,
WEDNESDAY
rai-uim?!’y"k1L
v at 4 o’clockavetY

RATES

or TUITION.
anl
a
P. M
v.
Common English,
3,00 i
U!> wth doe aroommods3.50 Primary Department. 2.00
thi» «“ “o«f speedy,
,oa'tll,B
£>oai a ootaxiea near the
at
reasonable
Academy
R5d nnntfortuble route ior travel lor- between
rateR. Applications tor board can be made to Trusand
Fciaagf, m Hi ate Boon.,
tees or Principal.
Desirable for students to be presCabin passai-e 85 00. Meatsixtra.
ent at commencement oi term.
31w3w
Cools lorwa-dcd by tli-n lino to anu trom MonBangor Hath, Augusta, Eastport and

language,

»Jntl.°,SA.Ve,‘"!i'i*re!ift*d

Higher English,

1

JJ?. 1?n

D^cueb.o,

NO. YARMOUTH

ACADEMY j

-AT-

(Clippers arc-requested to scad the r freight to the
early as 3 P. M. on the day that they1
£2?“,"“
ii
ave Portland.
or

YARMOUTH,

ME.
Ancnsi

!

Normal Class is Jormed in the Spring and Fall.
1,a<1 too the Teachers In “Russel
Enquire of E. S. HOYT, A. M., or
J AS. BATES, Sec’y.
August 12—eod&w3w

!

FALL
rpHE
A 28th.

TERM will

commence

A

xwJh’a.r<* caa 1)6

Hall.”

BRIDGTON

EMERY ft FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL ft CO., No. 86 West
Street,
York.
Mov 29, I860,

New

International Steamship Go.
I
!

Kustport,

ACADEMY !

Bridgton,

dtf

:

Calais and

St. John.

Maine.

0n and after
Steamer Nkw

Monday. March 27. the
YouK,Capt HW Chiewill .eave Railiond
Wharf, loot of State 8t,
q’iHE Fall Term of this Institution will commence ! eho:m, Moupa
v v\ 5 o’clock p. w
ery
ni d tL* Steamer'
net J.!11 TUESDAY, Sept. 5,1861^ under the coutmnod
care 0t C. E. HILTON. A. ft.
JSkw HuTJNPwira,
('apt K 15. Winched r.witl leave
I
«ve:
hurhi»ay
y.tfi o’cl *jk p.m, for Eastportand
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sec’y.
y
Aueid
, Bt. John.
ug
18«auglB 3awd&w3w
j Returning will leave St. John everv Monday ayd
_.

Thursday.d

Wanted.

BY,r eS’e,f'<l”<Ce<1

■Situation

as

Teacher *nd

OF

Boe

Graduate,

wlio
a

or

augl8dlw&w2w

Sohoor

HARVARD
(CHANGE OF

OOLLEQE

l

VACATIONS.)

j

FIRE

Hand

FlVe

RUSSELL, Chief Engineer

m

Commit**on Port-

wiles from Portland, has been refurnished and
and Pleasurt
open tor the reception of
Parties. Every Attention will be kivcii lo the ocn
fortot guests.
ffijp-The Care from Portland every hall hour.
WIRSLOVT & THAYER.
Wostbrrok, Oct. 10—dtf

Corn Mill.

csr-'

■

E-

a«d

Hamden,
JMflRongers ticketed through on thefeo-tton. Maine
|id Kaatern hail road at the Oepote in Botton. 8a

OKIND

^

UPHAM

&

PEICE, $1 PEE BOTTLE.

young should use

STERLING’S
B R °

>V

S/

The

Dandruff.

Dressing

Preservative in the world.

C°F
SON

and

Sterling’s Ambrosia
Manufacturing Comp’y,

YORK

both

fortiasd,

DR. LAROOKAH'S

■

1

SARSAPARILLA

Compound!
FOR

CUMBERLAND R. R.
»

■ ■ ■ —

Notice is hereby given to holders of
and
for interest, issued
by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, hearing date Jan. 1, 1867, commonly called “consolidated bonds” secured by deed of mortgage to James
and others, Trustees, that at a
meeting ot
said holders, held on the twenty-iourth day June,
1865, by adjournment from the twentieth day of June,
1865, it was voted “That it is expedient that the
holders of the bonds issued by the York & Cumberland Railroad
June 1, 1857, commonly
called “the consolidated bonds,” pay and redeem the
mortgage made by said company to John G. Myers,
bearing date Feb. 8,1851,” and that the Trustees under said deed of Janaary 1, 1857, to Hayward and
others,”
proceed to take all due measures as provided by law to
carry' said vote into effect,
and to
upon and collect of said bond-holders, a
sum sufficient to pay the amount due on said Myers’
over
mortgage, and all other claims having a
the rights and claims of said consolidated bond-holders.
And they farther give notice that the sum to
be paid tor the redemption of -aid mortgage to John
G.
over the rights and claims
having
of said consolidated bond-holders, is, as conveniently as may be at the rate ot twelve per cent, on each
hundred dollars of bonds and coupons secured by said
deed and mortgage of Jan. 1, 1857.
The undersigned, Trustees as aforesaid, do therefore hereby call upon all holders of said bonds and
coupons lor interest or other claims, secured by said
deed of Jan. 1, 1857, to
pay then' several proportions
of the sum to be paid for the redemption of said mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent, on
every hundred dollaie so held by them respectively,
and they appoint the same to be paid to either of
the Trustees, at the office of Evans & Putnam, No.
74 Middle Street, Portland, on or before the first dav
of September, 1865.
J. C. CHURCHELL, )
Trustees
N. L. WOODBURY,
Y. & C. R. R.
GEO. EVANS,
Co.

PHP 'JWyBonds

Coupons

Company,

CURB

TUB

HENRY A.

Six Bottles for $5:

Ivlieum,
Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Bowels, Debility and all complaints arising from impurities of the
It will euro Nervous Affections. Palsy arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It isa Tonic as well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the
system,
thus curing Dropsy and General Debillity, tending
to Consumption. It is a groat protection from atacks that originate in change of climate, season and
of life.

and

ranted

prevent the Asthma if taken early.
good for cold in the head.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

Are

There are many men at the age of thirty who ar»
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnthe system in a manner
ing sensation, and
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

Bronchitis.
effectual remedy for Catarrh,

cure

weakening

Hoarseness,

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKN
S.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, uud a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so
oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.

PREPARED AND FOR LALB BY

CHOATE, Druggist,

Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists gen-

erally.

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins & Co, 86 CommerSt; Wholesale and Retail E. L. 8 tan wood, cor.
Fore and India Sts; If*. H. Hay, junction Free and
Middle Sts; M. 8. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Wm. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June 23—d&w3m

Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle

|-2P"“ Send

1865

priority

Particular attention is called to the
following provision ol the Act of the Legislature of March
15, 1864.
“And if any person so interested shall fail to
pay
his proportion by the time fixed in said
theii
notice,
any such deficiency arising from such failure may be
paid by any other person or persons holding bonds or
claims secured as aforesaid; and the person so paying any deficiency as aforesaid, shall succeed to all
the rights which the person failing to
pay as aforesaid
would have had if seasonable payment had beer
made by him, subject however to the further
right of

redemption as hereinafter provided.’*
Portland, July 26, 1865.—dtf

1uh,m!

iry

una

ty ovr*revriybirig

bo convinced ol
tbe kii d

iheir

rupeiiuii-

cfl- red to
the public l-r ftrenelafis, Coughs. Colds. Hoarseness Sore 'Diroat t a arrhand ntfueiiza
Numeious leatimOuia s »rom tne Clergy, ami o’hers, ecFor sale by th» prinn pal
compa tying acbbn*.
Druggist throughout the city.
may27eodtr
e so c*»

ever

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMFY
Of the City

Office

ol

New York.

ll3

No.

Cash

Broadway.

$1,000,000 00

Capital,

Surplus,

Jan.

204 188 40

1, ’65,

$1,204,188 40

MARINE,
INLAND,
AND

EIRE

censes assessed and enumerated in
come due and payable, and that I

will,

by Unfit*

31.
to 5

INSURANCE.
CHARLES TAYLOB, President.
HAMILTON BEUCE, Vice-Pres’t.
C. C.

A-EY-VA'A (JNK, at Hotel kept by Woodbury A Hall,
9 ™°ck AM’‘

LTo’chcipUaMa,2m’W66'fr0,n

All persons who shall neglect to pav the
duties,
taxes and licences assessed upon them "as aforesaid
to me or my Deputy-, on or before August 31
“will be liable, (under the provisions ofSec
of
Act of Congress, approved June 3oth, 1804
) to n*v
ten per centum adullional upon tlie amount
thereof,
with a fee of twenty cents for the issuing and servin'
of notice,” which will in all cases be exacted
No other money than United States Treasnry
Notes, or Notes of National Banks, or Gold or Silver
Coin will be received for taxes.
Persons in York County, desirous of so doing can
pay their taxes at my office. No. 22
Portland, at any time prior to September 1 1860 except- during the time herein
for
their collection elsewhere.

2s’

1S05*
ail

Exchange’Street,
specially designated

ALtlAIH LFjF ./.

Aug.

Drake, Ass’t Secretary.
Platt, Manager Marine Department (late ol
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

J. W. Munger d£ Co., Agents,
June

No. 106 Fore Street, Portland.
7, 1865—eodly

Tjasrioisr

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
Best of Machine Oil. The well-known Howe
Sewing Machine. Needles tor all kinds of Machines.

THE

Weed, Weed, Weed ! The New Sewing Machine.
New Machines exchanged for old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes four duferent stitches, and lias the
Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Reversible teed.
Shaw & Clark’s f 16.00 and *20.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done in the
best manner. Twist to match the goods.
Oil Cans,
Screw-Drivers. Robing’s Shuttle Hemming Gages.
The best Cotton Twist and all kinds of Machine
Trimmings. Manufacturing and all other first class
machines sold at low prices.

Office No. 1371-2
Up

‘nd

Symond’s Patent Burner,
And Petroleum Fluid,
A.

A. NOTES & SON,
38

Exchange St.

One

Aug 1—eodlm

JUMijJjKU

1—dim_Collector.
Great Inducements

N. Y.
and Dealers in Portland, Me.

Lead,

of Congress entitled “An Act to
a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of united States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof,” approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
with all the provisions of said act required to be complied with before commencing the business of Banking under said Act:
Now, therefore, I Freeman Clarke, Comptroller ol
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereoT witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1865.
FREEMAN CLARKE,
[L. S.]
Comptroller ol the Currency.

july20 2m'

Valuable Real Estate in Searboro’,
For Sale.

j

Marsh, in lots to suit pur-

Farm, containing about 125
acres very superior up-land, being the property reowned
the
late
Hon. Horatio Southgate.
cently
by
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodGt&wtf
Also the Homestead

Garden and

Cemetery
of

Mighlle Street,

Flight Stairs.

w. SYKES.

PURCHASERFOREASTERN ACCOUNT,

W. H. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Office, .V®. G5 Exchange Street.
S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families from
THEU
for the
the
usually

paid
heavy expenses
prosecution
ol such claims, have established Lliis Agency, to collect pensions, arrears ol pay, bounty aua other claims
against the Government, without charge or exwhatever to

the

claim-

ants.
On application sent to this Agency, stating the
name and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State of
the soldier on whose account the claim is made, date
df discharge or death, the proper blanks will be tilled
out as lar as possible and forwarded to the person apThese can then be executed and returned to
this office, where the claim will be presented to a tinai
issue in the shortest possible time,
j uly7eod2m& w6m.

plying.

Steamer for Yarmouth.
The steamer CLIPPER will leave

Yarmouth for Portland every morn-

ing until further notice, (Sundays
excepted,) at 8 o’clock.
Returning will leave Portland

Pier in the afternoon at4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents.
Freight
rates.

taken at low

Excursion parties accommodated on application to
J. W. LAWRENCE. Yarmouth.
Or, LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Portland.
July 13th.
julvl3tf

1865.__

OF

For Sale.

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS. LARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE
generally.
Particular attention given to
shipping by quickest
and oheapest loutes. -Wo. IBS South Hater St.,’

FARM in Cumberland of 40 acres, eight miles
from Portland and within fifteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For further
particulars
inquire on the premises of
MRS. A. L PETTENGILL.
July 25
31w3tr*

P. O. B

X

471

Chicago,

Illinois.

Rtfcrenel's—-Mesprs

8 G. Bnwdlear A To; MavnSmis: I! Sc W, Chickerirg; C. U. Comm’D s
A Coi Ohas. H. stone; Hallett, Davis ft Co; Rostcn.
J. N. Bacon E q, President Newt'n National Hank,
Newton,Ha-‘s; G. B
N.Y City ffl.W'
srti ft

Colfin.Eeq,

J.

«•'.

Ovnlci’

In

"pic

k

ctt,

Pliotogrnpliic Goodfi,

Wlrror* fuid Engravings
>t

m

iftifuror of 8Ci-ror A Picture Frames,
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,

)mnel2tf

Portland, Me.

Oil,

A

Sanitary
Office of

Glass-m

Red

ers’

PliiHlpa

k Co, and U. II. llay, Who'osalg
A/on fa Pxtianc, android ty Diu/gist* and deal
ervg-m rally.
mchtfwod*' ouBm

“Then* h

such Word

no

Fail.”

a*

*

TARRA 1ST T

3

COilPOUXn MX TRACT OP

Cubfbs and

Copaiba,

Sure, Certain, a'jd Speedy Cure for all diseasof tii® Hla.idtr Ki.intys and l/rinary Or pans,
e ‘h r in (In m il. or leniilo. frequently performing
»M ret cuf..- in »be short apace of three or our
d 'V* a i ii a a a in It a-* time than any other prepaatiou. In the use of
a

14

es*

Compound Extract qf
Copuibs

Tarrant's

Cabebs and

there is no need ol o nfloemeut o change of diet-its approved torm of a panto, it 1. entire!. taste-

l.i

less

an
causes no unpleas nt hcosa ion
o the ration* and no txpssure
It Is now acknowledged by
t to n o t Warn* a iu the profession that in the above
c'a-s ofd sea-*Ai», Cubebs end Copaiba are the
two leru dies known iliai can be relied U(on with
any oortal .ty cr suocaes.
■

Manufactured only by
A

CO.,

Ra\

Boiled

&

Dealers

&

Co.,

by Druggists

generally,

PROVIDENCE, from
ence seem to point to

the

VP it1 T

CANCER

RLE

AMD

A.I<Iib ,riat and ca ’alu car. for all those (ear'll
aad destructive ini'adies » hiot> air. fr warn
j.ur#
stated tiie b.o d.
The wonri-r. u! ruoce s which
has .n a’cas<s, wher* it has b en fairly trim, ft>|.
»o v<d i s n-e, jenxes »to ro -rr to d ubt the b crxod
fuel that iauO'~r> may b« cored
SuflbreK Irein the scon*go may therefore to longer dread the fsaitul aUtrua'ivi h o tie bur. eon's
kill o- ttw* grave. Tbev have a'p. edv a id certain
rome
y.wh oh r» mows fh mainly ro*»tand : ranch,
which in thousands ot case- th* oper ting k» tfo doca
not. « two r ma->t be cured by rennd >svl.i h h» r'•uglily renova’e tho constir. tion. and hat con only
be ion* by f>«>if/iiig thee t re miss of the o.r< ulatlie fluid. Til's i* i. OVod by t e Syrup, a thousands
have test fled.

etc.

For sale

and by

>

ROBERT COLGATE
General

2S7

Pearl

St.,

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infalliand cures the worst cases of

Agents,

bly eradicates
Canker,

NEW YORK.

when given up aa inouraMe by
It banishes Salt Klieum entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas ita effects aro surprising. All cases, however virulent, of Scrofula or King’s Evil, K hite Swelling, or

!

even

dooturs.

Ship Chandlery.

Tumors,
dissipated speedily Old Ulcers are cared
without leaving bail effects afier closing them.
The most terrible Scurvy complaints it banishes
from young or oil.
Distressing Neuralgio
Affections soon yield to its power. It clears tl •
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. In all eases
of Female Weakness and Irregularities produo
ing General Debility, Piles, etc., its effects aro
are

rilUK uodendgoel hvhgttken Vn Store Ao. 120
A Commercial S'reet, 0 m«r of central Whart
will keep coo**tan’ly or sale Bemp and Manilla
Cordage, of *11 Bias*, by I he Gang or R itail. A ho
Anchors, Chains, Ciblrs, Duck, oakum, Windlass

Purch 1 ses. and A* tal .* tnres toeei her with a comurn rtment of Ship Chandlery, %i wi oleaale 0
ratal'
He is tiltto A^enf for the Revere Copper Company,
&Dd will keep on hand a full end comi tr &*»< r<meiii
of Copper and Yellow Metal Bolts a*d Sheathing
Composit on Spikes h ails, fc.
All o' which >s offered for Hale at the L we*.
Mark-t Price*, find to which the attention 01 thoj*
wh»hir g to ptm ha e is invited.
O. M UAhKEIT.

plete

Portland. May 22,1SGA.—dftm

miraculous.
trial is all that is needed to prove the peculiar virtues of the Syrup
Its repu ation is us
well established that more need not Ihj said, its
immense sale is its best recommendation.

tyoue

so

Price SI 35 per bott 'e.
HO WARD’S IIEAL1NU -ALVE. In ail

cares

Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, Scalds,

akin Buruptfons,ete.
may he nece ,iirv,
this Salve, prepared expressly for the purpose, will
he found invaluable
It wit alwai s he u.-eiul in the
Uousehohi, aud a liox of it uiuy flai e much sunei iug
and expense
Price JO otnts per hoi.
JAMB
0 BOYI.E * 00 (Successors to Re,Win
A Co ,)8 tale -ireet, Poston Proprietors
W F PHILLIPS St CO Ag’ts, Portland.
where

to the palate, cause no pain, act
never require Increase ol
dose, do not
and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are Jnst the thing.
the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
In all cases ol Piles and Falling of the Rectum. Wo
promise a cure (or all symptoms of the DvspjcrsiA,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting of food, Palpitations; also. Headache, 1 tininess,
Pain In the Back and Lotus, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated
Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnlnt, Loss of Appetite. Debtlitv,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Ffttatneft8, d:e.
*Phat they need, as
are so compact and inodorous
hat they may be earned in the vest
pocket. Price 6u
perlbox:small boxes »> cent*, For Kale by J.
S. HABWSON & CO,,
No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
july4dly

PLEASANT
promptly,

external a,.p ic

an

ii o>n

may31d3m.

exhaust,

they

«e“5;

Proprietor*,

INSURANCE

CAPITAL

i

Directors of the •‘Piscataoua Fire and Marine
1
Insurance Company” would announce that tin
Ponyd han this day voted to increase the Capital
.Stock of sai l Coufbauy One iluinlrod Thousand Dollars, making the whole Cash Capital fSM.Oan.
Terms of Subscription Si m jier share,
able at the time of subscription, or on delivery of the
rilHE

Cash—pay-

Stock.

Subscriptions may

Agents:

be made

through the following

At

Messrs. DAVID FAIRBANKS & CO., No.
Street,
Portland, Me., Metiers, JOHN E. DOW Jt SON, Cor.
Exchange and Milk Streets,
BlddefordTMc., RUFUS SMALL A SON, City
Building,
Blddcford, Me., THOMAS QUIMBY, Esq.,
Exeter, N H., WOOD BRIDGE ODLIN, Esq
Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE, Esq.
WILLIAM
Treasurer.
Tnlv 28tli 18RS
1868.

Boston,

76 State

Mutual Insurance
II Wall St,

Insures

h!

The Dividends In the Years 18(13 4 and 5
per cent each.
The Fronts for W Years amount to the
sum

The

Pollan, via:—

»

roll .its

CHiCKiRimi,

Secretary.

GDViRD SHAW.
mayl8eudtw8m

103Middle St, Portlaud, Me.

12,853,730
Million

firm

#t,!i7i7' Q
8,187 1)59

3.11".530

Ml.MO
348.430

TRf*«Tsa0:
»*«n Sturjrii, Jr,
il< ».*v K Hogtrt,
vviilia
K lodge,

John D Jonev,
CharkH DcnaS*.
W U H Moort,
Hpibv Oil,
Vis C Pickeregill,
LewieCirtie.
Charles H Rowell.
Lowell li lbrook,
K Warren Wo-ton,

Dcnul* <rrkns,

Jove, h UmUid Jr,
J llen-y Burgy,

Cornel.u* (»-inncll,j
t)

B J

J.uisee I»w
rhe* H Var J a’l.
John D .Jot,** 1* ^Idt&l.
Chahlkm l>:s* ni«. Vio*-Preiddtrt,
W. 11. 11 W«M»RK 3. Vle^-prev't.
I'hapman, Act ng Secretary

me*

I

Iliad,

Howland,

1‘enj tiihetvk,
Flench r WV« rey.
ICoV B
Jr,
<io don W Burnham,
Fred, tick Chpnncey,

»eoree<l Uoba>u,
..xavid Lane,

I.

a

Watte Sherman,

Woval Pnelpa,
«*a»vh Rarvtow,
A P Pillot,
Dai tel S Wilier,
Joehua J tleiry,

Bryce.

Application*

J. W.
» ctaiodlm

A (ft nl,

40

811.1;t8 500

non-io-fcitable ft

proportion of premium paid. !■ or rate*, tro, kc
Rood for a Circular
THOS. F PLUNKKiT, President.

leer

other-eourit’es,

MASS,

pava'le

Assets,

Doited States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank,

IBftUi

Payments, and

has

States anil Mate f New-York
block, City, Bank sud other Stork-.
Loans secured by Stocks and olkerwim.
Iremlum Not,■ «nd Rids Peeeivakle.
Real Estate. Bond and MortKigee. sod

Endowment Poltclft for $1,000 to
$10,000,...
subject to forfeiture,

Annual

Company

were

4,q ,;til 030

cash,

INSURANCE COMPANY!
OF

Payable Twenty Years from Cato,
w»b *“’l part'c:pa'Iw
Ott^2
prlo.r.deoea,e'
p
Premiums
In One K.v
leu.

Of

Ot wbloh here has been redeemed
ly

BERKSHIRE

PITTSFIELD,

Against Marine and Inland Navi!
gation Risks.

The whole proflts of the Company rev,, ,
th#
Assouan, and are divided Anmually, no i.
Premium! terminated during the year; aLd or u
Inch
,r*
,,t'lr,nV inter, tt ui til re-

augl.ltl

THE

CompaDy1

William, NEW TOKKjs

oar.

Jabuabt, 1845,

HiLl,

Jnly38th,

LIFE

ATLANTIC

deerne?'**

sioo.oflo Increase

Commission.

the V S. *anitarv Commission, j
Broadway, N. Y., Dec, 20, 1804. |
ETON. ISRAEL WASHBURN, Ja.. of forward,
■ A.
has
Maine,
oonsonted to accept the duties ot
Goneral Agent of the Commission f r Maine, ar.d
Is hereby appointed
agent by authority o» the
Commie iou.
Ho will be ready to furnish advioe to the frtandf
of the Commission’s work throughout the 8 ate.
All money contributed in Maine tor the use Of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Wathbur* or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn Is the sole agent reoognized
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JEN KINS.
c28dfcw»f
General secretary.
r_n„

F

CA.VKER SYRUP,

Chase

NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

kind

KNIGHTS, Proprietor,

THE GREAT HUMOR KENEDY,

VASES, FOUNTAINS, RUS-

AMIY b NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

of any

K.

BC.VARfj'A

ED LEAD,

Embellish-

TIC SEATS &c., at WINSLOW’S Machine Works,
No, 1 Manufacturers Block, Union Street, Portland.
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
July 22, 18G5.—d&wlw

pense

K.

Melrose, Maas.
W

£ WHITE

& Co’s (New
AGENCY
York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TERACOTA
such
as

OR

xper

ments.

for the sale

Prepared by 3. Seavery,.

HIS Green -leh 8
New York.
Sold by Druggists all over tho World.
may6 flfidly

and Refined.

OF PORTLAND,”
In the City of Portland, in the County o Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to the requirements of the Act

ACRES of Salt

CTS. AND tl PER BOTTLE

50

FINGER OF
fflHB
X Teochiuva ol 1:

Also, LINSEED OIL,

“National Traders Bank

U. S. Sanitary Commission

J. H.

and in

LITHARGE,

Broadway,

WHEREAS,

HINE, Secretary.

Olivee A.

13th, 18C5,from 10 o’clock A. 31.,
o’clock P. 3f.;
BIDDEFORD, at the Biddgford House, Saturday,
Auflwx 19i/i, 1365, from 10 o’clock A. M., to 5 o’clock

day, August 21 st, 1885, from 3 to 0 o’clock P. M.;
SOUTHBER WICK,at Newichantoanick House Tuesday, August 22d, 13mJi-om loo’clock A. M.' to 4
o’clock P. M„
KITTER Y, at office of Francis Bacon, Eso., Wednesday,
23d, l»m, from 10 o’clock A. M., to 3

LEAD, Dry

that the

200

P1UCE,

Lead

life

Manufacturers of PI

Office of Comptroller of the Currency, [
Washington, July 17,18C5. |
by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned, it has been made to appeal*

ARTICLES,

Lord, August

LIMERICK, at the Hotel kept by Amos Fetch. Monday, August 21 st, KW,from 8 toll o’clock A. M.;
SANFORD, at Hotel kept by Timothy Sha w, Mon-

13— d3m

Some of the above named U'ergymen
may have changtheir Pastoral charge since the publication ol the

TiliKAIT

of New Y

Flask, before you buy.
HENRY R. COSTAR.

No. 1451.

OCEAN,

OTts.twr^ssrsaraa'sre
list’have

collecting

July

ed

above.

and Linsee ! Oil Co.,

provide

Portland, August 1st i«i«
/CONFORMABLY to the provisions of tta’severe)
Acts of Congress to provide Internal
Revenue
>'

Deputy,

Bed-Bugs, «fcc.

CUT'Sold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
iy!!! Beware !flof all worthless imitations.
|3f**See that “Costar’s” name is on each Box,

by all Druggists

Harps*. 11

W

Me.
kic«

..

Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Buys, Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, tfc.

Sold

Me.
Turner

Tarrant'* Compound Extract of Cubcbs and
Copaiba A EVER FAILS.

Lead.

•

Atlantic \

tor

482

A

Covey

•

“OostarV Electric Powder for Insect?,

Principal Depot,

C Hunger
Augusta
Wui HStrout Wilton 41
Swan ton Uanks Portland

4

*

liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as a pre-

Bottle and

|

of Middle), Portland.

jan1.l865d&wly

Whit

a

Is

Slogans,nc:rc*e,Ms

N 1* beelee Meirore •*
A F Herrick Lynn
JM F Barnes Malden 44
J WBdtey L uiuin-t’r"

only

a

ventative for

Temple Street (corner

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

Treasury Department,

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue

said
bein person or
attend to collecting and
by
the
receiving
atoresanl duties, taxes and licenses assessed and
navablo within the Comity of
Cumberland, In Bald ui—
triet, at my office, A’o. 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
from the 15 th day cf August to the 31 si dayafAuuust
111158 Inclusive; and at the 'IONriNi. Hoi EL, in Bruns wick, Friday,
August 25th.
Kom i to 6 o clock P. Al., and
Saturday,
Ammst06tli
J.fxmfustami,
from 9 o'clock A. M. to 12 2d.
And I further give notice that I will in like manner
attend to
and receiving duties, taxes and
licenses as aforesaid, assessed aud payable within the
County of York, in said District, at the following
designated times and places, viz: In

Is

‘u“ *“*-

Lisbon
Me,
A Hatch Solon
44
44
D B Ran.la.I Lewiston 44
44
W waterviile ,4
a<
Geo >V Winchester Bal
w C Stevetu Dixfleld44
Kiver Ms.
! Mrs A I* Urnbee Bath 44
44
A D Merrill Cambridge Jo in Lock# K Po'and Me.
»v Willard Brownrille*4
port Ms.
44
8 A Gushing Shrew* i<CevSD K kiusCanibridgi V|
"4
0 AS evens Lincoln
bury Ms
44
W F Farrington New 44 M Adams
Weston 44
4
Bedford Ms.
H Clark NorthMd ••
j
44
44
D K Banister Ludlow Mf 44 M Bullard Derby
44
C K Harding K 8a Ubury I 44 8 Quimby Newbury •*
44
Ms.
N Hood rich 8q CovingN D fleorg Southbridge
ton Ct.
41
Ms.
J Lo?. joy Rockvill# Ct.
‘4
A K Bailey Newton Up- 44 SSOummingWThcuip
son (’t.
per Falls Ms.
44
F A Loomis So Yarmth 44 J U WeekOneida Ct.
44
Ms.
L K Dunham Tolland*4
44
P T Kinney K Bridgewa- 4 K hirwiw Knokweii *•
44
ter Ms.
f II Brown Burnside 44
44
B K Boswoi th W San I- "OW Corttis
Stafford
wich Ms,
Spring' Ct.
44
JohuS Day Lynn Ms. 44 J Hueoher
Binnimgham
44
J L Haniford Water44
town Ms.
W HcDonnal Provident
J Stephens Newburyport Ms
K I.
"
**
Geo Childs Lydeu
U 8 Sintiuons
Quakes
Dr B V Abbott Melrose 44
N Y.
Springs
Kev R Newhall Nflraharo N11 14 11 Harris
Boot
NY.
44
M
▲ Kidder Unity
CKLittle ChntoDvilie44
44
4
N M Hailey Henuiker 44
* asonville 14
E II
44
••
4
N L Chase Csndia
Wm duett h Son Troy44
D W Barber GUmanton
•! B Ford New Vora
44
N II.
W Robertson Newark N t
44
B F Bowles Manchester 44 HO Henries A ns
pelt* Md
*4
N II.
I Tlioodnow l.peks Kus
"CM Bare** Colebrook 44 A Wehstt r D S
Army
N H.
Robt Whiteileorgetowi. DC
44
“LB Knight W Durham B Brown
Washington
44
*•
Me.
Umo A Ba.v-.-tt
44
R II ?i tine h field Saco M« Dr S Iog.-Ils 0 S
Sunken
41
J M ‘Woodbury Newfield
Me.

Infirmary,

own sex.
ance.

“Costar’s" Bod-Bue: Exterminator,

Melrose, Mass,

Total Liabilities, $18,500.

First Collection District of State of Maine.

paste—used for Rats,
Mice., Roaches, Black and
Red Ants, tfc., tfc., tfc.
Is

Sea very.

For sale by W. F Ihillfps t Co., and ii. II. Hay
Wholesale Agc-Lis, and retailed by all dei iers
modicir.p.
mchv>4'G5eod$>owdm

Medical

THE LADIES.
DH. HUGHE8 particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

“18 years eslablisbed in N. Y. City.”
“Only infallible remedies known.”
“Free from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Hats come out of their holes to die.”

BOTTLE.

"**

TO

No. 5

KNIGHTS, Proprietor

R.

E.

Street], Portland,
Stamp for Circular.

Electic

‘OostarV Bat, Boach, &c., Exterminators,
DR.

a

Me

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy anil superior virtue in
regulating All
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing In
the least ii\jurious to the health, and maybe taken
at all times.
of the com"
"irectioiis.

Melrose, Nov. 21st. 1SG4.
Larookam:—I have l**en in the habit ol prescribing Ln rook all's ami pari I lu Compound lor two
It will 1 e
years with the most satisfactory results
iound & remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula and
It
incipient Consumption.
purifies the lllocd, diverts humors from the lungs and at the same time
acts s a sure and permanent Tonic.
It will give good satisfaction whenever an Alternative and Purifying a edicine is required.
EKNJ. F. ABBOTT.

Prepared by 8.

more* young

consumption.

Dft.

$1.00

day passes

but we are consulted by one
man with the above disease, some o*
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they ban
the
and by their friends supposed to
have it.
Ail such cases jield to the proper aud onl}
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Larookah’s °arsaparilla Componud, has been
so
family thaPwe olass it
great & blessing in our
with Larookah’s
rup, the best article in use for
what it purports to do. The ayitUi', in the opinion
of my.frieuus, saved my life And Airs Selee, has
been as greatly benefited by the use of the Sark,-.parilla Compound.
IlKV, N. P fcELEE.
Melrose, Aiass.,Dee. 1st 18C4.

PER

charge made.

or uo
a

Hardly

Dr

PRICE

Complexion.

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure wai

andevery

1865

provides

experienced the benefl-

NP Philbr'k Taunton"
Dan'i Atkins juii bry‘
VV II St tson tfant'ckt4*
K 8 Stubbs Lawrence 44
44
J Marcy Dedham

THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a

should sell them.

A.

iheSvrup

4

Will

HENRY

u

HOW MANY

ill relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
A)1 public speakers should use them.
More in quantity for the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

Salt

mors,

aero

years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, far Iawm of Beauty

They will cure Coughs and Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling In- the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.

an

which

oil eff«tleof‘a«'-|lmVlnJ{

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

or

lways cure

«r»re°|1«af,™fi^feVC8 for

well

that
receive Ibe

"*90nl:,ly

pr*lered“a“°l
»

All who have committed an excess ol anv kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In maturer

OHOA.TE’,3

Often

CONSUMPTION.

are so numerous, so
aut|lpnt^00f*?^ it* eflicaoy
cLnracter,
sufr'rer. ~' .*n<l of ”ui'h Peculiar
hesitate to

system

tle.

Druggist

ins to

as

OHOATE, Druggisti

And why everybody should use,

com-

plaint* tend-

generally
study

Under Revere House, Boston; and by wholesale and
retail druggists generally throughout the
country.
To be sure of the genuite notice the Circular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each bot-

Are

priority

Ang 12—dlw

and

than any other similar preparation.
Sold at wholesale and retail by the
proprietor,

OF

immediately
levy

T

o

gists and apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, more in
quantity, less in price

Complaint, Dyspepsia. Scrofula.
Dropsy, Neuralgia. Epilepsy,
Erysipelas, Jloils, Tu-

Hayward

TX>E sale by

diseases

Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle; six bottles ft»r $3; by all drug

Liver

wa^s

1 |tn Lynn and Laurence.
>"or freight or p;tea8tf* «pjjy to
A. SOME^BY. Agent,
At Office oa the Wharf
Afril fl, 1866.-4f

physician,

BUCHU,

OF

PROPRIETORSv
NEW YORK.

&

EXTRACT

Gravel, Dropsical Swellings,and all
Urinary Organs, in Men, W'omen

all other

it is a lamentable yet inoontrovertable fact, that many syphilitic
patients are mademiserable with ruined constUutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced
in general practice;
physicians
for it is a point
conceded by the i-est syphilogiaphers, that the
and management of ihcst
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
of treatment, iu most cases makpursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiouated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

cial

It prevents or stops tho Hair
from falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free from

SOLE

FLUID

FULLERS

MAGIC LOZENGES!

BLOOD.

Hair.

It is the best Ilair

DR.

preparation

Every intelligent

Fluid Extract, nota weak tea or infusion;
one
thing needful for all complaints
insidental to females. (For particulars send for circular.)

W. K PHILLIPS & CO. 14b
Miod'e
St, and Crosman & to 75 Middle Street. For Hand
SUd-LEUjii 6c K tiE-i'i, Wiiiiesst'e
DrUiggietg,
86 Baoovi r st, Looton Muss, <Jeuer:vl
Agents tor tbc
United States.

Nmolandftt’s Extiact Bucku.
juneSO eod4fw2m

be*»t

Gknkral Dkbility and the variThroat A flection* and
ous
tioarsejiesa to which Public Speakers nrxlSin;era are liable and

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him far all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum.and cure-alls, purj»orting to lie the best In the world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. The unfortunate should lie particular in selecting his

BUCHU,

OF

pure

$1 Per Bottle.

IT:

TRY

a

Forsa'eby

C'»#mfiiny

Old and

a

RESTORED!

hoa tby and noiraai tone
bj

a

2J

FOE PASTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large auantltv 01
Portland and Penobscot KtveT
desirable building lots In the Wtst l
of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramliall MonuSummer Arrangement.
ment, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten year*
On r.ttd after Mon ?av April24th tho I if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
rv'.'C^.s nen
end fas* going Steaif- r
KEGbuild houses of satis&ctory character, then trill ad‘.apt. W !3 M wer, wi’l l^ave Kailvance, \f desired, onefourt), cjf the cost
«jTbuilding, on
Yoao Wha f, foot of State Street.
completion qf the house. From parties who build im»rtlimt\, everv
•ionpav, Wf.D3.^uav anl Fuiday tveiting. at 10
HO CASH PAYMEHT8
mediately,
REQUIRED
k c ock.coucecrinjr v.lih the3 p m train from Bob-.
Apply every day except Sunday-, from nine to ten
ton*
A. M., at the office of the subscriber*, where plans
Kc*o»-ning, will leave Bunro* every Monday, may be seen, and fall particulars obtained
and Friday
J B BB°^
morning, at 6 o'clock,
*PK!VP£8DAIr
touching at Rockland, Camdo*. Belfast, .^ta-sport,
Portland, May 8, 18«.

I’ickjport

T1'aYihlofiml*^

Portland and

to

MORRILL’S CORNER,

THE

EN-

A°f
F.rel^*ZBA

Or A P

laml

Eactwoit,

».

For Sale Cheap.
second-hand

m, for

ENERGIES

Obstinate Cntr* oi ludiye*:iun, Uyapipeii, Rlifc
matiem, JJropey and Oigeaees oi the Unbvrv Orry
gan?, which will be Ek.dily Cored,

wei

-x-—--

IN

Two

a.

the

Steamer "Queen” will connec*
fm 8t. Andrew'*, KoMnn'ou and » aleKwith 1 lie New
urns wick oi d I’aoad
Railway v.r Wooris ock and
3ott»ton h ationH. S a^o Ooarhep algo connect at
Eu*ti or- tor M 4Chi*R and Intermediate
places.
At St. John the f»fceamer
Rrnpero- w II connect, for
Wind or, U»gby amt Halifax, p.n<i with Btetuner* fot
rreflpnc and the Ht .Tchn Rive--.
Through tickets
procured of the airept* or ihe cleik on board. No
Passports required.
Freight received c-n days of sailing until 4 o’clock
p“*
C. 0. Kp-TON. Agent,
l’orttavd, March 2ft. 1865.
mch21ti

tlie Academical Year lSGo-’GC, there are twi
terms of Nineteen Weeks each, cimmcncinp
K
September 18th, 1865, and Marcli 5th, 18C6.
For Catalogue and Circular address
JOEL PARKER, Royal Professor.
27w3w
Cambridge, Mass., July 1, 1865.

'~<^®:4[teiiSV.HlNES, with Hose Carrteges; all in
-'SyjLWj iNodorder.
H<** 9uitab'8

at 8

on.

AtEa'tport

o°* of Service,
PriSJf “U8tere'Academy
Psgh
recommendations
B^xm^17

Scl ool.
The
tarnished. Address
Bath, August 16, 1865.

IMPAIRED

respectfully inlorm3

August

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

-AT-

North

passage apply to

MEDICINE

n-06*aisry,wt|| and ihoir

Mid,brought baik

TES Z

at,d

,,

r^.nieri.*g

very

Oe-opensd with New Furniture & Fixture*.

SEMI-WKEKLY LINE.

oe

At**t :~r>- w- FESSENDEN, Clerk.

;

Sold by 11. II. Ilay, W. F. Phillips, and all other
Druggists.
uoviO’64 wly

LIM1NGT0N_ACADEMY

Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland*
'every Monday Tuesday Wednes
day, Thursday, Friday and Satur,
yt = “d India
Wharf, Boston,
i
y,„
ii'
°,ukK,lP
e\ery Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, FriJ
day and Saturday, u 7 o’clock PM,

CENTS.

P E It

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

OIHTMENT

Is unsurpassed.
The Roughest Skin is made smooth.
Chapped Hands are instantly healed.
Cracked and Dried Lips are healed and soften
ed.
To keep the hands and face comfortable
during tin
cold weather, put a little of the ointment on when
going to bed.
Fu up in two sized bottles. The smaller

TWENTY-FIVE

{^VALUABLE.

Tucmcnlioaaeyn rnsaio r-'duced by r|.e loo arpursuit oi bu«in.,83 or pieacurc,
&

del t

house,

and

Is

Cures

KHUPTIOJVS

ever ra.-.ao ior tn«
following
complaints:
Colds, Codons, Whoopino Cough. Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh Bronchitis, Bpiitinu Blood,Pain
INTHKblDK. .NiUMT SWKATH Jil'UOR*,
•*»

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

Vegetable Pnlmonio

smup.
T

He would call the attention oft the aflUoted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing suUicient assurance of his si .111 and suc-

of

Incident to Infauoyand Ohiidho d it ha* been (band

}
)

Arrangement!

ALL

/JY

FOSMBSTsV KNOWN AS TUB

Myers,

riXOIOHH of

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
inarl3dfcw’stf
r>. LITTLE, Agent.

One trial is sufficient to oonvince tho most skepfci
cal that its efficacy in allaying inflatnation and reducing swellings is wonderful.

Great

OIL

Nkw
*U»_J»*!!»oi,k r.KNSTi.VAKiA, Omo, a id el!
l-ar-s <■! the vVist. via the Ekik r« ilway, lor tale
at the lowest rates, at the Union Ticket
Oppiop,

Contains no mercury or other mineral substances.
It is wholly and purely

Tlie

For tbo

PBgsaggJ

u»e

Indian

cess.

DR.

Dropsy,

Smolander’s Extract Bucku’

Proprietor.

Notice to Bond-Holders.

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And ill n-e-tful inlormation e.hie-fully furnishes,

mid

DR LAROOKAHS

With
** *U

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and mak liter
a
perfect Sud PERMANENT CURE.

Is the

will yield to tlis continued

whi h

FOREST AVENUE 88OHSI

I. ITT LIB

Ualena, Oshkosh, Ht. Paul, LaCiosse, Creel) Bay,
tjt, L-ui-, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cai-o,
ire. ani is prepared to furnish Through Tlrkete
from Portland te ah the principal cities t!ml Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at flio

COMPOUND.

RHEUM

D.

for all thn

QuIlcv,

wholly

Dyspepsia

ME.

convenient
situated at

FLUID EXTRACT OE BUCHU
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Baok, Strictures, 4c.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,

FLUID

Faculty!

»* toVp*

uEi^X

FUL> ER’S

DR.

—for—

it is within five m lea of the eeletrsted Pelasi
Mineral Spring, the wateroi which is kept constant
ly on hand at toe house. The ’aciiit.es ior Iron
fl.-lnng and other aporK aro excellent.
March 27, 18G-''. —dtf

known House,

art:

diseases of the Kidneys and Biadder

BUOOE8S,

SPRING

WINSLOW * THAYER, Proprietor

All

aud Irom 8 A.

Dr. H. addresses those who an.
”*« *»>«
affliction ol private
111
impure connection or the terrible vlo«
lrfa
entire
time
to
l*>vottog
the medical profession, he loels warranted
RANTEEIKO A CURE IA ALL Cases, Whether
of louL'

Dimness of Vision.

Leing especially
by the Medical

Recommended

a

apl7o6m

<-.reat Leaning Rentes to Chi
Agent
I"oago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland. Detroit, Milwaukee,

OINTMENT!
or

WITH

HOTEL,

Th-- public are
this feicAOiotiH,

preparation

have been long usod

and

1 his spacioui and
finely tarnished hous
has lust been open tothe public, and it wiUt<
kept in all motets as a first class Ael. It
la located «ituin a tew rods of fl
depot, ir
of'he pleasantest and most rii
vlng villages o

THB

West, South, Xlorfti-Wost and the Oanadas>

KCmEDY'S

only Ointment for the cure
rpHE
1 and cutaneous affections. It is

e,

choicest Suppers served.
HE'J. W. MUROH.

McClellan

us Diseases.
c ►mpjse thi»

which

o)

WEIL KNOWN IN MEOICH’E

JAMbs MclNTOSII PrtD ietor.
P
B. Ui < uno, 18R5—d3-u

A. T. P1E1U il,

our

RHEUM_

Dropsies
The arrio

WIILIAM ST„

...

hour,

Cunxuniplive Hneily

Temple Street,

V“d
W^iK-^tao.T'co^Udm‘““f1
dally,
.?m'ctcd,

the various

liOTJEL

MECHANIC FALLS,

Travelers!

to
TO

Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

SALT

KDW1N NOYKei,
Buperin-.endent,

18B6— apr20;f

Imuortant

thereon.

SALT

depot Portland at 6 46 A.

now

JVo. 5

a

a

t h

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

sffeotiovs or the Stomach,
CURES
Uriunry Organs. Rheumatism, tenoral Debility.
aud Cutsn

transient visitors

Vic TO R Y

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

BUCKU !

i2,‘ISvS -dimProhrie‘or-

EAGLE

P0BTLABD AND KENNEBEC K. K.

said Court appear, and shew cause
there,
if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioners
should not be granted.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Petitiou aud order of Court

Cumberland,

^

'ROVa

until for

as

The I 60 P. M. train out and the 6.46 A. M train
nto Portland, wUl be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
connect at Gorham lor West Go:ham,

of Maine.

I^aw
State of Maine.

sUuld not

On

trains will leave

follows,
tbtr notice:
Loave Baco River for Portland, ae 6 46 and 9 2 »
A. M.. and 8.46 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 7.46 A. M. and
lAd and 6.20 P. M.

give notice to all persons interested in the
prayer thereof, to appear before the Justices ot ou:
Supreme Judicial Court to be holdcn at Portland
within and for the County of Cumberland, on tlu
Second Tuesday of October next, by publishing an
attested copy of said petition, ami this order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press, v
weekly newspaper, printed in Portland, in sob
County, the last publication to be thirty davs at least
before the sitting oteaid Court, that thev may thon.
and

)

j

Sabbath

the

Medical.

D®> J- B. HUGHES

—OF—

pe°SL”.n.

TflflFR MILES FROM PORTL AH I).
e PU^*'C
intormed tbn
“^.^pootfhlJy
of the Proprietor tJ>«i
!i iihy 'Mention
Hha11 be
first-class rc*<>

iaE<* a^er Mo!*dav, 10th inst, 1866,

Miscellaneous.

Compound Fluid Extract

G&PI&1C POKD HOUSL,

RUMMER iRRANQRMKR T.

Cumberland,
the Supreme Judicial Court begun and held at
) Portland, within andfor saul County qf CumLA > berland, on the third Tuesday of April, Anne
-v—) Domini, 18C5.
Upon the forogoing petition Ordered, that the petitioners

FIFTY

undersigned, Charles E. Twombly, of Concord, in the County of Merrimac, and Slate of
Hampshire, resi»ectfully represents that l.e is

at the f>nr

trains leave

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

The larger

OE MAIZjE.

To the Honorable Justices qf the Suprenie Judicial
Court kolden at Portland within and for the
County <$f Cumberland, on the Third Tuesday q)
April, 1665.

eighty-

St. Tohii N.

one

Medical.

L

City isu-waiH-n (or
sad

The rbovc Hotel is (he
largest I : the low
|er Province1. and la first cl "as in all ita deEparrmci.t-;, Is convenient to tfco United
3 81ates and IV ova c tia Sten w toar iand;nsa

PHILIP M. STUBBS,

SALT RHEUjI
$10 CO

§3jf"These Remedies by the Case or single Box,
hecoiyatcy, by Mail or Exreceipt K the price. Address.
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC

interested

th

ST.JOHX, NkW BRUNSWICK.

PORTSMOUTH

&

on

146 PRIFCE

b.17 A M.
2.06 P.M.

ai

do

On and alter April 8,1866, Passenger
Trains leave as toliows;
Cortland for Boston, at 8.40 A.M. and 2.60

KENNEDY’S

are sent to any part of
press, free of charge ou

STATE

Queheo, kc,

(m

°f

fcsTUB RS’

*

FOLLOW®:

perfect

CASES.

Mahogany Case
(single

AB

“

P. M.

At

33\v4*w

HU,

SMOIANDER’S

»»?«

fort land, Jone

—

RAILROAD

ss.

2..

Vials, Morocoo Case, aud Book,
$10
large Vials, in Morocoo, aud Book, 6
5
large Via s, pla;n case, and Book,

Boxes(Nos. 1

AkRlVB

PORTLAND, SACO

lyAud your Petitioners aver that they are entitled to
twelve thirty-second parts of said property, namely,
the said Philip iT. Stubbs to nine thirty-second parts
and the said William T. Stubbs and said Leonidas
W. Goodridge and Julia E.
Goodridge his wife, in her
right, to three thirty-second parts, and that your petitioners cannot ej\joy their said estate in common.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that this Hon.
Court wouiti cause partition o said estate to be made,
and twelve thirty-second parts (12-32) of sal l estate
to be set off to your petitioners by metes and bounds

2.,

6o
{,o
&•
<Milftr/A*acute or chvouic, lnJiueu/.a, 6<i
0o
IVhooping-C>mgh, violent Coughs,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
bn
Ear Discharges,'impaired Bearing,
0»i
Herofu/a oi.larged ulauds, bwelliugs, 60
General Debility Physical Weakness, 00
Dropsy, and scauty becretious
5o
bea-ssdaitess. sickness from riding.
5.1
Kidney Disease. Gravel,
6u
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
1 Ob
involuntary Discharges,
Sere Mouth, Canker,
0U
Urinard Incontinence, wetting lied,
fri
Painful Periods, even with bpasms, 5»»
10.)
Sufferings at Change of L\f 'e,
Epilepsy, bpasms, bt. Vitus’ Dance, 1 Ou
fx)
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,

“19
20
31
“22
‘23
“24
4
25

25
2..
25
25
25
20

Salt likeurti Erysipelas Eruptions,
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains
Fever and Ague. Chill Fever, Agus,
Piles, blind or bleeding
Ophth tkny, aud sore or weak eyes,

44

15

adults

or

Dysentery, Griping lliliious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting
Coughs, Cold?, brooobitk
Neuraljta Toothache, 1# teache,
Headaches, biok-ileada* V. Vertigo,
Dyspestn, liillioua btou.-f i,
t2.i
Suppressed or pamftil i5.S *ds,
Whites, too profuse PerioTi.
25
2
Croup. <!ough, dillicuit Breathing.

44

9
**

rotniarJy^'1
N 11. Closed

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding §60 in value, and that per*
sonifl unless notice is given, and paid for at the ratof ono passenger for every $600 additional value.
G. J. Bit YOG EH, Managing Director
II. UA1LKV, Superintendent.
Portland, Ju:c22ed. 1866 —dtf

tiou.

44

follows

Return Ticket?, at Reduced Prices, will ho loaned
me ***» uier season trom Portia d to Be.hoi,
ham. i.-laim Po <1, Montreal und Quebec.

eighty

in

HAVE

"

a*

OUSE,

Opposite the Custom Hon

during

terested as tenants in common and in fee simple, with
persons unknown in all that portion of lot number
“twenty-seven in the one hundred acre division next
Falmouth line,” in the towu of Gum no* land. lately a
part of the town of North Yarmouth, m sa*1 County of Cumberland, which was assigned to Doranr
Allen, late widow of Abner Stubbs, late of said North
Yarmouth, as her dower in the real estate oi said Abner, same being otF the south-westerly corner of said
lot and in the form of a piarallellogram extending from
the “North-western range way or read” so called.
rods and from the southerNorth-easterly (80)
ly lino of said lot forty-eight (4>) rods North-wester-

State

ture I”

44

ran

H

in att nilai.ce cn arrival
ofTrsfcs in Forttoc.nvov i a-.-ing< 1 s and baggn.e to Burn”W"' HbtetB>er
lor the la and

laud,

«JO'

OF MAINE.

bran new

baby.
See its little teeth! Never saw a better baby!
“Take it, James, dear "whispered the wife;
and her appealing look went to the heart ci'
her husband, and won for this cast off wait'd'
humanity a home, and for this twain suncthing to live for—something to love in this
vale of tears. May Heaven’s choicest
blessings
cro.vn tiisir lives and
brighten all their fu-

4
6
6
7
8

a?

11t AIKB WILL

STUBBS,
LEONIDAS W. GOODRIDGE,
JULIA E. GOODRIDGE,
By Jabez 0. Woodtnan, their Attorney.
(Place of liev. Stamp. I
50 cents.
J
j

“Take this baby, then.”
“I don’t want a baby, replied the husband.”
“Bnt. I present it to you gratis.
“But I ted you I don’t want it.”

I.

Medical.

WM. T.

“No.”

■tux-.-gpuauiL-

or.

s»train for S«*u:h Paris.
Lewiston,
M?ntr. al, and UutOto.* tt

x>r

“ "

juiu23ti

train lor WaterviUe. Bangor, Gorlina, Island
Pond, Alontrial and Quab .c at t 26P M.
-ottiot ih -MO train* conn ci at Montreal wi h ex
pr< ei i.aiob tor iorentu, Dttioit,
Chicago, and «.»!
other place- uort.

To the Honorable Justices qf the
Supreme Judicial
Court holdem at Portland, within and for ih*
County qf Cumberland, on the third Tuesday qt
April, 1866.

severalty.

For

Gorham, Itlana 1tul.i1

The Fall Term will commence Sept. 4th.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. HANSON, Principal.
Waterville, July 27, 1865.
32w8w

ki

“Yes.”
“Got any children ?”

I—U..IH

celebrated tummer resort, situated
CUSHINGS ISLAND,

hallraics f

a

harder”0

TRUNK R All,WAV.
< )f Oanada
00 l/JUMEli
ARHASkiRMKNT.
aud al<*r Mondaj, Jane 2ntb,iW6
tlfrS'agga

j&ttSP***trainb will

his

1V0

liHASli)

Goodridge,
wife, her right,
T. Stubbs, all of Alilo, in the County of
Piscataquis, repectiully represent* that they are in-

baby?”

re

SI MORSE, Bapt.

U.

Watarvtlle. June 22,1865.

REFERENCES:

STATE

Ml-

Harbor, Me.

r

stano* conned! with trains at principal stations,
t.ilyTor most oi .h* towns North and East ol this

ridge,

I can t

it’s a

HiirtTdMWO—Leave Lt’.vistou at 6.20 A. 51 nnu
arrive in Poi tlaiul at 8.2U A. 51. Leave ttauxm at
and arrive in Portland at 2.16 r 51.
7.30 A. M
Both those train* owinc-ct a: Portland with trains lor

the State of Maiue.

$3.00, $3.60, $0.00, per term of Olevon
ing, Painting, and Music, extra.

1865.

Jyti7T'''rfr1 Train* leave Portland, Grand Tronic
V~y*ig*irrliriTiirr tor Lewiston and Aulrara, at
U'J 2k ai aoJ 1.26 P. M.
Kor Ban/oi and intermediate .tolK'i'* et 1.25 P. 111.

-i

pense.

tuition

MONDAY. JUNE iitjih,

TO COMMENCE

and William

“Keep it,” shouted out a sympathizing
friend; “It will be worth a thousand dollars to
you.”
“Get married,” said another, “It will be a
good start.”
“Go to houmkeeping; it is a good thing to

“Why,

summit arrangbmxnt

M.

moment, and, by jabers,she was gone
moment, and never came back at all—and

have in a

Institute /

extensive acquaintance with the Greek, Latin,
French aud German Classics, she is an accomplished
lady, and a teacher of large and varied experience.Ocher competent teachers will be employed as the
wants of the Institute shall develope themselves.
Pupils will not be received for less than one term.
No deductions will be made for absence, except in
case of protracted sickness.
Tuition payable at the
middle of the term. Board in private families will
cost at the present time $2.5t> to $3.00 a week.
Students who wish to board themselves or in clubs,
can obtain rooms for this
purpose at a moderate ex-

in

I

--

O T TA WM
Portland

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

This is an old Institution (Waterville Academy)
with a new name, and a new plan. I<* P*“ “ tw®"
told: embraeing a preparatory course for College, and
with graduating
a Collegiate course of throe years,
It will aim at
honors at the close, for young ladies.
«•*<"» ** CoUege as
just two objects: such a |*ap»
and suooessful prosecuyoung men need for the easy
mid such a course of study
tion of their college course,
ladies as is adapted to fit them
and ti aining for
far American women. Preparatory for these courses
to them, there will be an introductory
and auxiliary
which pupils ma> be admitted without recourse, to
gtird to attainments. The immediate wants of young
ladies and gentlemen preparing to teach will be properly attended to, and there will be good facilities for
the study of Drawing,
Painting and Music.
The subscriber is
happy to announce that he has
secured the services of Miss Harriet C. Woodman, of Portland* late of Bates’ College, as Principal
Oi the Ladies’ Department.
Of Miss Woodman he
She is a ripe
can speak from personal knowledge.
scholar, and an exact aud thorough teacher. Besides

Everybody

I

Hotels.

■

undersigned Philip
Stubbs, of Strong,
in the County of Franklin, Leonidas W. GoodTHE
and Julia E.
his
in

one

in a
what shall I do with the

■

an

Only a private,
Ijeft the stern wars
For a promotion
’Msiig tue bright Stars 1“

A

■

Classical

S'weet was the brealb of the hawthorn bueb
That blew in the briery lano,
And tender the vesper song the thrush
Poured forth in low retrain;
And teaderly siiuiod the curving lipa
That never shall smile again.

tin furnishes the

11

WATERVTLLE

UNDEB THE TEOBN.
BY

Railroads.

Miscellaneous.
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"HT* If you are In want of any kind
call at the Daily Preea Office,
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